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I 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis is concerned with the development of a theory for 
U 
determining the aerodynamic forces for unsteady, compressible subsonic 
flow on a propeller and helicopter rotor. The acceleration potential 
method was used in developing the basic equations and the method has 
been programmed for the propeller on a computer and some results are 
given. The integral equations was solved by the doublet-lattice method, 
which consists of placing "load" lines at certain locations on the 
chord and satisfying the down-vash condition at other selected positions. 
The examples presented include the spanvise and chordwise loading 
on a rotating propeller for incompressible flow, an example of compres- 
sible flow calculations and finally, a calculation illustrating the loss 
of aerodynamic damping of a propeller blade due to the passage of the 
blade over its own wake. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
(The symbols listed refer to Chapters 4-6) 
A, B, C, D coefficients for a pressure doublet moving in a hel- 
ical path - defined in equations 4.29-4-32 
AH, B H'CH DH coefficients for a pressure doublet moving in a 
skewed helical path - defined in equations 5.23- 
5.27 
a speed Of Bound 
CL lift coefficient 
a 
r . 
-e 
x 
-e 
e cylindrical unit vectors 
E, F direction coefficient in equation 5.34 
F(-r) strength of doublet 
F0 magnitude of doublet strength 
f deflection mode of blade 
h UW advance ratio Wor propeller, ? TRfor helicopter) 
h' nondimensional advance ratio 
h 
R 
H magnitude of bending displacement 0 
H nondimensional magnitude of bending displacement T 
i'31K cartesian unit vectors 
K kernel of Integral Equation mn 
k 1Rw reduced frequency 
L lift 
distance between axis of notation and downwash point 
positive when, measured in direction of positive axis. 
Measured along reference surface. 
I IV real and imaginary parts of lift equation 
6.29 
aa 
I/R 
M Mach No. of forward flight speed U/a 
ix 
n0 unit vector normal to reference surface at time T 
unit vector normal to reference surface at time t 
p harmonic mode of helicopter rotation 
p pressure differential across blade surface 
q(T) strength of doublet - propeller 
Q- integration spacing defined in equation 6.19 
q dynamic pressure based on forward flight speed 
(I Pul) 2 
q(V) dynamic pressure based on velocity of reference 
-12 
/"-2+21,2 
surface V (- PV ), V=Ur 2 
r radial distance of field point 
r' nondimensional distance of field point rI/R 
r0 radial distance of doublet position 
r" transformed radial distance for helicopter 
defined by equation 5.30 
R reference length 
s distance from source point at time T to field 
point at time T 
t time of reception of signal at field point 
U forward speed of propeller or rotor - positive for 
motion in negative x-direction 
resultant velocity vector at propeller or helicopter 
surface 
velocity vector of rotor as felt by observer on rotor 
W vertical velocity of helicopter - positive in 
negative z-direction 
w downwash velocity normal to reference surface 
X9Y9Z coordinates of field point 
X09YOOZO coordinates of source point 
z 
Greek Symbols 
a angle of attack - angle between reference velocity V and blade Burface 
C1 0 amplitude of torsional oscillation 
M2 
angular coordinate of field point, relative to 
rotating blade 
0 angular coordinate of source point relative to 
rotating blade 
C angle between reference velocity and plane of 
rotation at field point location 
C0 angle between reference velocity and plane of 
rotation at source point 
C(T), Tj(T). C(T) path of doublet as function Of T in cartesian coordi- 
nate system 
angular position of field point at time t, referred 
to time t=0 and a reference radius on blade 
e0 angular position of source point at time T, refer- 
red to time t- 0 and a reference radius on blade 
Integration variable in propeller equation and 
coordinate in helicopter problem 
coordinate in helicopter equations 
integration variable in helicopter equation 
V transform coordinate for helicopter - equation 5.4 
P fluid density 
a helical coordinate defining field variable e +x 
a belical coordinate defining 
x field variable 6a 
a0 helical coordinate defining source variable eO+ 
X0 
at 0 helical coordinate defining source variable 0 
XO 
0-= 
xi 
time of initiation of source disturbance 
velocity potential 
acceleration potential 
propeller or rotor rotational speed 
w vibration frequency of blade or rotor 
Subscripts 
R'I real and Imaginary parts, respectively 
1.1 
CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
Rotating lifting surfaces are an integral part of the propulsive 
unit of every aeronautical and nautical vehicle, from the compressor 
and turbine blades of jet engines, the pumps for rocket engines, to 
propeller and helicopter rotors. The aerodynamics of these rotating 
elements has been under extensive study since the advent of the airplane 
and with a combination of experimental and analytical approaches, 
successful designs have been achieved. In many cases, two-dimensional 
theory has been used, usually modified by an assumed spanwise distribution, 
and inflow angles. The few theories available for propellers have 
treated only the incompressible case. The use of lifting surface theory 
has not been developed for the compressible rotating case. It is the 
purpose of this thesis to present a lifting surface method which includes 
the effects of compressibility within the limits of linearized theory. 
The method is based on the concept of the acceleration potential, 
originally introduced by Hans Kussner (ref. 1). Me method was first 
applied to an oscillating wing in uniform translatory motion by the author 
including compressible flow in 1957 (ref. 2). The acceleration potential 
approach has now become standard in the determination of the unsteady 
aerodynamic forces for flutter studies. 
The first use of the acceleration potential approach for a rotating 
system was made in a paper by Hanaoka (ref. 3) for the incompressible 
case in a paper directed at application to the marine propeller. The 
acceleration potential has been used in the past in studying the propeller 
noise problem, but in all of these noise propagation cases the problem 
was specialized early in the analytical development to the so-called 
far-field case usually with a stationary observer, whereas the lifting 
1.2 
surface theory ic essentially concerned with the detailsof the near-field 
case for a co-moving observer as well as the satisfaction of certain 
boundary conditions. The procedure developed here involves the precise 
numerical integration over the surface of the blade. It is hoped that 
the method lays fundamental ground work for propeller and helicopter 
unsteady, three dimensional compressible aerodynamic theory. 
With regard to the contents of the thesis, the second chapter con- 
tains a brief review of some selcted developments of propeller and heli- 
copter aerodynamic theory. Included are some remarks about propeller 
noise theory, since the basis of propeller noise theory is closely akin 
to the aerodynamic lifting theory. ' The chapter is concluded with a 
discussion of the work that has been done on propeller wake flutter. 
The third chapter reviews the application of the acceleration potential 
method to a wing in uniform flow in order to form a background for 
Chapters 4 and 5 where the fundamental developments of the thesis are 
given. The equations for the propeller are given in Chapter 4 and the 
helicopter equations are given in Chapter 5. In the final chapter, 
the calculation, procedure is presented along with some illustrative 
examples'. The computing formats are presented in an appendix. - The 
Fortran IV language'is used and has been adapted for use on the Langley 
]Research Center CDC 6600 computer. 
2.1 
rTTADMrM TT 
ROTATING BLADE AERODYNANIC THEORY -A REVIEW 
SUMMARY 
The flow field around a rotating lifting surface is very complex, 
the various methods developed in the past to determine the aerodynamic 
flow have involved many simplifications and approximations. Mich research 
remains to be done to develop a complete theory for rotating blades. 
In order to provide a background for the present, analysis, this chapter 
reviews some of the theories which have been developed - the general lines 
of attack are indicated and the principal-results are given. 
II. 1 INCOMPRESSIBLE PROPELLER THEORY 
The first propeller theory was developed by Rankine in 1865, (ref. 4) 
a nd was elaborated on by Froude in 1889. (ref. 5) The, basis of these 
theories was the conservation of momentum as the fluid passes through the 
propeller, disc. -, The propeller is, treated as an actuator disc which 
imparts momentum to the flow and this theory has provided a good indication 
of the efficiency of propellers, however, it does not. give information on 
I the details of the flow in the vicinity of the propeller. 'For a very large 
number of blades, the theory does provide some information concerning the 
inflow velocity at the disc. 
With the development of airfoil theory involving the concept of 
trailing vortices, a better physical picture "of -the propeller aerodynamics 
began to emerge. Prandtl (ref. 6) developed an approximate expression for 
calculating the blade loading for an infinite number of blades, providing 
for a tip effect. Propeller theory finally matured with the classical work 
of Goldstein (ref. T) which set the stage for a final and essentially 
complete incompressible, steady, propeller theory, and has formed the 
2.2 
foundation of incompressible propeller theory. Theodorsen (ref. 8) 
extended the Goldstein theory to include dual propellers and developed a 
general theory'. At about this time period the jet engine became the 
primary thruster for aircraft and research on propellers in the aeronau- 
tical cororminity essentially ceased. 
However, interest still remained with the naval researchers and a 
definitive paper by Hanoaka (ref. 3) included the development of an 
incompressible, lifting surface theory for an oscillating propeller. 
Unfortunately he did not complete the analysis to the point where numerical 
results could'be obtained. 
We shall review some of the more important theories, indicating 
the general lines of attack. 
II. 1.1 MOMENTUM THEORY 
The basis of propeller theory for many years was the elementary 
momentum theory, originally developed by Rankine. A large number of 
blades are assumed so that the impulse provided to the airstream is 
uniform over the whole plane of the propeller. Losses due to imparted 
rotation of the fluid as well as compressibility effects are neglected. 
A sketch of the propeller is shown below 
P0 
U . 1" 
*-u1 
*k-,, 
A0 
2.3 
The change in axial momentum per unit time will equal the thrust T or 
T= Apu(ul - U) 2.1 
For incompressible flow, the continuity equation is 
Apu = Alpul 
and substituting into. equation 2.1 results in 
T= Alpul(ul - U) 
The work done on the air per unit of time is the TU and this work must 
be equal to the increase of slipstream kinetic energy per unit of time, the 
change in kinetic energy is 
AKE Apu(U2 U2) 
21 
or equating this to the work 
12 U2) TU = ; 2PAu(ul - 2.2 2 
and substituting for T from equation 2.1 
AW(ul U) Apu(u 2_ U2) 
Therefore 
1 (uj + U) 2.3 
2.4 
which demonstrates that the flow velocity of the air through the disc 
equals the average of the axial velocity U and the induced velocity 
downstream of the disc. 
If the forward velocity U is zero, then the induced velocity u 
is obtained from 
T= (PuA)2u 
or 
f -T 
2.4 
2plTO 
11.1.2 BLADE ELEMENT THEORY 
The next step in the evolutionary process was the adoption of the 
blade element concept wherein an element of a blade of either a 
propeller or a helicopter rotor is treated as a two dimensional section 
and the incremental lift at that section is obtained from the equation 
dC 
dL PW2 
L 
c1c dr 2.5 2 
Where dL is the differential lift on the section, W is the resultant 
velocity, p the air density a is the local angle of attack, c is 
the chord and dr the differential radius. A sketch of the air flow 
around the airfoil is given below 
rQ 
2.5 
where 'r is the radius of the station, n is the rotational speed, 
u is theýinduced velocity, U is the forward velocity, a is the angle 
of attack, 0 is the geometrical angle relative to the plane of 
rotation. 
The practical problem is the determination of the induced velocity 
u vhich is required to determine the effective angle of attack a. 
Various methods have been used to determine u; one method is, of course, 
to use the momentum theory previously discussed. A more exact method was 
developed by Goldstein, and since this represents a fundamental step 
in propeller aerodynamics a more detailed discussion is presented next. 
11-1-3 VORTEX MMOD FOR INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW 
Goldstein (ref. 7) developed a vortex theory for determining 
the circulation in terms of the induced velocity u for a rotating 
propeller blade for incompressible flow. The bound vortex, moving 
'With the blade, generates a trailing vortex sheet, the strength of 
which is, -proportional to the rate of change of the bound vorticity 
along the radius-. The-trailing-vortex sheet'then approximates a 
trailing helical sheet. 
Goldstein obtained this solution by solving the goverming 
equationwhich, for incompressible flow, is Laplace's equation 
V20=0. First he establishes the boundary condition at the propeller 
surface by relating the velocity, of the propeller surface w_ in the 
directýon of its axis, to the velocity components in term of the 
velocity-potential 
v cos c 
aO 
cos c-1 sin c 
ýk 2.6 ax ,r ae 
2.6 
where cylindrical coordinates are used and tan c= 
1L 
.A helical ril 
transformation is introduced, namely, 
-x2.7 U9 Wil 
, where h is termed the advance ratio. With these transformations, 
and use of the boundary condition, Laplace's equation may be 
written as 
2.8 
where r h 
Since ý will be discontinuous across the propeller blade and 
its wake, i. e. for r<R, but must be continuous for r>R, Goldstein 
searches for a solution in each region in terms of arbitrary constants. 
He then matches the solutions and determines the constants so that 
the solutions are equal at r=R. The final form Goldstein gives for 
the vorticity is 
li 
2 
2m+l 
(2m + lp) L- 
= G(V) -Z0A- EM 2.9 WV Tr 
Z-2mI 
(2m -; 111-) 
M7-0 
(1 
+ Po 2m+l 0 
when G (p) is a tabulated function in his report and "I" represents 
a modified Bessel function. 
EW is shown in fig. 1 for a2 bladed 
Twuv 
propeller. The circulation r has not been used by industry in a 
direct manner to calculate the loading on the blade, but it has been 
used as a correction factor to the blade element concept to account 
for tip losses. 
2.7 
11.1.4 UNSTEADY PROPELLER THEORY 
An early attempt to solve the unsteady propeller problem including 
effectz of aspect ratio, was made in a definitive work by Hanaoka (ref. 3). 
He utilized the concept of the acceleration potential as a basis for 
his derivation of the integral equation which relates the downwash on the 
propeller blade to the surface pressure difference. The acceleration 
potential method will-be used later in this thesis in deriving the 
equation for the compressible propeller. Hanoaka utilizes a helical 
coordinate, system. in, his solution. The cylindrical coordinate x, r and 
are replaced by the following relations (following Goldstein) , 
T =0+1 forthe fieldpoints and VI =3: 
L; 
hhhh 
Cy 0 T, = 01 +1 for the source point where h Thus, hh 
for a constant value of a, for instance, 0 and x are related and will 
def ine a helical line. 
If 
-ý 
denotes the velocity potential and ip, the acceleration 
potential,. -Bernoulils-equation may be written as 
AR 
- 
at 
+un+0 
Dý 2.10 
p- at ax Be 
Due to the fundamental nature of Laplace's equation, both the velocity 
potential--ý and acceleration potential * will satisfy Laplace's 
equation. When treating the acceleration potential, the only discontinuity 
that need be treated is across the lifting surface itself,, and the wake 
does not have to be considered as is the case for the velocity potential. 
Utilizing a-helical coordinate system as defined-above, 
- 
2.8 
equation 2.10 may be reduced to two variables as given below 
+2Q 
)f 
2.11 
The acceleration potential for a lifting system for a thin airfoil is 
dS 2.12 
ff 
ff('Pu 
7r 
*2) 3n' R 
where the integration extends over the lifting surface only and 
+ a, )2/4 + 42 + V, - 2pp' coo T' +a- at)/2) 
2.13 
The derivative 3f orziLs a doublet from the 1/R source term, and n 3n' 
is the direction normal to the surface on which the force acts. Equation 
2.11 may be solved for 0, the velocity potential, in terms of the 
acceleration potential 4) to obtain 
03 -? 
Dý 0=1 Vld T 
Assuming harmonic motion vith frequency v 
7r 0e 
ivt 
p 
and substituting into equation 2.12 Hanoaka obtained for a multibladed 
propeller 
0 c- 
1t ffil 
0e 
i2pm7r/. t dSl x 8mp 
M--o 
f'r 
e -(U+ip)(T-T)/2 
a 
dT 2.14 Tn R 
2.9 
V where p=a''I is the number of blades. Unfortunately, Hanoaka 
did not obtain a solution to this equation, however in an appendix 
he indicates a possible method of proceeding, but did not continue 
the analysis to obtain a numberical solution. 
The method initiated by Hanoaka formed the basis for a con- 
siderable amount of research at the Stevens Institute of Technology, 
in which studies were-directed at developing techniques for solving 
the integral equation as given above. Various approximations to the 
helicoidal wake were attempted and Tsakonas et al (ref. 9) compared 
these approximations to an exact treatment of the wake for incompres- 
sible flow. 
To this point we have discussed only the incompressible flow 
case. The following sections will be concerned with compressible 
flow about rotating surfaces. 
11.2 METHODS FOR TREATING COMPRESSIBIE FLOW 
SUMMARY 
The compressibility of the fluid has represented a difficulty for 
all aerodynamic problems but methods of solution have been developed. 
For the propeller and helicopter no practical method exists which is 
described in the open literature. This section is devoted to a brief 
review of some methods for attacking the problem. 
2.10 
11.2.1 GENERAL 
In treating incompressible flow, the time for a pulse to reach another 
point in the field is null - i. e. the pulse travels at an infinite speed 
and this fact results in a great simplification of the governing equations. 
For compressible flows, however, the time for a pulse to affect a field 
point is finite and this time delay must be taken into account time and 
this delay is usually referred to as 'retarded time'. The study of retarded 
time-has interested many eminent physicists, including Einstein and Lorentz. 
For both light propagation and sound propagation, the governing equation 
is the wave equation 
V2ý - 
1- a2 ý=F 
. 15 
c2 at 
2 
where ý is the velocity potential for wave propagation, c is the speed 
of propagation, and F represents a disturbance vhich may be a function 
of position and time. 
There are basically two methods for obtaining the solutions to the 
wave equation: 
(1) Separation of variables 
(2) Integral equation method 
Of these techniques, the separation of variables is the least 
general since it is applicable only to a certain set of orthogonal 
coordinate systems and is too restrictive for general application. On 
the other hand the, the integral equation method is not conceptually 
restrictive, but the derivation of the kernel and the solution of the 
equation may be difficult. We have already shovn an application of 
the integral equation method in describing the work of Hanoaka in the 
2.3.1 
the previous section. The remainder of this section is devoted to 
describing three methods for deriving the kernel of the integral equation. 
These techniques are: 
(1) Green'sfunction technique 
(2) Lorentz-Galilean transformations 
(3) Moving pulse technique 
A brief description of, each is given below. 
11.2.2 GREEN'S FUNCTION TECHNI 
The wave equation referred to fixed coordinates is 
V2P _ 
L_ 32ý 
=_ 4, ff : r(i, t) 2.16 
c2 at 
2 
where f(R, t) is a source or disturbance distribution. Let G(!, t; Pt') 
be Green's function, which by definition satisfies the following 
equation 
(V2 V) -41r 6(R - R98(t V) 2.17 
c2 at 
2 
where 'x and t refers to the field or measurement point, and xI and 
t' refer to the position and time at which a pulse occurs. 
A solution of equation 2.16 is 
fG(xst; 
x't') f(x, t') d3x'dtl 2.18 
To find G take the, Fourier-transform of both sides of equation 2.17. 
The RHS 6(X - Xl) 6 (t-T) transforms to El-l -ýýII 21r 
and therefore 
2.12 
G(x, t; x't') = 
fd3k fdk 
g(K, u)e 
iK(i-i i) 
e-iw(t-t') 2.19 
Putting these two-functions into equation 2.15, it turns out that 
112.20 
4 W3 (k 2 W2 
2) 
c 
This function has a singularity at k2 ourse is made to 
c2 
physicalýreasoning. First, since no pulses can arrive at the field point 
before the pulse originates, the following conditions on G must be 
imposed, 
(a) G=0 for t> tl 
(b) G will represent outgoing wave only 
Using the techniques of contour integration, the final expression 
for the Green's Function is 
G(x, t; xl, tl) = 
6(t, 
2.21 
1; - ; 11 
This function is known as a "retarded" Green's Function. An example of 
application of the Green's function techniques to propeller noise will 
be given later. 
11.2-3 TRANSFORMATION TECHNIQUES 
In mathematical physics and in electrodynamics, a great body of 
work has been done in studying the transformation from one coordinate 
system to another. Einstein's great contribution was in making the proper 
interpretation of some of these transformations. For aerodynamics and 
acoustics we are usually concerned with moving sources of sound and it 
has been found that the special characteristic of the Lorentz and Galilean 
2.13 
transformation are very useful. Of major importance is that fact that the 
wave equation is invariant to those transformation, thus a solution found 
for the wave equations in stationary coordinates, may be transformed to 
a moving coordinate system. The Lorentz transformation as given in 
electrodynamic texts books is not directly applicable since it is altered 
in a way not suitable for acoustics. fissner compensates for the 
alteration by means of a uniform transformation of all coordinates. 
Thus the modified Lorentz transformation as derived by Kussner is given as 
X= 
xe + Vt Y=LL Z= 
Z1 
2, '02 
tl + 
Vx 1 
2.22 
t=ß22 
where x, y, z and t refers to the fixed coordinate system and 
xt z' and t' are in the moving coordinate system where 
0= *j- M2 and M Applying this transformation, (which we might C 
call the Lorentz-KUssner transformation) to a simple stationary source 
which is oscillating with frequency 
L 2.23 
we obtain for the source translating in the x direction 
iW 
++V )2 + 02F, t X7 t L2 
0= Ae 
cI 
'T 2.24 ;, 
xl + VtI) 
7-07R 
where R2 = V, 12 +, z, 
2 
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11.2.4 MOVING PULSE TECHNIQUE 
The method of successive pulses was first originated by Prandtl 
(ref. 10) for aerodynamic purposes in 1936. It is a procedure in which 
the physics of the problem is particularly clear and in addition it 
is readily adaptable to the arbitrary motion of a moving source. This 
method will be used later to develop the expression for the potential 
for a source in helical motion as well as that for the motion described 
by a helicopter blade. 
Let f(T) define an impulse at time T which can be written as 
6(t 
where 6(T) =0 for T00 and at -t = Tq is characterized by unit 
area. The "6" is defined for example, as follows 
Co L 
f(i - T) 6 (T) dT =f (Cr) 2.25 
Now, let a series of pulses, (defined along some . arbitrary path) 
act in succession in a space fixed coordinates system and let the path 
be defined by 
77 =. q (. 0 
Then, in the usual form for a source, 
1 t-r/c 6(t -T dT 2.26 c r 
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The only time that a non-zero contribution is found wJ3_1 be for 
1- 
c 
or 
C(T)i + (Y - n(T)i + (Z _ C(T»2]1 t-T=Z=12.27 
This expression relates the interval of time for a pulse to propagate from 
the disturbance position -&(T), n(T), and C(T) to a field point at xi, Y, z- 
If we desire to have the field point move, then we can also write the 
=tion of the field point as 
x(t); y= y(t) and z= z(t) 
The solution of equation 2.26 is therefore 
1 F(T), j; T 2.28 
r ýdO 0 -0- 0 
where 
0-t-T-Z 
11-3 PROPELLER VOISE THEORY 
SUMARY 
The theory of propeller noise is closely akin to the problem of 
determining the steady and unsteady loads on the propeller blade, the 
subject of this thesis. The principal difference is that in propeller 
Loise theory the interest is directed tavard the far field - for the surface 
loading problem interest must be directed at the near field, and furtherg 
for the near field case certain boundary conditions must be satisfied, 
for instance, the blade surface must be considered as impenetrable. Thus 
2.16 
it seems appropriate to review some of the more important noise theories, 
as they provide further background to the problem at hand. 
Noise from a propeller arises from several sources. First the steady 
lifting force on the propeller creates a noise for an observer who is 
stationary relative to the blade rotation. This problem was treated first, 
by Gutin in 1936 (ref. 11) in an approximate but very useful manner, 
Garrick and Watkins (ref. 12) added the effect of forward speed and showed 
that above M= . 5, the noise increased rather significantly. 
These theories provided adequate knowledge of the noise created by 
the lower harmonics, Lowson (ref. 13) extended the work to include the 
higher harmonics and obtained good correlation with experiment. Wright (ref. 
14) also studied the higher harmonic case and his work and Lowsons are in 
essential agreement. 
A number of German investigators also studied the propeller noise 
problem and a summary of this work is given in ref. 15 along with an 
extended reference list. 
A brief summary of the work of'Gutin, Garrick, Lowson and the German 
school will be given next. 
11-3-1 Original Propeller Noise Theory 
The first propeller noise theory was developed by Gutin (ref. 11) who 
treated the propeller as a disc. Examining a point on the disc from a 
space fixed position, one would sense a pulse as the blade passes the source 
point and in the actual case, the chordwise loading has a rather complex 
shape. Gutin assumes, however, that the pulse is rectangular and the 
blade chord is very small. With this approximation the thrust T and 
torque Q loadings may be expressed respectively, as 
I dT 
and 
1 dQ 
FU BR dR 
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where B is the number of blades and R is the radius. 
Gutin then assumes a periodic pulse so that the thrust and torque 
can be written as 
1 dT 
e 
i(Wt mBe) 'T -7r a -R 
F1 dQ e'(4)t mBe) Q 7rR dR 
where m is the harmonic number and Q is the angular velocity. 
The velocity potential for concentrated forces may be written 
as 
-i d -ikr Vi rk -pc clx ay az r 
mbere c= velocity of sound 
k= w/c wave number of mth harmoinc 
X, Y, and Z are components of concentrated forces 
A sketch of the physical situation is given below 
/-x 
- 
Rt 
roý 
Field Point 
If r is larger compared to Rt , we can write 
2.29 
2.30 
r0-R cos e sin 6 
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For a far field solution we shall neglect terms of order r2 in the 
denominator, however, we must retain those terms in the exponent. Therefore, 
the potential vill appear as 
e 
ik(ct - ro) 
R-'T 21r dT 
cos 6 +!. 
Ilsin6 
sine x 
47r2 pcr 0 
fo fo aR R dR 
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e 
i(k 
r sin 
6 cos e- mBO) 
dRdO 
For a coordinate system vhich is stationary, the pressure is given by 
Pp2.32 at 
Taking, the derivative of ý and integrating with respect to 0, there results 
p mB T cos 6+ CQ 3 Bln 2.33 ýr mB 
(k"e 
2 140ro nec 
I 
where Re represents the average or effective radius which has been found 
to be about .8 IR T and the prime designates. a root mean square pressure. 
This is Gutin's final result and gives the pressure- in terms of known 
physical parameters, if one knows the thrust T and torque Q. 
11-3.2 EFFECT'OF FORWARD VELOCITY ON NOISE PROPAGATION 
The development by Garrick and Watkins (ref. 12) follows essentially 
the lines set by Gutin with the exception of the expression for the 
doublet. In*contrast to the expression for a stationary doublet, as 
used by Gutin, they used the expression for a doublet having a forward 
velocity V as follows, 
2.19 
1 2- 2- a 
ika 
V -Tr x ax y ay Z az s 
or 
1 ikcr 
4ft s 
2.34 
'where F F, F are forces in the coordinate directions and xyz 
ß cr = m(x - x, ) -ý177 
(x - x, ) 
2+ß 2[(y 
_ yl )2 + (Z _ zl)2 111/2 2.35 
By setting B=1 and M=0, this equation reduces to the form given by 
Gutin. In addition, Garrick and Watkins investigated the effect of several 
types of chordwise blade loadings, namely, an impulsive loading, a triangular 
loading and a rectangular loading. The final result for the pressure is 
Thrust 
_ 
ik (S + MX) 
Te iwt 20 ik kyR Y -e imB e0-ý) PT -- 27r S -2 
(M+ 'k) JmB S 
0a00 
and for Torque 
-, (S"+M. ) 
pQ 
eiwt i mB +1 mBe 
a2 (kYRe) Q Re 2 
=Trso JmB So 
where So = 
Vx 2+ $2 y2 
The pressure magnitude is finally 
IPI = IPT +P 
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11-3-3 FOURIER TECHNIQUE FOR PROPELLER VOISE 
A number of German investigators were concerned with the propeller 
noise problem and they did some excellent and original work. Some of these 
workers were Klissner, Billings, Ernsthausen, Yznl, and Merbt. Their 
investigations were, for the most part, condensed and summarized by 
Kussner (ref. 15) and a brief outline is given below. 
Most of their work begins with the expression for a rotation source 
originally derived by Schott,, (ref. 16) about 1900 when he was investi- 
gating the motion of moving electrical sources. The velocity potential 
was derived by means of a Fourier analysis and is given as 
co T 
2Trm (t 
-T- 
! ý) 
2c Tc dT 
0=T E_, e 2-3T 
M--o 
fo 
where c is the strength of the source and is here presumed constant, 
m is the Fourier component, the prime on the summation sign V means 
that for m=0, only 1/2 the term is used, and T is the period of the 
motion (T = 
27r ). Selecting a coordinate system as follows W 
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Field Point Coordinates 
xx 
ys sin 
zs Cos 
Source Point Coordinates 
xx1 
yl a sin (wt + 6) 
z1a Cos (wt + 6) 
Therefore, 
r-R2_2as cos (wt +6- e) 
and R2= (X - x, ) 
2+a2+ 
s2 
and letting a and -as =a and examining the integral of equation (2 
-7 . 
37) 
R 
there is obtained 
T 2itim (t AT 
h (a, a) =RfeT mT0r 
2 ir e 
im(- X-a 2cr cos-X) 
2.38 f -X. 
0 v(1 - 2a cos X 
Therefore equation (2-37) would become 
Co 2c Z* 1h (a, 6)e'ml«ot +62.39 
R 
m---o m 
For a multibladed propeller, sources would be distributed at equal angles 
around the circle, and the phase angle of the source will be 
SK = 
2Trk k=1,2, 
r 
Therefore, the potential for n equally spaced sources, moving on the 
some circular line is 
2c, 
0 =--a 
E. (a, cr) e 
imn(wt + 2.40 
nR 
M-- 0 
hm, 
n 
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For noise at a large distance from the propeller, a far field approximation 
can be made as follows 
A-a cos XZ1- cr cos X-1 
for the denominator. Since 
e 
ix Cos X= 
g21 
mim (X) Cos mX 
MFO 
where J (x) is the Bessel F=ction of the first kindy the'potential for m 
the far field is 
2c 
n i-mn imn (wt - cl + On ý- Jýn (a a) e 2.41 R MF 0 
The above potential applies to the static condition, i. e. the propeller has 
no forward velocityý For the case of a propeller moving forward with 
velocity U, K-Ussner proposes the following transformation, based on the 
Lorentz and Galilean transformations 
R1_ X1, + utl)2 +a2 (a 
2+s, 2) L 
2 
(XI 
Cy =e2 atst --2 
q2 2 (x, -x1+ Ute) +ß (a +s) 
c 
a= Wý(Xj _ xi + ut 1)2 +02 (a 12 + st2 c 
where 
w= 
2w, 
2.23 
wt - w, t, + 
we (x, - xi)m 
c 
11-3.4 EFFECT OF UNSTEADY PROPELLER LOADING-ON NOISE 
Several theoretical studies of compressor noise have been made by 
Lowson (ref. 13). Since Lighthill's concepts of aerodynamic noise (ref. 
16) are fundamental to Lowson's approach, a brief description is indicated 
first before summarizing Lowson's work. 
The continuity equation of fluid dynamics may be written with the 
surmation convention as 
ap 
+ 2.42 at ax 
where p is the density, t is time, Q is the rate of introduction of 
mass per unit volumeg and vi are the velocity components in the direction 
of xi. In the same notation, the momentum equation can be written as 
3(pv 
++ 
ap" 
=F2.43 at axi axi i 
where Fi are the components of external force per unit volume. ) and pj 
are the nine component stress tensor which includes viscous and internal 
pressure forces. If equation 1 is differentiated which respect. to t 
and equatlon 2 is differentiated with respect to xi and the two equations 
are subtracted, there results 
a2p 2 2fp 
3Fi 
-a- 57, , axiax 
2.44 
at 20a2 at X, 
where 
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I- aýPS 'ij , P'i'i , Iii o ii 
6ij=lfor i=J and 0 for iij 
so = speed of sound propagation 
This equation is the fundamental result of Lighthill. The L. H. S. is 
identically the well known wave equation, the R. H. S. side contains three 
types of noise sources vhich are interpreted as fo2lows: 
aq 
represents the noise created by time rate of change of mass fluid at 
aF 
represents noise created by a convecting force and finally ý-Xi 
aT 
ij 
ax 
i ax i" 
contains noise sources involving the noise created by turbulence. 
The general solution to Lighthill's equation miay now be written as 
1 
77- 
It aF ITZL2 
f 
rl c 
0 
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where r is the distance from the source to the observer (field point), 
g represents the three terms of the R. H. S. of equation and ý is the 
coordinate of the source position. The square brackets [ ]signifies that 
the quantity in the bracket is to be evaluated at the "retarded" time 
T=t- 1- which means physically that. the pulse requires time from its a0 
initiation at time T to propagate to the observer as time t. The 
particular expression for the retarded time T is correct as long as-the 
medium in which the disturbance propagates does not changet e. g. the 
speed of sound, etc. 
Without detailing the mathematics, we shall present a few of the 
results of Lowson. The sound field created by a volume distribution of 
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forces is 
11 
aF 
p- p =- 
f[ 
ýAl dv 2.46 02r ýy 4Trao V 
The reduction of the volume integral to a point force may be obtained by 
use of a3-d Dirac delta function, or 
P-P --1f [I I dv 2-4T 02r 8y 4Trao Vi 
where the square bracket means evaluation at the retarded time t=T- 
r/aOe Using the properties of the delta function as well as Green's 
theorem, Lowson obtains 
p0=1- EF I --L lil + 
aFi 
h7ra? [1 - Mr 
i ayi 
ar2 
at 
00 
a (X, yi)F imI + ýy 
il 212.48 
Here Mr represents the Mach number of the component of the source 
velocity in the direction of the observer. Retaining only radiative terms 
and performing the differentiation indicated in the last term, he obtained 
a far field approximation as 
(x LFi 
+Fim p=p=i- 
Yi) r 2.49 
0232 at 1-Mr at Im (1 - iV' aor 
1- 
The first term in the bracket is the Bound induced by a variable 
am 
point source. Of interest is the second term which involves the term Tt' 
r 
which states that a force accelerating along the line connecting the 
source and observer will create a sound disturbance. This was a new 
result first shovn by Lowson. 
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11-3-5 USE OF THE GREENS MCTION TECHNIQUE 
An interesting development aimed at the propeller noise problem was 
pursued by Van De Vooren and Zandbergen (ref. 17), in which they developed 
an expression for a rotating source and doublet with forward velocity. 
The governing differential equation in cylindrical coordinates was written 
as 
M2) 
a2lj 
+1 
ý- (r aýp) +132 ip _ 
2M aý 
ax 2r Br Dr r2 ao 
2c axat 
1 (X) 
6(r - ro) 6(ý + wt) 2.50 2 at 2r 
where Q is the source strength. Utilizing a Lorentz transformation 
X=x R= Or 0= IP T=02 ct + Mx 
transform the expression 2-50 into the wave equation, 
2! g 
'. 
1 L- (" g2 a2lp )+1 rip 
ax 2R DR DR R2 
3ý ; T2 
a6 
(R R 0) -T Mx) 
u6 (x) -ß 64 +W --2.57 Rß2c 
The solution to this equation is 
4cO 41CO . Q 6W times OSO 
I. fo 
SE(Rl - Ro)/O] T- S' -ME 
-)dE dR R#2.52 R, 02a111. 
where 
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St = «X _ g)2 +2 +R Ri - 2RR, cos (e - el) 
Integrating with respect to e and 4, results in 
ý=1Q S(ý TS2.53 -t2c 
where 
s= [X2 
22 1/2 +R+%-2 RRO cos(o - ý, )] 
Let 
+w 
TS 
and substitute into equation 2 . 52 a2c 
to obtain 
vp =-1 
Go S(p) dp 2.54 
tFf- 
S+w RRO sin 
-02c 
This integralwill have a value only for V0 or for 
IX2 +R2+2 1/2 S 0* R6 -2 RRO cos 
(ý - ý0)1 
and 2.55 
(T -S 0) ýO +W 2c =0 
Equations 2.55 contain a transcendental term and thus prohibits a closed 
form solution. The authors then solve the problem by a parametric 
representation by letting 
ý= 00 
where a is a paramete'r. The final form for a rotating and translating 
source is 
2.28 
IP =-1-Q2.56 77T 
S sin C", 0+ -c rr0 al 
where a is determined by solution of the transcendental equations. 
[x 2_ or(r 2=r22 rr cos a)] 
1/2 
00 
+ Wt a- -I! - (Mx -S 
a2c0 
In the analysis to be presented later in the paper, a transcendental 
equation must'be solved for t-Ti. e. the time for a pulse to. reach a 
field point and the occurrence of this transcendental equation remains 
a barrier to closed form solution and resort to numerical means is necessary. 
IIA HELICOPTER AERODYNAMIC THEORY 
SUMMARY 
Helicopter aerodynamic theory has, for the most part, been based 
on the concepts originally developed for propellers. The vertically rising 
helicopter is, of course, the propeller problem. The difficulty arises when 
the helicopter is in forward flight, thus adding the complexity of an 
additional velocity vector to an already complex flow field. For the 
forward flight mode, the helical wake is skewed by the horizontal velocity 
and to determine, for instance, the induced velocity on the rotor is 
exceedingly difficult. Numerous approximations have been made to over come 
this difficulty and most of the research has been directed at this problem. 
In this section we shall review some of the developments in helicopter 
aerodynamics including the works of Glauert, Lock, Wheatly, Bailey, Isay 
and Pizimli. From the standpoint of rotor flutter, a review of Loewy, 
Jones, and Hamondd work is presented. 
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11.4.1 EARLY HELICOPTER THEORY 
The first definitive helicopter theory for steady state operation was 
made by Glauert (ref. 18) in 1926. Fundamentally, he utilized the blade 
element type of aerodynamics, with appropriate adjustment of the local 
angle of attack, first by assuming the induced velocity over the helicopter 
disc was constant, then he approximated the induced velocity to provide 
a greater velocity at the rear and a lesser value at the front. For this 
variation of induced velocity, he assumed a linear relationship from front 
to rear. His approximate variation was 
r dv = v(l +i cos 2.57 
where * is the azimuthal angle, measured from the downstream direction. 
With this approximation, he provides expressions for the thrust and torque. 
For many years most of the helicopter theory followed this line of attack. 
Following Glauert's work, Lock (ref. 19) in 1927, extended the helicop- 
ter aerodynamics to include a different variation of induced velocity across 
the disc and he retained several additional terms of a Fourier series in 
the angular displacement of the blade. 
Again based on Glauert's work, Wheatly (ref. 20) removed more of the 
restrictions, for instance, he allowed for a linear variation in the blade 
pitch angle, determined an approximation for tip losses, retained additional 
terms in the blade flapping expansion and finally developed an approximate 
method for treating the reverse flow over the retreating blade. 
Bailey, (ref. 21) observed later that the aerodynamic performance 
could be reduced to three parameters, the inflow velocity ratio, the 
blade pitch angle, and the tip speed rati o. It is believed that the various 
helicopter manufacturers follow the blade element treatment, each with 
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certain proprietary variations, based on their own experience. 
11.4.2 LIFTING LINE THEORIES 
A lifting line technique was developed by Isay (ref. 22) in which he 
developed an expression for the induced velocity utilizing the Biot-Savart 
law for incompressible flow. No numerical results were given, but the 
expressions he derived indicate the complexity of the problem, even for 
the incompressible case. 
Another procedure for attacking the aeroelastic problem was developed 
by Piziali of the Cornell Aeronautics Laboratory (ref. 23). He again used 
the Biot-Savart law to deter-mine the downwash on the blade, but he used 
a series of straight line elements to replace the continuous, spiral wake. 
One interesting feature of Piazilils approach is that he attempts to 
approximate the roll-up of the wake into a tip and root trailing vortex 
in an attempt to similate the real flow condition. 
In developing the equation for the induced velocity, he arrived at a 
simple expression for the line segment of a vortex which is placed at an 
arbitrary location. The notation for the arbitrarly placed vortex element 
is given below. 
a b 
q- induced velocity 
The velocity induced by a differential element ds is given by 
d7q =r3 (d-s x ý) 2.58 
Wir 
!4 
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Where q is the induced velocity, and r is the vortex strength. The 
equation is reformed to read 
dq rh 3 ds) 
R 2.59 
4*nr 
I 
where R is the unit vector in the direction of the velocity, and in 
Cartesian coordinates is 
r 
h1 
{(Cos aa Cos as- Cos aa Cos as)i 
+ (Coa%coe CIS - Cos cya, Cos ('S)j 2.60 
+ (Cos aa cos as cos aa Cos 0S)RI 
Integrating over the length of the filament gives, 
rh d- 
(r 
a rb) cos a q=I; - 
SR2.61 
Ir 
r2- rb2 Cos 
20) 
a -a 
Rewriting in terms of direction numbers results in an expression for the 
induded velocity as follows 
(r/41t)(r 
a+r b) times 
r-r, (r-r +kI+ msm, 
UUabab, b+n 
nb 
[(m,, % - mbn a)' 
+ (Znb + Lb n, )3 
(laob - lb - ]n a)El 
where li X- Ei ni z- ýi 
mi y- ni n+M+n ii 
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11.4.3 EFF CT OF TRAILING VORTEX WAKE ON ROTOR FLUTTER 
Several experiments on propellers have shown that for certain con- 
ditions of forward velocity large structural oscillations of the blade 
occured when the blade rotational speed was a multiple of the natural 
vibration frequency (references 24,25, and 26 as well as a private comroun- 
ication between J. G. Russell of Dowty Rotol and Dr. M. V. Lowson). 
This type of "flutter" was finally identified as resulting from the 
influence of the helical wake as it passes under the blade, and this 
phenomenon has led to a number of investigations. Among these were 
J. P. Jones (ref. 27), Loewy (ref. 28) both of whom studied the 
incompresible problem and W. P. Jones (ref. 29) and Hanmond (ref. 30) 
both of whom concentrated on the compressible problem. 
Loewy presents an excellent description of the basic flutter 
problem of rotary wings and provides a good physical picture of the 
situation. For a vibrating rotor in a propeller mode, i. e., the in- 
flow velocity is normal to the rotor disc, the trailing wake will ap- 
proximate a helical surface as depicted in fig. 2. It is obvious that 
as the rotor completes one revolution, it must pass over its own wake, 
which will induce additional velocities on the blade surface which would 
not exist for a wing in non-rotating flight. The effect of passing 
over the wake is to change the aerodynamic forces on the blade, and 
of particular interest, is the induced effect on the damping or out- 
of-phase forces. This introduces the possibility of negative damping 
which can act as a driving force on the rotor and result in a flutter 
situation. Loevy sets up the mathematIcal simulation by assuming that 
at a particular radius r' a two dimensional approximation may be 
made and the physical picture for a single rotor blade will appear as 
shown below 
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2b 
+ 
U= Pr hl 
Qht 
- 
Utilizing the Biot-Savart theorem for induced velocity, he writes 
dv 
a 
(xt) = 
Yng (xf - C)dý 
2 t21 21r{cs I_ ý1)2 + (nQ +h 
2.63 
where Q is the total number of blades and h' is the vertical distance 
between successive rows of vorticity. Yng is the vorticity of the n 
th 
vortex sheet due to the q th blade, and C and. Xare coordinates in the 
direction of the rotation plane. 
The total dovnwash on the reference airfoil is then 
1 
[+bb 
yo(el, t) yOO(C', t)d&I 
va (XI't) =- Fff 
-fx, _C, 
dE I+ fo (XI - EI) 
Co Yn0 q 
(x ni- 
Ynci 
(xt _ 02 + (nQ + q)2 h 12 
2.64 
C8)2 +n 2e (h97 
1 
The first two terms on the R. H. S. are those that arise in classical 
non-rotating wing flutter; the remaining terms contribute the influence 
of the rows of vorticity below the plane of the rotor. 
The several integrations were performed and the reSUltB were written 
in the form of the Theodorsen function, C(k) =F+ iG where for the case 
of infinite distance between the vortices, the results reduce identically 
to the Theodorsen function. 
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Without detailing the method, Jones & Rao (ref. 25), set up the same 
problem using the velocity potential method but included the effect of 
compressibility. It is interesting to note that the effect of a compressible 
wake gives identical results as that induced by an incompressible wake, 
thus the compressibility effect is due mainly to the usual compressible 
flow effect on a single airfoil, but modified by the incompressible 
induced wake. 
The same problem was attacked by Hammond (ref. 29). but he utilized 
the acceleration potential approach: which is the method adopted-in this 
thesis. One cannot write an explicit expression for the induced velocity 
due to a wake, when using the acceleration potential approach. In the 
acceleration potential approach, the boundary conditions axe (1) no 
disturbaýces far ahead of the airfoil., (2) tfie pressure discontinuity 
occurs only on- the wing surface. and (3) the wing is impenetrable. ' The 
mathematical model then differs from the velocity potential model used 
by Loewy and by Jones in that a wing is placed in the relative location 
that the rotor would have been at an earlier time. The geometry may be 
seen from the sketch below for a one blade rotor, 
Reference Airfoil I 
2, ff r 
41rr 2h 
Hammond presents some interesting results for the resultant forces 
on the rotor blades, including comparison with the results of Loewy 
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1f 
and W. P. Jones. The out-of-phase lift I ,* on a rotor 
is plotted against C1 
frequency ratio 
ýIvhere w is the vibration frequency of the rotor Q 
blade and C2 is the rotor rotational speed on figure 3. The results 
of the several analyses are not in exact agreement. Since both were 
derived on the two-dimensional basis, but, with different formulations, 
it is not surprising they do not agreej, although the trends are 
similar. The method of Hanmond does treat a compressible wake effect 
which probably accounts for the difference. 
11.4.4 ARBITRARY MOTION OF AN OSCILLATING COUBLET IN COMPRESSIBLE FLOW 
The expression for an oscillating doublet moving in an arbitrary 
manner in compressible flow was derived by Dat, (ref. 30). A concise 
derivation of the doublet expression is given below. 
From ref. 31, the expression-for an accelerating source is 
(p, t) = 
q(T) 2.65 
47rlf -T (T) 
11- 
vo(T)[f' - 
POW] 
011 rr - 70(T)l 
I 
where P0 (T) the vector position of the source at time T, P is the 
position of the field point, V0 (T) is the velocity of the source point 
at time T, a is the speed of sound and q(T) is the strength of the 
source. 
The auxiliary equation relates the time interval t-T between 
the time the source emits a disturbance at T and the time at which it 
is received at the field point at t, to the distance between the two 
points is 
tT 
TP 
- FO(-r) 2.66 
a 
2.36 
1 
A doublet may be formed by placing a source and a sink in close 
proximity and allowing the distance to approach zero, while at the same 
time maintaining the product of the distance and the source strength 
finite. This result may also be accomplished by performing a differentiation 
in the proper direction. Dat applies this second technique by first 
defining a vector distance 
D=P02.67 
where is a variable and n0 is the unit vector which is in the 
desired direction. Substituting B for -P - 
-P 
0 in equation 2.55 
gives 
Q(T) 
VD 2.68 41rIBI[i _z 
The doublet is now obtained by applying the derivative with respect to 
C and letting E -)-- 0 or 
=+0 
Without detailing all the derivatives needed, a derivative in one term 
was not properly derived as shown below 
dVo dVo ar 0 
4 
dt dT Wý aT 2.69 
The term 
IRO 
a, r was not 
included by Dat in the original derivation. This 
added term was pointed by Dr. C. F. Ha=aond of Langley Research Center. 
The final expression for a doublet in arbitrary motion is 
2-3T 
Iq b.; q(b 07) (b - lio) DT 0+0 
D 
41Ta Ib122 4na 21513 
V6D]3 
q[(a2 - V02)b * ;o- al! 51(Vo 0; 0)+ 
(vo * b)(vo - ; 0)1 
VD3 
47r. a 
21D13 1- -ýi 
1 1a 
azo 
+ 
3T 
41tal B12 0 
11 
albi 
J 
The last term in this expression for *D is the added term. This 
expression checks an expression derived in a different manner in 
Chapter 
2.60 
3.1 
CHAPTER III ACCELERATION POTENTIAL METHOD FOR DERIVING EXPRESSION FOR 
AN OSCILLATING WING IN UNIFORM FLOW. 
SUMMARY 
The method to be used in deriving the basic equations for the 
solution of the propeller and helicopter problem was originally established 
by H. G. Kýssner (ref. 1). The method will be outlined first in this 
chapter for the uniformly translatory and oscillating wing, then applied 
to the propeller and helicopter, in the following chapters. 
III. 1 DERIVATION OF INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR A UNIFORMLY TRANSLATING WING 
The treatment here is concerned with small perturbations vhich leads 
to the use of linearized equations. The wave equation for a wing moving 
with velocity U in rectangular coordinates is 
a23.1 ae+ 94 + 2-4 - l- (U -+ #) ax 
2 ay 2 Dz 2c2. 
rx t 
'vAiere x, y, and z are a right-handed coordinate system and the velocity 
U is in the negative x-direction, and ý is the velocity potential, or 
any derivative or integral. The problem is to search for solutions of 
this equation which satisfy certain boundary conditions. One of these 
conditions is that the wing is impenetrable, which implies that the 
velocity normal to the wing surface must be zero, or 3ý/Dn =0 where n 
is the normal to the surface. (For small oscillations of the wing in 
the x-y plane, Dý/az = 0. ) Another boundary condition states that there 
will be no disturbances far ahead of the wing. 
3.2 
To bring in the concept of the acceleration potential., a linearized 
form of Bernoulli Is equation may be written as 
-Af +r 
cl P+v 
at j -P -ff 
3.2 
where %V is a perturbation potential referred to a main stream velocity 
7, and P is a pressure difference between the field point and the 
undisturbed flow. 
The acceleration potential T is related to the pressure by 
T ==- 
a 3.3 1p 
Thus, the equation may be written as 
ý. 11 ,; 0 Vý 3.4 atT 
For a fixed wing in which the wind velocity is from the negative x 
direction 
-7 = ui 
therefore, after linearization 
au ai 3.5 
Assuming harmonic motion ý=ý e'wt and T=0e 
iWt 
where W is 
the frequency of oscillation of the wing, the equation reduces to 
+U33.6 41 
3.3 
This equation may be integrated to give 
iwx 
uf 
iwx 
(, X, y, z) eud. X 3.7 
The lower limit -, 0 has been chosen to insure that no disturbance 
exists far ahead of the wing. We now have related the velocity potential 
ý to the acceleration potential V through an integral equation. The 
purpose of this type of solution is to be able to apply the boundary 
condition that the wing is impenetrable, that is$ ao/ az = 0. Therefore, 
applying the derivative we obtain 
iwx iwx 
V(X, y, z) eU ClA 3.8 3zu 
-00 
Now, w, the vertical velocity or downwash, is known because the harmonic 
history of the wing oscillation is known. For instance, when treating 
the problem of flutter, a "modal" approach is usually used. This involves 
the calculation of the vibration modes of the structure. Thus we know 
the frequency of oscillation of the wings as well as the related displace- 
ment for each assumed mode. With this knowledge of the several modes 
which may be important, we can use. these conditions to determine aý/ az. 
Thus, if we use a method of collocation, we can set up a system of simul- 
taneous equations and solve for the aerodynamic coefficients, providing we 
3.4 
make an assumption as to the nature of the loading on the wing. Next, 
an expression for * must be determined. 
111.2 DETERMINATION OF THE EXPRESSION FOR IP 
We now desire to obtain an expression for. V that satisfies the 
'wave equation in moving coordinates. From Lamb (ref. 31, P. 502), the 
expression for a constant force which is moving arbitrarily 
+ 2x 
Y azý 
+L+.;. i-- 3.9 
ax 2 By 2 az 2c2 at 2c2 
(ax 
ay 
- 
az) 
where X,, Y, and Z are component forces and where S*, termed conden- 
sation, is related to the pressure p= pc 
2 S*. Therefore, the equation 
above may be written as 
2 
aF aF aF 
vp VP , 
(ax x+ 
Dy 
Y+ ý"' -zrz 3.10 
c2 at 
2 
and P is the force per unit volume. If we assume harmonic motion, 
then Lamb showed that a solution to equation 3.10 is given by 
iw(t - 
B) 
A3e3.11 
p 71T ax 8 
where 
s= (X _ XJ)2 + (y _ yl )2 + (Z _ zl)2 
where x, y1, and zl, represent the location of the oscillating source 
pressure and x, y, z is the field point at which the pressure is 
measured. 
3.5 
This may be generalized to an arbitrary time-dependent force, moving 
in an arbitrary manner, to obtain 
C9 t S) c 7ir an 8 3.12 
This equation represents the induced pressure at x, y, z, due to 
a concentrated force located at &0, C - What is now needed is the total 
pressure induced at a. point C, T1, C due to moving sources which may be 
located over a surface. Or conversely, we desire to know the location 
and timing of all sources of pressure which may act at point ý, Tj, ý at 
time t. Obviously, these pulses will have to act an earlier time, which 
we shall designate as T. To solve the problem, Prandtl (ref. 10) suggested 
that the effect may be obtained by regarding the sources to be fixed, but 
each acts at a certain time so that the effect is to represent a moving 
source. Garrick (ref. 12) has provided an excellent detailing of this 
procedure. 
If the concentrated force is regarded as an impulse during an 
infinitesmal, time interval 6 (t - T) , the expression for the impulse is 
F(t) 6 (t - 
where 6(T) =0 for TV0. 
The properties of the delta kunction may. be written as 
440 -Ho 
F(t - T) 6T dT 0 
f. F(T) 6 (t - T) dT 3.13 
If we use the Prandtl concept and let the impulse act successively 
along some path defined by 
3.6 
&= &(T), in -n (r ), -, c-c 
then Lamb's result for the pressure due to a doublet may be written as 
1at F(T) 6(t _T dT 3.14 77r 
where there is a contribution to the pressure at the field point only 
when T is defined by the equation - 
z(T»2+ (y - n(T)y + (Z - c(T»2 3.15 
I 
This equation relates the time of travel t-T to the distance the 
disturbance must travel from the source point to the field point. 
(Note: we must select the root of the radical such'that 
T 
111-3 APPLICATION TO A UNIFORMLY MOVING SOURCE 
For a source'moving uniform3. y in the x-direction with velocity U 
UT n00 
Therefore, 
=J(x _ UT)2 + 3r2 + Z2 
Let us define a new variable 0 such that 
3.16 
3.7 
Then the integral of equation 3.14 will have a value only for 
0 and becomes 
0 
13 
FF(T) 
rdT 3. i6a 77F 5; T 8 C) 00 
Solving equation 3.16 for T at 0=0 gives 
3.17 
c2c 
where 
S= (X _ Ut)2 + ß2(Y2 + Z2) 
1,12 
C 
Also, we can determine 
1 dT 
-c3.18 8 d0 - cs - U(-x---U-TT 
and using the value of C(t - T) as well as replacing T by its 
value given by equation (17), we finally obtain 
1 dT 1 3.19 
s dO -S 
so that our final expression for a moving source is 
3.8 
F Dt -ux-s1 1a "Y 
ý) T 
p0 77T Dn s 
?1 '3.20 
Although our source point was moving, we need to define the pressure 
for the condition that the field also* moves in the x-direction with 
the same velocity U. Therefore, using the transformation 
-b 
Ut =xo- xi, 7,70 - 71, Z=Z0-. 
ýz 
we find 
F(t CF) 
c p 
n 
where (dropping subscript o) 
S =J(x _x1 )2 + 02[(7 _ yl)2 + (z _ zl)2] 
m(x - x, ) +s 
ß2 
jl-2 
m m 
111.4 SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION , 
3.21 
For the wing problem, the integral equation (7) relating the velocitY 
potential to the acceleration potential * is written 
iWX iW; k uu x 
--f *(X, y, z)e 
U dX 3.22 U 
-'W 
The boundary condition of no external flow through the surface for the 
oscillating case is 
3.9 
af (Z) Df(Z) x- x W= +u ý(X, y, z)e U 3.23 at at Dz az 
From equation (21), for harmonic motion 
iw(t - 12) 
pf 
A93.24 
ýp viT aZ 
Inserting equation (23) into equation (22), we obtain for the final 
integral equation 
iwx 
WeUx a2 e'w(t 
- Cr1c) 
ff 
ý U- 
fA2S dT] dx dy 3.25 
8-ff surface of 
fi 
3z 
wing 
At this point, A is the strength of the doublet and is not known. 
Many methods of solution have been developed over the last 15 years to' 
solve this integral equation. The method used by the author in reference 
2 was to assume a series for A which contained certain known properties 
which are appropriate for wings pressure distributions. The series 
assumed was 
A=K 'cot 2*( a 10 +a 11 1+ a12 n2. + ... 
) + sin ý(a. 20 + a2l n+a 22 n2 + 2 
sin 2 O(a 30 +a 31 TI +a 32 T' 
2+ T12 3.26 
The term cot 
1 
when 0 is a chordwise coordinate, contains a singularity 21 
at the leading edge of the form 11rx 9 and the term becomes zero at the 
trailing edge to conform to the Kutta condition which requires that the 
pressure difference at the trailing edge be zero. Without these imposed 
conditions, a wing in potential flow will not produce lift, only a moment 
can be predicted. The spanvise coordinate, n, is chosen, so that the 
pressure difference is zero at the wing tips. 
In order to solve this integral equation, numerous methods have been 
3.10 
developed by the-aerodynamiets. Principal among these is the method of 
collocation, whereby a downwash point is selected and, since the motion 
of the wing is known at this point, the downwash due to the distribution 
of doublets over the wing is calculated in terms of the unknowns, a mn 
Selecting a number of such points on the wing then provides a set of 
simultaneous equat 
. 
ions in terms of the 
. 
unknown pressure coefficients a mn 
which can then., be calculated. 
Over the past decade many attempts have been made to reduce the 
computing time to evaluate both the kernel as well as the double surface 
integral. One such method developed by Rodden et al (Zef - 32) has been termed 
the "doublet'lattice"'method and has been adopted for oscillating surfaces 
in subsonic flow and the doublet-lattice method has been adopted for use 
in this thesis due to its efficient computing scheme. The method is not 
based on rigorous analysis, but rather, through numerous numerical 
experiments, it has been shown, to be very accurate as well as 
numerically efficient. 
Fundamentally, the method consists of replacing the wing by a 
series of properly placed loaded vortex lines and satisfying the boundary 
conditions of no flow through the wing at another location on the wing. 
The loading line is placed at the 1/4 chord of an element of the wing and 
satisfying the boundary conditions at the 3/4 chord of the element. The 
basis for this particular geometry is derived from incompressible 
two-dimensional theory where it has been noted that a wing loaded 'with a 
type of continuous distribution, provides the same loading if a single 
vortex is placed at the 1/4 chord and the downwash is satisfied at the 
3/4 chord. A more thorough discussion of this method is given in a 
later chapter including examples. 
4.1 
IV. DERIVATION OF THE BASIC PROPELLER EQUATIONS 
SUMKUY 
A derivation similar to the procedure used for the uniformly 
translating wing will be used to derive the basic equations for the 
propeller case. This derivation involves first, the determination of 
the relationship between the velocity potential ý and the acceleration 
potential T. Then an expression for a rotating and translating source 
is determined and finally the boundary condition for the velocity norma-1 
to the surface of the blade is applied. 
IV. 1 DERIVATION OF BASIC DOW14WASH EQUATION 
The relation between the velocity potential and the acceleration 
potential is given in the previous chapter is 
=4+ 
at 
For the case of a propeller that is turning with rotational speed 0 
in the positive e direction and is in a free stream velocity U 'Which 
is parallel to the x-axis and is in the positive x direction, the 
vector velocity as viewed from the blade can be written as 
Ue rn ;64.1 
where cylindrical unit vectors are used. A diagram depicting the 
geometry of this case is shown in figure 4. In cylindrical 
coordinates the gradient of the velocity potential is 
4.2 
e. Lt + 4.2 r Br r 30 x ax 
Therefore 
U. (U + 
e, 
+ at x0r 8r r De x ax) 
or 
21 
+U Do -n 
3ý 4.3 
at ax ae 
(The sign on the term 
2kis 
negative and opposite to that in Hanoake's BE) 
equation (ref. 3) because the direction of rotation is opposite from 
the direction taken in this thesis) 
For zero rotational speedy M= 0, equation 4.3 reduces to the usual 
form for a wing in uniform translation. It is necessary to solve this 
differential equation to obtain the velocity potential in terms of 
the acceleration potential. A solution may be obtained by resorting 
to a helical transformation which was first used by Goldstein.. namely. 
Cr e+Ie-14.4 hh 
where h= U/11 is an advance ratio. The transformation represents 
a helical or screw coordinate system, and together with the radial 
distance r, defines the position of a point in space. Using these 
transformations, equation 4.3 reduces to 
I 
T(a, al, r, t) = 
3ý 
- 2fl 4.5 at Da 
In figure 5 the coordinate system is illustrated where the field 
point a, a', r is shown as well as the related x, 0 and r 
coordinates. Also the source location will be needed later in terms 
of a similar transformation and these are shown and are given by 
CYO, ao and r0 where 
4.3 
CY =0 4- 
Xo 
00h 
and 
0 
XO 
010 00-h 
At a constant value of 0,0 and x are connected through a "gear" 
ratio h= U/Q. For a fixed value of a- and il, an increase in Ahe, 
velocity U would increase the "pitch" of the screw or helical line, 
and would reduce the effect of the wake induced velocity on, the lifting 
surface. If the velocity were small, the pitch would be reduced and 
the effect of the induced velocity on theblade due to the wake would 
be increased. For U 0, the transformation is no longer valid and 
one should rexamine the original differential equation. For instance, 
with U=0, equation 4.3 reduces to 
p -. 0 n at ae 
This equation will not be treated in this thesis, but it represents 
the basic equation. connecting the velocity potential and the accelera- 
tion potential for the static propeller. 
It should be recognized that the use of the helical coordinate 
system places a restraint on the solution in that its use fixes, a 
priori, the location of the wake in a purely geometric sense as a 
function only of the forward velocity and rotational speed. In 
reality, the position of the wake will also be a function of the blade 
loading which would introduce nonlinear effects. Indeed, for the 
static or zero forward velocity case, the position of the wake is a 
direct function of the loading. For the case of forward velocity, 
4.4 
however, the position of the wake seems to be described with sufficient 
accuracy by the helical assumption as evidenced by the good result ob- 
tained by Goldstein, for instance. 
It should also be realized'that the solution is obtained in the 
Cartesian coordinate system, and is not involved in a rotating frame. 
Essentially, a' represents a helical path in the Lrai&teblan -system and 
does not imply a rotation of the coordinate system. 
With the above considerations as a background, then, using the helical 
transforms, equation 4.3 reduces to 
-1i - 211 
aý 
at aal 
4.5 
and has been reduced by one variable due to the use of the helical 
coordinate system. 
With the assumption of harmonic motion to allow for a vibrating 
blade where IP e 
iwt 
and e 
iwt 
and where 
.w is the 00 
circular frequency of the blade, equation 4.5 becomes 
4 
lpo(a, al r, t) = iw ýo - 20 ýF 4.6 
Equation 4.6 is now of the same form as that previously determined for 
the uniformly translating case. Solving equation 4.6 for 
00 
results in 
iwcy iw 
211 cr Fil- X 
2fe 
Vo(, X, a, r) dX 4.7 
where is the dummy variable. For convenience, the subscript on 
and will be dropped. The lower limit has been determined so that 
there are no disturbances originating far ahead of the wing at x 
which follows from 
a' =0- 
4.5 
for as a' -)-. +- with x--. 
This equation directly relates the velocity potential ý to the 
acceleration potential ý. The next problem is to determine an expression 
for ý which will represent a rotating and translating doublets to be 
used as a basic element in the general solution. 
11.2 DERIVATION OF EXPRESSION FOR DOUBLET POTENTIAL 
Following the procedure already established for the 'Wing in uniform 
flow, we must determine the value of t-T which satisfies the equation 
1/2 
in (T ) )2 + (z 4.8 
The coordinates ý(T), n(T), and C(T) represent the path of the source; 
the coordinates x, y, z, represent the field point or the point at which a 
disturbance is felt after an interval of time t-T. 
For a propeller with velocity U in the negative x direction and 
angular rotational frequency of fl in the positive 0 direction, the 
position of the source point at time *r may be written as 
V-0 = -UT +x 
n(r) = 'ro Cos 00(-r) 4.9 
C (-r) = ro sin 00(-r) 
where 0 (T) = Dr +6 and 6 is a rotating angular coordinate, fixed 000 
to the blade. For the field point which is also moving forward with 
velocity U, rotating with frequency fl, the position at time t may be 
written as 
4.6 
X(t) Ut+x 
I 
Y(t) =r cos O(t) 4. io 
I 
z(t) =r sin O(t) 
I 
where O(t) = at +6 and 6 is a rotating angular coordinate, fixed 
to the blade. In these relatiois r0 and r are the radii of the source 
and field points, 00 is the rotational position of the source point, and 
0 is the rotational position of the field point. The coordinates x and 
x0 are fixed to the propeller and move with velocity U. 
Inserting these transformations into equation (4.8) we obtain 
tT= -1 Q-Ut +X+ UT -X )2 + (r cos e-r cos 0)2 a000 
(r sin e- ro sin 00 )211/2 4.11 
Squaring both sides and combining terms yields 
2_ U2) (t _ r)2 = (. 
22 
ax_x0 )2 - 2(x - xo)U(t - T) +r+r- 2rro, cos 80) 0 
The general expression for the acceleration potential of an arbitrary 
moving doubl. et was previously given (Eq. 3.16a) as 
=1a 
Ff(T) dTl 4.12 
0 77 Tr -D n- 
U -s rEO) j 
where 0=t-T- s/a. The quantitY ! 
LT is given bY dE) 
4.7 
dT -1 
+1 as 
4.13 
a 3T 
'Where s is given 
-by 
222 
1/2 
S U(t T) + (X xO) I+r _+ r_2 rr cos (0 -01.4.14 0- 0- 0 
Therefore 
as 1 {-'U2(t -T) + U(x rro'sin (0 60) 
0 
0 Dr 
Since 
DO 0 0) 
BT 
and 
dT -1 
1+ U2(t - T) + U(X -X)+ rro 0 sin (0 - Oo)) as 0 
the expression for the acceleration potential of a doublet is finallY 
P(T) 
(X 
De It 
1 
SXO geo IT) 0 3n 
0s 
-+ 
! [-u 2 (t - T) + U(X -x 0) - rro S1 sin(e - eo) J a 
4.15 
If we assume that the blade will oscillate in an harmonic mode, F0e 
iWT 
the acceleration doublet may be written as 
4W(t - T) 1 iWt 9 yx'e't"X 
01% T) 77 Foe aff 1 
-U2(t + ; 
h-C - T) + U(X -X )- rr P sin(e -e ICS a000 
4.16 
The partial derivative an 0 
in equation 4.15 transforms the source 
solution to a doublet (or dipole) solution. The doublet form is needed 
4.8 
since we are interested in determining the force on the propeller blade. 
The source term could be added to represent airfoil thickness, but that 
case will not be studied here. The doublet will provide a force in the 
direction of the derivative and for the case of a wing, the derivation is 
taken normal to the local stream velocity vector, and in the terminology 
of the section on the plane wing, the direction of the derivative 
was the z direction. For the propeller, the derivative must be 
taken on the helicoidal surface normal to the resultant velocity vector 
at the station rog 00, x0 on the propeller surface at time T. The 
directional derivative may be derived from the equation 
1 As ýý-ý 1-1 
1 
n-) 
'o 
9 
Examining the sketch below, we desire the force P to be perpendicular 
to the velocity vector V. 
Sir 
e x 
may be 'written in component form as 
U 
e0 
4.9 
P=F0 (- sin c0; e- Cos Coe x) 
where F is positive up. Therefore, in cylindrical coordinates we 
can write 
F0 (- sin co; 0- Cos c0 
(I- ; '. 1a; '. a; ) Dr. rr aeo 00 ax 0x 
or finally -I 
a sin cc)a- F (- cos co- ---) o ax 0r 300 
so that 
a-- 
Cos 
a_ sin EOD 
an 02-7 r aeo 0 axo 4-1T 
Applying the directional derivative equation 4-1T to equation 4.16 we 
obtain the acceleration potential for a rotating and tranBlating 
doublet as follows. 
7r ip ý12-SLL-J- COS C [(X-X ) --U(t-T)l -r sinc sin (0 -e ) Da DT D20000 
23a2_ U2 _ n2 rr 0 COS(e 0 
)l [(COS c0 (x -x0 COS c0 U(t - T) 
aD 
+rsinc sin (e-e 00 
{U cos co -rQ sin CO Cos (0 - 00)) 4.18 
aD 
2 
4.1o 
where 
D= s -! [-U(x-xo) +U2(t -T) +Qrro sin (6 - 60)] a 
and 
b2 
e 
iwT 
=ke 
iwt 
e-'W(t pp 
and where s is defined in equation 4.14. 
IV-3 DETERMINATION OF DOWNWASH CONDITION 
The equation that relates the velocity potential ý to the accelera- 
tion potential ý was given as 
iwcr I iwx 
2n 
efu 
2Q 
20 
+00 
IPD (A 'o r; x0 00, ro; t) dX 4-7 
A principal reason for deriving this form was to determine the downwash 
condition at the wing surface to satisfy the condition of no flow through 
the surface. Consistent with the usual practice in linear theory, the 
downwash will be determined normal to the resultant velocity vector, 
namely normal to the velocity vector V= IVCF-+ r2n2 at a particular 
station r and measured relative to the y-z plane with angle e= tan IQ 
The expression for the normal velocity is the same as previously given 
in forming the doublet, except that we substitute x for x0 and 
for 00 and is 
a- '-2 - COS Ca- sin ca4.19 Dn ax r Be 
Applying this expression to equation 4.7 gives 
4.11 
II 
PA e"')t 2V Cos C 
DC' sin c La] 
[iw 
we 3n ax r 2SI 
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+e 22 ,e 
2SI 
Cos c sin c da 
f 
ax r 
4.20 
The derivatives 2! LD and 
2iD 
are now required. For convenience, let ax Be 
us write the equation for *D (4.18) in the following form 
411 *D= 121 ýL + -SL 
L- 
+ c1c 
a 8T ý2 a2D3& 
where 
co sC0 Vx -x0) -U(t-T)] -r sine 0 sin 
(0 -00) 
4.21 
-B =[0_ U2 _ n2 rr, cos (0 -0 0) 
1 
[cos 
to «X - x) - u(t - T» +r sin E 
sin (e - eo)] 
-C=U cos, cO - rfl sin co cos (e - eo) 
D=s-I I_U(x _x)+, U2(t _ T) +0 rro sin 
(6 - 00)] 
a0 
q(T) = -ýP e 
iWT 
p 
iwcy 
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21l % da 
4.22 
With this form, for lp then, we can define the derivatives as 
4.12 
4it 21 =1 (2.1) 
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Thus far, the coordinate system has been dimensional and for 
computational purposes it is convenient to convert to nondimensional 
form. Therefore, distances will be nondimensionalized by an arbitrarily 
selected distance R, which may be taken as the propeller radius or blade 
chord. Velocities will be nondimensionalized by the speed of sound a, 
and time will be treated by the ratio a/R. Therefore, the coordinates 
will appear as 
tr 
ro 
x# =x 
XO 
r 10 0R 
4.25 
M (t T) 1- 2a(t - T) aR 
also a reduced frequency parameter will be introduced as 
4.13 
Rw 
u 
and the advance ratio will become 
h' R 
It is also convenient to perform a shift in the coordinate system 
so that all angles and distances appear as differences between the 
source point and the field point. x- xO and G- GO may be put in 
terms of the helical coordinates as given below 
h 
X-xo a' +CFO') 
and 4.26 
(a cr +a 00, 020 
The dummy variable in the integral of equation 4.2 is X=W. Note 
that a new variable can be formed by letting X CT' CIO', then 
equations 4.26 will appear as 
h (cr cy X XO F0 
and 
4.26a 
0-e-1 (cr -a+ X) 02 
Since dX d(ol - a0l) do' the integral in equation 
4.20 can be 
written in the form 
4.14 
0 F(X, a - clo, (t - T), k, h, r, ro, M)dT 
where F is the complete integrand. The equation is now a function only 
of differences in distance, angle and time. 
Rewriting equation 4.20 in terms of the new coordinates, and also 
dropping the primes that indicate the nondimensional coordinates, we 
obtain I 
kh 
Cr C, a, _ 00 w=h iMkt 20fI 
ax u2 'e 
fee 
(Cos c 
alp 
2U s 41, 
" sin ca Tp ) dX +D 
(t - T) Cos c 
(t - T) sin c r ae h ax hr ae 
ikh 
at - at 
ikh '-(a, 
Cos c sin c kh 02 
h+ree ip dX 
[2 
00 
" *(Crl - a; ) ds 4.27 
Equation 4.27 together with the parametric equation for t- 
represents the final form for determining the loading on a vibrating 
propeller blade in compressible flow. The method of solution is given 
in Chapter 6 along with the results of example calculations. 
The auxiliary equation for t-T in terms of nondimensional 
quantities is given below 
m2 (t - T) 
2. h2 
- h(cl - ao - X)M(t t4 a- ao - X)2 
r2+r22 rr cos 
1 (cl -a+ X) 4.28 0020 
4.15 
At all steps in the solution of equation 4.27, this parametric 
equation must be satisfied for the compressible flow case. For the 
incompressible flow situation, the equation is not applicable since the 
time for a pulse to travel from one position to another is zero. The 
definition of the various quantities given in equations 4.23 and 4.24 
which form the basis of the integrand in equation 4.2T are collected 
below. 
A 
COS Co (I - ao - M(t - T) 
1 
4.29 
r sin c sin 
1 (a -a+ 020 
B rr 0w Cos I (a -a+ X)][cos c 
11 (a -a- X) Ra 2h220020 
Cos cm- (t -T) +r sin c sin! 6(a-cr 0020 
4.30 
c M Cos c sin c cos 
1 (cr -a+4.31 0h020 
D 
+ 
Ph ( CY _ cr 0 M2(t rr sin 
1 (0 -a+ X) 4.32 2h020 
RiF ol&e 
imt -e -lMk(t a(t - T) ax , -, ax 4.33 
R2a2 ikM ikM(t - T) a(t - T) U ax 8T FCýk et e- ax 
4.34 
h- 
cr 
rro 1 4.35 
3 (t - T) 0 
M(t - T) +h sin E- . 
(a - ao + X) 
ax (2 - M2)(t T) + 
hMýa 
-a- X) -K rro sin 
16(a 
-a+ X) E, oh20 
9A cos- c0M9 
(t - T) - -2. sin co cos 
1 (a - Cl + 
3(t - T) + Tx -2 ax 2h 20 ax 
4.36 
V 
(1 -m 
2)(t 
- r)2 =h2 (cr -a- X)2 -h (0 - cr - X) M(t - T) 
4.37 7- 00 
+r+r2 rr cos 
! L(a -a+ 0020 
h2), )2 7 (a - 00 -- M(t - T) h(Cr ao - 4.38 
/2 
+ M2(t T )2 +r2+22 rr Cos 
1 (a a+ ro 020 
1 aB 
M2 
fro 
sin + X)(. 
a a(t T) + 
a2 
rx 
2h 220h ax h 
Cos co 
( h(cr 
-a X) - M(t - T) +r sin c sin 
1+ X) 
20)-020 
+ M2 IE 1 (a -a+ Cos c 
1.1 
- 
li 3(t T) 
11 
-2 `0 --- 20 O\ 22 ax 
+ ! -sin c Cos 
1 (a -a+ x)(-! 
a(t T) + 
1) 4.39 
2020h ax hI 
R ac rm + X) (ma 
(t - TY +1 -w wx = Th- sin co sin 
1 (a -a4.4o 20h ax h 
3D 
= 
Ds 
+ 
m_ M2 a (t _ T) _M+ X)(M 
a(t - T) +1) rx u-x 22 ax 2h "k 0 ý-' 20h ax h 
4.41 
(cr 
- cy m9 
(t T) h(Cr 
cr M(t T) 57 U-s 20 ax 20 
+ T) 
3(t T) + 
rr, 
(M g(t TY + 1)sin 1 (cr cr + ax h ax 20 
4.42 
'R 3q 
= iFo k ei"Mt e-"04(t U 37 
Note that h 21 = 
3ý 
ac 30 
4.43 
4.16 
4.17 
iv. 4 DETERMINATION OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITION ON BLADE 
The right hand side of equation 4.27 represents the induced normal 
velocity at a position on the wing at 0, a' ,r due to a loading at 
CFO 9 a6 9 ro. It is now necessary to define the left hand side w, which 
represents the known normal motion'of the blade and these two normal 
velocities are equated such that the unknown loading may be determined 
and the boundary condition of an impenetrable airfoil is satisfied. 
The velocity of the blade normal I to the vector velocity V at a 
distance r 'from the axis of rotation is 
ýf 
+v 
af 4.44 Tt al 
where f is the equation of the blade surface at r, V is the magnitude 
of the velocity at r (V =, 
Fýr22) 
and I is a coordinate in the 
direction of V. For a blade that is operating at a static angle of 
attack, a, and with a torsional frequency w and amplitude ao, f may 
be written as 
f= (a + aoe'wt)k 4.45 
Therefore 
0 
iwle iwt CEO +V (a + ao e jwt ) 4.46 
and., nondimensionalizing., results in 
vV iMkt V 
o[ At' + ý] e+ua4.47 
4.18 
t Rw where Jt and k 
For steady flow equation 4.46 reduces to 
wv 
In the case of unsteady flow, the steady flow term is usually 
4.48 
neglected since one is norms3ly interested in unstable situations and 
the static component does not influence the point of instability, 
thus we have 
v=a [y + ikt'l v+ iv, 4.49 UouR 
where 
v 
WR = Uao 
and "I,, = ikt Ia 
For a bending or flapping blade 
fH iwt 
where H0 is the magnitude of the bending motion at r. Then the 
normal velocity is 
v= iWH 0e 
iwt 4.50 
4.19 
and in nondimensional form 
v=u ikH e 
iMkt 4.51 
where 
Ho 
H=R 
* 
5.1 
V. DERIVATION OF BASIC HELICOPTER AERODYNAMIC EQUATIONS 
SUMMARY 
In this chapter the basic equation of the aerodYnamic forces on a 
rotor will be derived. The same procedure will be followed as that used 
for the derivation of the propeller equations. First, the integral 
equation that relates the velocity potential ý to the acceleration 
potential ip will be derived, followed by the formulation of the ex- 
pression for a doublet in compressible flow. No numerical examples 
will be given. 
V. 1 DERIVATION OF INTEGRAL EQUATION RELATING THE VELOCITY POTENTIAL 
TO THE ACCELERATION POTENTIAL 
In order to maintain consistency with the propeller case, the 
helicopter will be taken to move in the negative x-direction with 
velocity U and in the negative z-direction with velocity W. The 
rotational speed is il , and the angular coordinate is 0, both pos- 
itive when measured from the positive x-axis in the direction of the 
positive y-axis as shown in the sketch below. 
z 
x 
5.2 
The radius r remains in a plane parallel to the x-y plane and the 
origin of r remains in the x-z plane. The velocities U, W and rs, 
are shown in the direction as felt by an observer on the rotating and 
translating blade so that the vector velocity ý may be written as 
Ui +'Al'sin 017 rO cos 0j+ Wk 
The form of Bernoullis' equation is again 
A, 
+ 
at 
Inserting equation 5-1 into equation 5.2 gives 
A+[ (U + f2y) i- Qxj + Wk [2k i+ -2ý- j+ 
aý 
k 
at ax az 
or 
A+ (u + py) 
4- ax A+wý5.3 at ax Zbr az 
It is necessary to solve this equation for ý in terms of 
in order-to determine the downwash velocities. This solution will be 
obtained by the use of two successive transformations which lead to an 
equation very similar in form to the propeller equation. 
First transform 
Let x= r" cos p 
5-4 
and h+ . -y = r"'sin p where hUI 
then r" 
2=x2+ (y + h) 
2 
and tan7l 
h+ 
x 
5.3 
Equation 5.3 may now be transformed to the V, r coordinates 
by noting that 
. it= a01.2L +a ýau ax Dr' Dx ap 3x 
21 
= Cos 11 
3ý sin 31 5.5 ax Tr- Wrav 
and 
+ Dy 9y ap ay 
s in p+ Cos if 
pu5.6 
ay 
117 
ra 11 
Inserting equation 5.5 and 5.6 into equation 5.3 results in 
! ý- 
+ r" il sin v (cos 11 
" sin 4) 
- r" 0 cos p (sin 11 
4w 
at 5-rlr - --r"lr av Dr 
COE U) 
rlr 
or 
U-np +Wau at a 11 az 5.7 
Equation 5.3 has been reduced by one variable and equation 5-T is 
in the same form as that previously given for the propeller, and so we 
are able to use the same transform as found useful for the propeller. 
Second transform 
Let A= ij-"z w 
and V =li+nz w 5.8 
Utilizing these transforms 5.8. equation 5.7 reduces to 
5.4 
= DL! t 
+wIn aý 211 U+ 3ý at WaIN wax,, -,, ý-x ax'3 
which becomes 
ý =M- 2 fIR 5.9 at ax 
The variation of 0 with time has two components, one non- 
harmonic variation due to the rotation and forward motion of the 
helicopter blade (for the propeller this component was constant) 
and the second is due to an harmonic vibration of the blade. This 
suggests some form of an assumed series and one possible form of a 
series is 
30 
P= 
ýn e")ntand ; qýn JPýlt 5.10 
P=O 
where 0 and ý are not functions of time. We shall require suf- nn 
ficient terms, such that a good approximation of the motion is obtained. 
Substituting equation 5.10 into equation 5.9 ve obtain 
ipm ipilt lt Eipp e ioFp ýp e-2 ilF. ýP. Jpý 
This approximation results in a series of n differential equations 
since the coefficient of ePflt may be equated. Therefore the dif- 
ferential equations are of the form 
5.5 
*p= ipil ýp - 20 ýPX 
The solution of this differential equation, (which may now be regarded 
as a total derivative) is tan -1 U+ 
DI Qz 
Ox W 
ipp(; k )e20 dXO 5.11 
p 20 
f0 
+00 
For the remainder of this chapter, the subscript p will be dropped. 
The lower limit is determined such that no disturbances exist 
at an infinite distance upstream of the helicopter. - Since x=U 7 for 
the flight path, then 
z= tan7l U U+ Qu 
w 
and) for z -p- - -., X -)-. -- 
This completes the derivation of the relation between the velocity 
potential and the acceleration. The neXt step in the analysis is to 
determine the expression for V in terms of translating and rotating 
doublet vhich is given in the next section. 
V. 2 DERIVATION OF EXPRESSION FOR DOUBLET POTENTIAL FOR HELICOPTER 
Following the procedure already established for the propeller, 
we must determine the value of the time interval t-T between the 
initiation of a pulse at time T and its reception at time t at the 
field point as related to the distance between the field point and the 
source point. This may be written as 
2 ýYIJ2 
+ (y(t) - n(T)) + (Z(t) - C(T)) . 
5.12 
5.6 
The coordinates , 
ý(T), Ti(T), C(T) represent the path of the source, 
the coordinates x(t), y(t), z(t) represent the path of the receiver, 
and for a helicopter moving in a negative x-direction with velicity U 
moving in the negative z-direction with velocity W, and rotating in 
the positive e direction with rotation speed 11 . the source point at 
time T 'Will be located at the following position 
-UT +r0 Cos 00 
r0 sin eo 
-WT +z5.13 0 
where E)(, r) QT +60 and 60 is a rotating angular coordinate fixed 
to the blade. 
The field point will be located (for time t) at 
x(t) = -Ut +r cos 0- 
Y(t) =r sin 0 
ZM = -wt +z 5.14 
where O(t) = f2t + 6- and 6 is a rotating angular coordinate fixed to 
the blade. 
Substituting equations 5.13 and 5.1-4 into equation 5.12 results in 
2 
tT cos e-r cos 00 U(t T) a0 
I 
lir 
I 
+ [r s in 6- ro sin 601 
2+ UZ z0 W(t - T)] 
2 1/2 
5.15 
Squaring and combining term results finally in the expression 
5.7 
1 l(W2 
+ U2)(t _ r)2 
22 t-T= ;7+r+r0- 2rro cos (8 - 00) 
+ (z -z0)2- 2(t - T) [(r cos 0-r0 Cos 00)u 
+ (z -z0) wl 
1 
1/2 5.16 
Comparing this expression with the corresponding expression derived 
for the propeller, (eq. 4.11) there is an additional term, r cos 0-r 
cOs 110 which represents a basic complication of the helicopter 
problem. For the propeller, the angular coordinates were expressed as 
differences of (e -00) in all terms, and the expression was not a 
function of angular position. The added term in the helicopter case can 
not be written as a difference in angular measurement, thus$ in the final 
application, the azimuthal position will have to be specified. 
The general expression for the acceleration potential for an arbi- 
trarily moving doublet was previously given as 
9 F(T) dT 
00 
-0.0 5-1T 
vhere 0=t-T-B 
a 
The quantity 
dr is given by dE) 
dT -1 
+ 
as 
57 
where 
s (W2 + jj2) (t _ r) 
2+r2+r2_ 2rr cos (e -e)+ (z -z)2 0000 
- 2(t - T)[(r cos 0-r0 cos 00)u+ (Z -Z 0) WI 
1/2 5-18 
5.8 
then 
(W2 + U2) (t T) rro Q sin (0 - 00) 
(r cos 0- ro Cos eo) u+ (z -z0)W- 
QU (t - T) r0 sin 
so that the expression for the doublet (corresponding to propeller 
eq. 4.16) will be OD (ry 0, Zi, t; ro y Go j, 
&0 
(-0 
S+1 {-(W2+U 
2 
+rW sin 0 )(t-T)-rr Q sin(e-6 )+U(r cos e-r cos 0 )+(Z-z W a000000 
5.19 
The quantity in the square bracket represents a source, the doublet 
is formed by applying a normal derivative to the source function D T, 0 
in the direction which corresponds to the direction that one desires for 
the force to act. For the helicopter, the direction i0 will be normal 
to the skewed helical surface at time T and at position r 0,0 OIZO 0 
In cartesian coordinates, the normal derivative is 
- 
L- = cos (x E)a+ cos (YO, Eo) 
a+ cos (Z 
E 
an 003xa0,0) 
ia 
-Z 
00 YO 0 
5.20 
where Cos (xo, no), Cos (yo, no), and Cos (zo, no represent the direction 
cosines of noe A sketch of the velocity vectors is shown in fig. 6. 
The vectors r0Q and U lie in a plane parallel to the x, y, plane and 
2222 their resultant velocity is VI .U+r0Q+2 Ur 0Q sin 
Oob The total 
velocity is 
v2=w2+ V12 
The normal n0 is perpendicular to this velocity in the plane of 
and W. 
5.9 
From the geometry of figure 6, the direction cosines are 
W(U 2+ V12 _r2Q2 
Cos (X,; 0)=-- ý27 
+ V, 
2u vs 
12 _ (U2 + V, 
2_2 r22 
1/2 
Cos (Y. ýO) 
w[4u2v r0 
u V, 
cos (z, -n-) 
Vs 
01 FW2 
+ Vj 
2 
For conciseness, let 
to = Cos (x 0 1ý0) 
mo = Cos (YO1710) 
n0= Cos (Zolýo) 
5.21 
Applying the directional derivative to equation 5.19, and after 
considerable algebra, the following expression is obtained for the 
doublet 
13 F(T) AH 
+F(, r) 
BH 
+F(, r) 
CH 
47r ýD 223a25.22 
H Di a Di Di 
where the quantities AH, BH, CH, and DH are defined below 
AH ý -'0 
[r cos 0-r0 cos eo - 
U(t - T) 
I+ mo [r sin e- ro sin 001 
n0* HZ -Z0)- W(t - T) 
1 
u2+V, 2 _r2Q2 -W 
02U VI 4W2. -+V, 2 
( 
vs 
(U 
+ ro n sin 80 
5.10 
w 
(4 u2V, 2- (u 2+V, 2 _r2 11 
2) 2] 1/2 W ro ncos 00 
m0 ýW2 -+V, 22U VI 12 2 Vl%/W + Vt 
n 
vt Vj =, {U2 +r2Q2+2Ur0 sine) 
1/2 
0-000 
1ý W2 + V12 
or inserting the values of log mos and no, there is obtained 
AH w -U(r cos 0- ro cos 00) + rro Q sin (6 eo) 
Vv; W2 , ,2 
22+ X12 (z -r (t - T) Ur 11 (t T) sin 0--Z5.23 00w0 
BH `ý - 
[-u r cos 0+Ur0 Cos_e 0+ rro 0 sin 
(0 -0 0) v t;; 
F 
+ 
ýVj 2 
_2 fl 
2 (t-T) 
-Ur 0 (t-T) sine + 
Vt2 (z _z ro 0w 
rr 0 Cos (o -00)+r0u fl 
2 
Cos 00 (t T) 
+a2u2_ W2 -2Ur0 11 sin e 01 5.24 
CH=- [r cos ro cos 60 -u (t rn2 Cos 0 
VjjýW2 + V, 2 
00 
2 
r, 2 + W2)] 
(U +r0n sin e0 )(U r0Q Cos 00 )(2 VI 
V12 (W 2+V, 2 
Ur2 n3 cos2 0 (2 V12 + W2 + E-r sin 0+r0 sin 001 
Iro 
n2 sin 60+0 
V12 (W 2+0 V12 )- 
'2 
WU ro n cos 00 + HZ - zo) - W(t - Tfl - 
W2 + V, 
2 5.25 
5.11 
D=s+1 [_(W2 + U2 +rQU sin 0) (t: -r rro 12 oin 
(e - 00) Ha00 
+U (r cos 6-r. cos 60)+ (Z -Z 0) wl 5.26 
S- (W 
2+ U2 ) (t - T) 
2+r2+r2' 2rr cos (e -0) 000 
- 2(t - T) [(r cos e- ro cos, 00 )u+ (z -z0) wl + (z -z0) 
211/2 
5.2T 
IV-3 FORMULATION OF HELICOPTERýDOWNWASH EQUATION 
The form of the integral equation is 
1u+ f2y 12 in tan- xw 
e in, -Fo- e2 Oý dXo 
5.28 
It is necessary to perform the derivation in a direction normal to the 
reference surface at the location of the desired downwash point or 
The normal derivative will be the same as already determined 
except that the coordinates for the downwash location x, r, and 
will be used instead of xO, ro, and 00. Therefore the normal de- 
rivative will be 
a 
Cos (X, ý) + Cos (y,; ) 
l- 
+ Cos (Z,; ) 5.29 ax Dy az 
where we shall let 
L= Cos (X,; ) m= Cos (Y.; ) n= cos (z,; ) 
5.12 
where Z, m, and n are defined by equations 5.21, but-with the use 
of the downwash point x, 0, and r insteady of xO, 00, ro . Equation 
5.11 is written in terms of X, V and r' and it is necessary to 
take the normal derivative in this transformed coordinate system. 1 
There- 
fore equations 5.26 as well as equations 5.22 - 5.24 must be converted 
to the X, XI, r' coordinate system. Utilizing the transformations 5.4 
and 5.8, the coordinate relation in cylindrical coordinates and 
2 ,2- 
(X + Xl) 2 
n r=r 2r" h sin +h5.30 2 
r" sin 
+ 
-h 
6= tan7' 2 5.31 
r" cos h 2 
22 
5.32 
Proceeding in two steps, transform equation 5.29 to cylindrical 
, 
coordinates to obtain first 
ma1(mtaa +)ý-, + ; '" -; - -se - y-e +n yz Tn Cos 0 sin 6r 
and then in terms of the X, XI , r" coordinates 
2r 
a+ -2r + 
(7ý0 
U)r " 
2-h 
7 TH rl'h cos X+5ý x sin X, + 
[(FO-S-0 
Z 
++ 
[(Aýý+ 
mr 
sino r--h sin 
5.33 
+( 
mr 
Cos. MEMO] h cos A+xl- 
2 
5.13 
and F be For conciseness, let E be the coefficient of 5a 
the coefficient of in equation 5-34, so that equation 5-34 can r r 
be written as 
a=E+Fý 
;T -n Trr 5.35 
To obtain the final equation for the downwashl, the partial deri- 
vative 
a, 
equation 5.34, is applied to equation 5.11 to obtain n 
-1 U+ gy g 
i. pxt 
AL ---tan fix Z 
'W (E --L- +Fae2 =12X 3n 20 a X, ; Tr1r) e2 dXo 
jl, \i 
ÄL ýI x, 1E !Ze2e2e pý 
22 2 
f+ 
WXI, r") dX0 
10 
L ýý (33 21 
+F e2 
f+ 
[E 
+F5.36 
The quantities 
9'p 
and remain the only undefined terms and they 
are given below. 
aF(T) cllýH I-2 OF(T) DH 
_L 47r a Of -2 a CI)XI a X, a3 Tax, D2 Di Iý H 
+1 OF (7) 
BH+1 
F(T) 8BH 3 F(T) EIDTr -. -w- --4 -WI 
ja2 8A 3 a2 D3 
5 T, 
a2 D Dk HH 
OF (T) cH+1 F(T) 
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H-2F (r) 
CH 8DH 
a A' D2 a 1ý BXI a D3 850 HH 
5.14 
47r ý4 = 
La 2F(T) AH 1a F(T) 
a AH 12 aF(r) IaD 
3r 72 +Z3 'T Trr -D2 -73 -T 73 Br" 
HH 
B DB 3D F(T) H1 F(T) 
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F(T) H 
2 3Pr--+ 2332 --T4-- Fr-'r 
aa Dý a Dý 
cacaD a F(T) 
+1 
F(T) H2 F(T) CH 
2a2 -- or a3H rrr DH Di 3r Dý 
The required derivatives are given below 
3 AH ar r u cos e+Ur sine, X, + ro 0 sin (6 - 60 
rr Q cos (0 -e)ý0-r2Q2 
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5.37 
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-, a (nt + 6) =na ax, aaX, a X, 
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3B 
Hw 
Ul r ý7-1 '2 3x1 
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This completes the derivation of the basic equations for the 
14 
helicopter since all the quantities are explicitly defined. The re- 
mainder of the thesis is directed at programming the propeller equations 
on the computer and the programming of the helicopter is left for future 
work. 
6.1 
VI. COMPUTING PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 
SUMMARY 
This chapter is concerned with the details of the procedure used to 
compute the forces on the propeller as well as presenting results of 
the computations. In the several exsnples presented, the downwash 
equation is given for the particular case, and the program listing' is 
given in the appendix. 
The various examples treated are 
1. Incompressible steady flowq 
2. Incompressible unsteady flow, 
3. Incompressible flow with small inflow angle, 
4. Compressible steady flow 
Before detailing the above cases, the next section demonstrates 
the use of the doublet-lattice method which is used in the solution of 
the propeller case. 
VI. 1 DESCRIPTIojq OF DOUBLET-LATTICE METHODOLOGY 
The final, dovnwash equation 4.2T involves an integration over the 
surface of the blade and this double integration has proved a stumbling 
block to the efficient application of lifting surface theories. Most 
of the research directed towards the application of the kernel function 
for the planar wing in uniform motion has been aimed at devising feasible 
and adequate means for accomplishing this integration. Of the several 
techniques available, the one selected for application to the propeller 
case is'termed the doublet-lattice methodg a principal assumption in the 
method is the placement of line loads at the 1/4 chord of thewing and 
the satisfaction of the downwash condition at the 3/4 chord location of 
6.2 
each element. 
For instance, for two-dimensional incompressible flow, the expression 
for the dovnwash at x due to a loading (or vorticity) at ý is 
c 
v(x) 
f 
-I- dE 6.1 
00 
X-C 
c 
where the lift L- pUr and rf ME. If k is assilm d to be of the 
0 
cE form IR and inserted into equation 6.1, a constant value of w(x) is C 
dC L 
obtained which is independent of x and the lift curve slope 27r 
ote that C- is. infinite at the leading edge and is zero at the N 
0- 
trailing edge, the latter of vhich satisfies the Kutta condition. 
The vortex lattice methodg, as stated, involves the positioning of 
"loading" line'sat the 1/4 chord of an element of the wing and the satis- 
faction of the. downwash at the 3/4 chord of the element. For two-dimen- 
sional flow, . the equationýrior--tiie downwiash-'O'r--vertical velocity is 
V(X) .1k- 27r Tx---t7 
6.2 
where k is the concentrated vorticity, x is the location of the 
downwash point, ý is the loading point. Let us place the single, 
concentrated vortex and downwash'point as depicted in the sketch below. 
r C: F C, - 
or -7a 
vortex' 
downwash 
6.3 
The boundary condition w(x) for a flat plate at angle a is 
U sin a ýý Ua - Therefore 
ua 1k6.3 0 Wr T-1/277 
or k= Ua irc 
Since the lift is 
L= pUk 
L= PM 
2 
27r ac 2 
or 
dC L= 27r Ta- 
which is identical to the exact result. Note, also, since the concentrated 
force acts at the 1/4 chord, the moment about the 1/4 bhord is zero which also 
agrees with the exact result. Now let. us examine the results of placing 
two concentrated load lines on the wing, where the wing chord is divided 
into two equal parts and the load and downwash points are placed at the 
1/4 - 3/4 chord positions of each half as shown below. 
Load 
1 
---ý 
1 
vc -6 
Downwash Load 
Downwash 
6.4 
We now have two simultaneous equations to solve at downwash point 
and w 
wl = 21T Ua 
k, 
+2 
177-c -174c 6.4 
v= 21r Ua 
k, 
+2 2 3/4 -17 
Solving these ýquation gives 
6 k: L = -g 1T Uac 
and 
TrU= 
Therefore 
L= PU(k, +k= 2w PU2 ac 6.5 2) 2 
or dc L= 2x 
ga- 
which again is the exact result. Also, if one takes moments of k1 and 
k2 about the 1/4 chord point, the moment is zero, again checking the 
i exact result. 
Since the magnitude of the downwash depends only on the distance 
between the load and the downwash point (x-C), the lift is given cor- 
rectly for any location of the loading on the wing as long as the 
difference (x-ý) is unchanged. On the other hand, the moment will no 
longer be correct if the 1/4 - 3/4 point locations are not used. 
The next step in the justification of the procedure is to extend 
it to the compressible finite span case and here we must have resort 
6.5 
to inductive reasoning and mathematical experimentation. For instance, 
some investigators have suggested alternate locations for the loading 
and downwash points to account for compressibility, but so far, no 
positions have been found that appear to be a better overall choice 
than the 1/4 - 3/4 chord points for compressible flow. 
Let us first determine the lift due to a single "horse shoe" vor- 
tex in incompressible flow. The expression for the downwash induced 
by a horse shoe vortex for the case of the downwash point being located 
in the plane of the vortex and is equidistant from the trailing vortices 
is 
27r 
+ 
where the coordinates are def ined in the sketch below. 
1 
- 
£ 
alt. - 
Downwash point 
6.6 
Horse shoe 
vortex 
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For a wing of aspect ratio 5s where I=5 and c=2 
Ua =-r li + 
25 +1 
2757 1 
Ua (1.224) 27r 
r. k= UCI -, 
27r 
N 
. 22 
L= pUr = 
pu 
2 
a(20 
2w 
2 1.22r 
-*. =C IV = 27r(. 
81T) 
An approximate correction to the two dimensional slope of the lift 
curve for aspect ratio is -1- where A is the aspect ratio. For the A+2 
present case 
5= J14 . The value of . 
81T, although not in good 5+2 
agreement with the approximate correction, is nonetheless rather rath- 
er good when one considers the approximation made in the analysis. 
For instance$ the downwash was satisfied at only one point on the wing. 
Moreover a constant loading is assumed over the span of the wing, 
whereas we know that the loading must decrease near the wing tips. 
Consequently, the constant loading must represent a wing having a 
planform that has a substantial increase in the chord in the tip region 
to maintain the constant spanwise loading, such as in the sketch below. 
6.7 
The next step in the utilization of the 1/4 - 3/4 method, then, 
, would be to add horse shoe vortices in the span direction to allo'w for 
a better span load distribution. For three vortices along the span) 
the sketch below illustrates the geometry. 
ol 3 
We now have three unknown vortex lines, rl, r2 and r3 and three down- 
wash points labeled (1), (2), and (3). Thus we are able to set up 
three simultaneous equations in terms of the unknown r1s. Not only 
must we determine the value of the downwash due to a vortex on the 
point immediately behind the vortex, but we must determine its in- 
fluence on the other two downwash points, thus one can write three 
simultaneous equations. 
Downwash at point (1); ua r1K 11 +r2K 12 +r3K 13 
Downwash at point (2); ua =r1K 21 +r 2K22 +r 3K23 
Do wnwash at'point (3); Ua .r1K 31 +r 2K32 +r 3K33 
6.7 
The values of r are determined and the lift is given by n 
L= pu F. n 
6.8 
The placing of only one vortex line in the span direction implies 
a cot 
2, 
distribution in the chord direction, which results in the center 2 
of pressure remaining constant at the 1/4 chord position as well as zero 
moment about the 1/4 chord. In order to allow more flexibility in the 
center of pressure location as well as a variation in the chordwise 
distribution from the cot -1 distribution, vortices can also be added in 2 
the chord direction as is illustrated in the two dimensional case pre- 
viously given. This is the method that will be applied to a propeller 
in the next section. 
VI. 2 APPLICATION TO INCOMPRESSIBLE STEADY FLOW FOR PROPELLER 
I 
The integral equation which relates the unknown pressure distribution 
p to the known downwash w may be written as 
w(r. x. B) h 
ffA 
p, (rogx O0)K(rO, xO, eO; r, x, O)ds 6.8 U 81Tpu 2s0 
where r, x, e refer-to the position of the downwash point, rOxO, eO 
refers to the position of the loading point. In terms of the helical 
coordinate system, the equation may be written as 
v(cr. al r) =h4P (ao, al r )K(oo, aol, r)ds u 81tpu 2 
ff 
00 
s 
where ae+I; a' =6-x hh 
CFO =0+a; (it =6-a 0h0h 
In accordance with the precepts put forward in utilizing the 
vortex lattice method, this integral equation will be similarly 
6.9 
approximated as follows 
6.9 
v 
-. a. = -h .4pK ds 6.1o u 2PU2 m mn m, n 
The continuous spanwise integration has been replaced by a series 
of integrals over the span where Apm is regarded as constant for the 
distance S, which can be regarded as the width of a horse shoe vortex. 
The kernel k= represents the induced velocity at w., due to a unit 
due to a unit loading located at (a 0 0;, ro)m . 
The evaluation of the kernel K 
mn and 
the integration of K. 
over part of the span represents the heart of the problem solution. 
Due to the presence of a irancendental term in the denominator of the 
expression for K 
mn no closed 
form integration has been found possible 
and thus recourse to approximate integration has been deemed necessary. 
The expression for K 
mn , 
from eq. 4.27, for the incompressibleg 
steady data case is given below. 
{cos c+ sin c . ffFfjf 
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and 
Ch 
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Comparison of the 
3ý 
and 
ýT 
terms shows that 
11 
differs from 
aý 
ax a () ax a6 
by the factor ýh then h 
a-l 
- 
aý 
and this equation is satisfied for ax Do 
the remaining cases to be presented. 
The propeller geometry selected for study is given in the sketch 
below. 
F0 
21 
Axis of rotation 
6.11 
In applying the doublet-lattice method, the wing was divided into 
equal spanvise section. In the chordwise direction, three cases 
were treated, the chord being divided into 1,2 and 4 chordwise sections. 
For the first case the wing was divided as shown below. 
The values of CYS a, I r, a0 ro must The 
detexmdned with respect 
to the reference surface. In all cases, the differences of quantities 
must be determined such as 
a- a0s, at - Got 
(a X) (6 
X0 
which are - cr - ao ++ A6 -6)+r (x -x) h000 
x 
and Crf- cr x I= (6 (ao (x -x 0hh0 
for incompressible flow. 
In the computing program, the definition of certain distances 
as inputs are required. These distances are defined belov. 
For the loading point. 
z 
c0 
x 
x 
V 
-y 
co - tan7l rull 0 
Doublet -11 
v 
U C013 -Z 0r0 
x0=D sin c0 
2_D202+ /rýU-2- 
_ D2 02) + 4r 
22 
r2 
-(u y 
V; 
02Q2 
c 4E 
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For the downwash point. 
Downwash point 
tan-' U7 
cos cD 
Dx 
x=D sin c 
_(U2 DX2 112) + 
J(U2 
-D2 n2 +4n22 x 
V; 
r02 
fl 2 
As defined in Eq. 6.11, the determination of K mn requires 
a 
integration with respect to X from X- cr' - CFO' to X=-. As 
pointed out previously, the presence of the transcendental term in 
the denominator has thwarted attempts to integrate this expression in 
closed form. Thus resort to approximate integration is"necessary to 
obtain a solution. Two methods have been developed and both methods 
are in excellent agreement. One procedure involves stýaight forward 
numerical integration using the 10 point Gaussian technique. The 
second method involves an expansion of the transcendental terms about 
a point X=I in terms of a Taylor expansion. The integration is 
accomplished in a number of small steps around 'A , where 
X is the 
average of the lower and upper limits of the integration range. Al- 
though both methods provide about the same accuracy, the Taylor ex- 
pansion method is much more economical of computer time. The inte- 
gration scheme is given in Appendix IV. To illustrate the form of 
this infinite integral, integrand is plotted for a small range of 
in figure 7, where two examples are given. Curve A corresponds to 
6.13 
the case for r=r0=2, that is the downwash point and doublet are 
located at the same radial distance from the axis of rotation, and 
this condition always provides the largest negative contribution to 
the downwash. The doublet is located at the 1/4 chord and the down- 
wash point at the 3/4 chord position. Of particular note is the 
large variation of the integrand for a small variation of A, for 
instance, observe that most of the contribution to the integral takes 
place in a range of X from A= 00006 to X=+. 00004, whereas the 
limits of integration are from X=-. 164 to X -z -. To obtain an 
accurate integration, a scheme was devised to divide the integration 
region into several parts to insure that the large contribution in 
this very small ; ý-zone would not be missed. A value of an arbitrar- 
ily selected quantity Q was determined and the integration regions 
were divided as shown below 
Q-100 I cr-cro 
Area f 
x 
31 XI 
fq+ 
+100 1 a-ao 
'Where 
Q-20 I a-cro I Q+201 Cr-ao I 
+I+ 
Q-100la-aol Q-20la-aol 
201 Al 
f 
31 Al 
CTO) (h 
2_ 
rr 
(h+ rr 0) 
6.16 
Q-10010-Clol 
For the first area, i. e., for the area was integrated usine 
20 Gaussian integration steps which involved the calculation of 200 values 
Q+1001a-Gol 
Q+. 20 I a-cro 
of the integrand. The remaining integrals were broken into 100 Gaussian 
6.14 
(or 1000 calculations of the integrand)., Thus, 5200 separate calculations 
of the integrand were found necessary to obtain accurate numerical results. 
The result of this integration is plotted on figure 8 as point A. To 
illustrate the change in the nature of thi8f'function for a small change 
in ros curve B of figure 7 represents the integrand for r= 2 and r0W 
1.99992 and the result of this integration is shown on figure 8 as point 
B. Note that not only the magnitude changed, but the sign also changed, 
and for a difference ofr-r0= . 00008. 
In accordance with the doublet-lattice method, one additional inte- 
gration is required along portions of the span to determine the downwash 
at a point due to a line of doublets. The downwash due to one doublet 
'Was determined previously and it now remains to integrate these solutions 
along portions of the span. For the case of a downwash point behind the 
doublet line, the shape of the curve to be integrated appears as shown 
below 
B17 r2 
v 
ý 7- A 
The most negative value has been found to be when r= ro, which will be 
designated as point A. The computer program is set up to determine 
point B by a series of calculations which searches for a change in sign. 
With this point determined and letting D=A-B. the integration from 
the left limit is then programmed as shown below. 
6.15 
i 
ro=A-150D ro=A-20D ro=A-4D r0 =A 
Area = f- +f + f- +f= 6.17 
r -r r =A-150D rA 20D r A-4D 0ý' 10 0- -0 
The integration is accomplished by the use of the Gaussian inte- 
gration formula where two steps are used for the first two integrals 
and 3 steps are used for the second two integrals. A major computational 
problem was encountered in that the negative area is very nearly equal 
to the positive, and thus the problem of determining a small difference 
between large numbers. Double precision on a CDc 66oo machine was 
found to be necessary to obtain the required accuracy. To illustrate 
this problem, the result of one integration is shown' below 
Area = 2[. 01918488 + . 12895513 + 2.6525959 - 2.80124T91 x 5.6069526 
= -. 005741407 
For the case where the downwash point does not lie behind the 
doublet line, the function is relatively elementary., and a 5-point 
Simpson's rule for neighboring points is used and a 3-Point Simpson's 
rule is used for points further away. 
We have now determined the quantities K mn 
and are now in a 
position to calculate the pressure differentials N pm by forming a 
set of simultaneous equation, simming the total downwash at a given 
point in terms of the K 
mn 
Is and A pmIs. The boundary conditions at a 
given location is simply the normal velocity of the blade and for 
IFT, 
-+ -U2 
the steady case is (Va) , where Vr and a 
is the angle 
n 
between the reference surface and the blade. The set of equations 
in matrix symbolism is 
6.16 
[3VLa] 
.=h1 
[K I[f I 
U4q (U) mn m 
Va where 7] 
n 
and [fMI are column matrices and [K mn 
I is a square matrix. 
Solution of this matrix then*gives the force per unit length on each 
line. Section lift coefficients may be obtained by adding the fm in 
the same chord location and the lift coefficient is given by 
2R If 
cmm La qM amSm 
m 
6.19 
For the example case, the wing was divided into 5 spanwise sections 
and 1,2, and 4 chordwise sections. ' The forward velocity was U- 300 
ft/sec, rotational speed S1 = 25 rad/sec, the I chord was 21, the span 101 
and the axis of rotation was 11 from the bla'dý root. A constant aa 5' 
1 
angle of attack was maintained along the span. The first case given 
was obtained for one chordwise location and five spanwise sections as 
shown in the sketch 
Axis of rotation 
c 
(D 
Loading line 
Downwash point 
Trailing vortices 
TEXT BOUND 
INTO 
THE SPINE 
6.17 
The set of simultaneous equations for this case is given in 
table 1. The calculated results are 
Section CL 
1 5-52 
2 6.48 
3 6.41 
4 5.83 
5 4.47 
A spanwise plot is given in figure 9. 
For the two chordwise section case, with the same inputs, the placement 
of the load lines and the downwash points is shown below. 
Axis of Rotation Load lines 
çc 
Downwash Points 
Trailing vortices 
The matrix for the two line case is given in table II. The calculated 
coefficients are given below and shown in figure 10. 
Section CL 
1 5.63 
2 6.29 
3 6.17 
4 5.61 
5 4.32 
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For the 4 chordwise section case, the sketch below illustrates the 
geometry. 
Vortex lines \\ 
" " " " 
" " S S " 
" S S S " 
" 
-i-- 
--- 
" " i- - 19 a 
t Dotmwash poin a tII IT 
The matrix for this case is given in table III. The calculated section 
lift coefficients-are given below and plotted on figvxe 11. 
Section CL 
a 
115.51 
6.16 
6.05 
4 5.51 
5 4.27 
The chordwise distribution is given for each section on figure 12. 
Note that the section curves have the proper shape, a large pressure 
difference at the leading edge and reducing to a minimum at the trailing 
edge, thus, apparently, satisfying the Kutta condition. 
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On figure 12 is given a spanwise plot of section CL for the three 
cases, illustrating graphically2 the convergence of -the three approxima- 
tions as the number of chordwise terms is increased. Good convergence was 
obtained, however2 for exact solution designy probably more spanwise 
segments should be taken. In view of the computing time required) 
(2 hours on 
an IBM 6600 for the 4 chordwise case) it is apparent that more efficient 
methods should be devised for a production type calculation. It is 
felt that a more efficient calculation procedure is appropriate for later 
research but this thesis has presented the equations and demonstrated a 
method of solution. f 
VI-3 INCOMPRESSIBLE - UNSTEADY CASE 
In general, -the incompressible - unsteady. flow case follows the 
sen general computing techniques as detailed for the steady case. 
However, there are additional integrals to be evaluated arising from 
the fact that there are real and imaginary parts to deal with. The 
final set of simultaneous equations is complex and thus requires 
the solution of two sets of simultaneous equations. 
The integral equation for the incompressible, oscillatory case 
appears below; 
v n] h ikt 7. e [K 1[f I for n control points q mm m 
where 
i hh kh 
Kee (COSC 11+ B'rl(' '3 lp 
mn 17Tf '3 xr 
ý' 
36) dX 
+00 
c 
ikh X ikh' I 1ý 
+ [COSC +sine 
ikh 2 
hhH -2 ee 
lid X 
+ dt 0 6.20 
6.20 
IUa The expressions for 
21 
and * are identical to those given ax I Be 
before for the incompressible - steady example, equations 
To effect a solution it is convenient to reduce equation 6.20 into 
its real and imaginary and these are given below, with K mn 
K 
mn R+iK mn 
using the relations e 
ix 
. Cos x+i sin x and e-'x - Cos xi sin x. 
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hr2 
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The integral equation may now be written 
(w 
RIhf+ if, ) + iKj) u 8pU 2R 
h2fR KR - fIKII + i(fj% + fRKII u 8pu 
This leads to two sets of simultaneous equations which must be 
solved for fR and : r, 9 
vRh 
= [fRKR - fjKj 8pu 
VI h fRKI + fjK u2R 8pu 
The unsteady analysis has been applied to a blade for several 
variations of the rotational frequency 11 and forward speeds. The 
planform of the example blade is shown below. 
Axis of rotation 
1.083 1.083 -. *- 1.083 1- 083 1.083 1.083 
Load line 
5.417 
6.500 
6.23 
6.24 
1 
. 2604 
1 
. 5208 
1.0416 
Downwash locations (All dimensions a. re in feet) 
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The blade was again divided into 5 spanwise sections and one chord- 
wise location was used. 
The blade was assumed to oscillate in a torsional vibration mode 
having a frequency of w= 617-84 radians per second. The mode shape 
was taken as 
Station ao 
1 x168 
2 o148 
3 . 2T31 
4 - 546T 
5 go84 
Tip 1.0000 
The parameters of the various examples vhich have bleen calculated 
are given in the table below. 
U(ft/sec) il(rad/sec) h, k-, 
4o 3TT-0 . 203T . 72 
4o 497.4 . 1544 . 72 
4o 617.8 . 1243 . 72 
4o 750.0 . 1024 . 72 
4o 750.0 . 1024 . 72 
300 750.0 . 768o . 72 
The results of the analysis are given in terms of oscillating 
aerodynamic coefficients .Ia and I. . where Ia refers to the real 
part of the lift corresponding to A: fR and Z. refers to the imaginary 
part of the lift corresponding to f Converting fR and f I' to lift 
6.23 
curve slope as in the previous work, we can write the total section 
lifts described by the section span length Im to obtain the lifts per 
unit span as 
-9 
A (C +LC6.25 kLL 
m CIR 
A conventional notation for the oscillating coefficient Ia and 
L. for a unit span is a 
L= 7rp V2R (L a+ikIaIa6.26 
therefore P. =1c ir L CýR 
1c irk L 
The results of the calculations are presented in table IV and 
in f igures 14 and 15 where the out-of -phase lif t ja is plotted against 
spanwise position. On figure 14, J& is shown for 4 values of h, the 
advance ratio. It should be pointed out that 2whR represents the distance 
the wake passes under the blade after one revolution, thus for h-. 2037, 
the wake is 0.658 f t. below the blade. For values of h-. 2037,1544, 
and . 1024,1 & is positive for most of the blade, but negative values 
occur near the tip and near the root. Negative values of 
I& imply 
the possibility of a flutter type instability, however, a flutter 
analysis would have to be done to see if indeed a flutter instability 
does exist. The remaining curve, h-. 1243, has special implications 
because this case represents the situation where the torsional frequency 
w is equal to the rotational frequency fl. Examination of the figure 
shows that all span station except one have a negative 
1. 
and this certainly 
Cf 
implies the possibility of flutter, particularly since the inboard 
station has sucha large value of a negative 
L. 
- (I 
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To examine the possibility of single -degree -of -freedom torsional 
flutter., one requires the moment about the axis of rotationj, and 
not the lift as given. However.. due to the concentration of the lift 
force at the 1/4 chord., the moment is simply the product of I, & 
times the distance between the 1/4 chord and the axis of rotatione 
To determine the effect of an increase in h on -the velocity 
was changed from 40 ft/sec to 300 ft/sec which resulted in h =. 768. 
The wake is now a considerable distance below the blade after one 
revolution and the values of J,, are positive across the'span and 
this would indicate a stable configuration. - 
As one more example of the use of the unsteady flow procedure, the 
case of small inflow angle has been calculated. The term small inflow 
angle" is meant to imply that the propeller disc is not perpendicular 
to the free stream velocity U, but is tilted by, a small angle to the 
flow. The diagram below illustrated the geometry. 
u 
Ut 
I 
U 300 cos 15* 
A 
30o 
'rt/sec 
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Examining. the change in. angle of attack as the propeller blade 
progresses through one revolution, note that at A and C, the effective 
angle of attack is dependent on U only, U1 providing a component along 
the radius which Is neglected. On the other hand, at B, the angle of 
attack depends on U1. Thus, the angle of attack varies as a sine 
function as the blade rotates one revolution. To approximate this 
change in angle of attack, one could regard the propeller as advancing 
with velocity U, but oscillating in a torsion mode with a frequency of 
one per revolution. In other words, the blade will rotate as a rigid 
blade about the root, having an amplitude of ao = 150 (for this case). 
This concept has been applied tothe blade planform used previously 
for the unsteady case and the results are plotted in figure 16 - No 
change in sign in L& is found, but there appears to be a considerable 
lag in the force on the blade. 
VIA COMPRESSIBLE-STEADY STATE CASE 
In the incompressible caseq the speed of propagation of a dis- 
turbance is infinite, and so in the basic equations, the term t-T 
was set equal to zero, and a great simplification ensued. For the 
compressible case, the consideration of the term t-T is paramount and 
essentially constitutes an added dimension to the problem, and of 
course increases the difficulty of numerical calculations. In effect, 
consideration of compressibility adds an auxiliary equation which 
must be satisfied under all conditions* 
The downwash equation may be written as before 
vnh 
2A Pm "ý=Z 
6-27 
2pU razi 
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but we must also solve an auxiliary equation which relates the time 
interval (t-T) for a pulse to travel from its point of initiation at 
xO, 00, ro to the reception point at x, O, r, which is given below 
2=h2_h (cr -: CF 
(1 -M) (t - T) 4- (cy - c70 - x) 0- 
X) M(t - 
+r2+r2_ 2rr cos 
1 (cr -a+6.28 0020 
For the compressible steady case the terms of eq. 4.23 and 4.24 which 
are applicable are 
47r 21 -1 
aB 3B aD 1a C-2 C aD 
ax z" 
a2 
3 -2 --2 Wx '; ýT Tx Da D75X 
+aD6.29 
47r 1 aB 3B aD1aC 2C aD 
a -2 : -3 57 -2 --2 5-e - ; -3 5-e 
aDa 
75 0+aDa 
The several partial derivatives are defined in Chapter 4, equations 
4.35 to 4.43. The integration of the infinite integral as well as the 
integration along the span were accomplished in the sarn manner as was 
described previously for the incompressible case. The major problems 
in computing the compressible flow example are two-fold. First, the 
kernel is more complex than the incompressible case, and requires 
considerably more computing effort. Second, in computing the kernel, 
the auxiliary equation 6.28 must be solved for t-T for every value of 
X for which the integrand is calculated and inserted into the-expressions 
for V and 
21 
. Since the equation for t-T contains a transcendental 8x 
term an explicit solution is not possible, thus an iterative scheme 
was used. To start the iteration, an approximate value of t-T was 
Calculated using the expanded form for t-T which is 
6.27 
-E ±E2_ 4FG 
2F 6.30 
where 
1X-X0 h(a -a0M- rr 0 sin F 
(S -60+h+ 
rr X-X 
cos 
l (6 -6++ X) 0h 
Gh (a -a X) 
2-r2_r2+ 2rr cos 
1 (S -6+0+ -T 0-0020h 
After having determined an initial, approximate value of (t-T), the 
Newton-Raphson iteration technique was used to determine a value 
of seven significant figures. 
For the example calculations, the same planform was used as 'Was 
used for the steady-incompressible flow case, where the length was 
10 feet, the chord was 2 feet and the axis of rotation was 1 foot 
from the root. The velocity was 300 ft/sec., and the rotational 
speed was Q-= 25 rad/sec. Two vortex configurations were computed, 
namely a5 spanwise, - one chordwise example and a5 spanwise, two chord- 
wise case. The computing time on the IBM 6600 for the one chordwise 
line was 1-1/2 hours, while for the two chordwise case was 6 hours, 
both of which seem excessive and no further examples were attempted. The 
results for the one chordwise example are given below: - 
Section CL 
a 
1 5.749 
2 6.66o 
3 6.503 
4 5.783 
5 4.293 
6.28 
Similarly for the two chordwise lines, the results were: 
Section CL 
a 
1 5.990 
2 6.635 
3 6.416 
4 5.721 
5 4.296 
These values of C appear to be high and probably more La 
chordwise and spanwise elements will be necessary to obtain design 
information. 
This concludes the chapter which illustrates the application 
of the procedure to specific propeller cases. It is fairly obvious 
that for practical application, considerable effort will -have to be 
expanded to reduce computing time, particularly for the compressible 
case. 
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1. 
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This thesis has been concerned with the development of the 
theory for determining the subsonic aerodynamic forces on propeller 
blades and helicopter rotors, including the effects of compressibility 
and vibrating surfaces. The equations for the propeller have been 
progre-ed on a computer and sample calculations have been made. The 
example cases include the forces on a propeller using steady-incompres- 
sible aerodynamics9 the unsteady aerodynamit forces due to a propeller 
which is oscillating in a torsion mode, the effect of a small inflow 
angle, and finally the effect of compressibility was calculated. 
Of particular interest is the result of the unsteady calculations. 
Several two-dimensional methods, described in Chapter 2, have Shown 
that unstable aerodynamic forces can be induced on the propeller due 
to the presence of the helical wake passing under the blade. For the 
three-dimensional case studied in this thesis, it was found for the 
particular example studied that the mid span region of the propeller was 
stable, whereas the tip and root regions were found to be unstable, and that 
the region of instability increased as the advance ratio decreased$ 
which implies that the helical wake was closer to the blade surface. 
Areas for future research could be concentrated as follows: 
1) To develop more efficient computing techniques to reduce 
computer time, particularly addressing the compressible 
case. 
2) Investigate methods for solving the stationary (or hovering) 
propeller. 
3) The effects of thickness could be introduced by the superposition 
of sources. 
7.2 
A more accurate estimate of the advance ratio might be obtained 
by first computing the standard case for a given value 
of h and then calculating the induced velocity at the lo- 
cation of the helical wake and adjusting the value of h to 
include this perturbation, and recalculating until convergence 
is obtained. 
The helicopter aerodynamic, equations should be programmed on 
a computer. 
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APPENDIX III 
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EXPANSION AND INTEGRATION OF KERNEL FOR M=0, k=0. 
As stated in Chapter 6, an expansion of the infinite integral inte- 
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CALCULATED RESULTS OF UNSTEADY ANALYSIS 
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APPENDIX VI 
COMPUTING FORMAT 
In this appendix, four computing formats are given 
for t4e following special cases: 
(1) Incompressible - steady flow 
(2) Incompressible - unsteady flow 
(3) Incompressible - steady flow vith expansion 
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LOUBLE PRECISICN FXLPFX29FX39FX4tFItF2 
LOUBLE PPECISION SIGFOPtCESPOPtSESPDPoRDPgRooPeWDP90MDPtUDPtADPtCR 
ICPtCEO(jPtSEODPPFOUP. gAMDPtHOPtRPDPtROPDPoMPOP CCUBLF PRrCISICN AltA29VXDP90XDPPVYDPPDYDP 
89 FOkMAT (1814) 
50 FORM4T (5E14*8) 
Sl ilii? MAT (110t6F16*81 
93 F(JkMAT (M6*81 
NMAX=40 
14LAC, (5001 Ti-tRHDtAtALtWlDTHtXSTARTtCRqF0 
1 READ (51-; o) wgLlmgU 
IF 20.21 
20 STCP 
21 CONTINUE 
r, EtU 45#891 NXtNW 
l, o=NX*NW 
t'K=U 
AIJ=LIA 
AN=N 
t--U/0: 4 
I-P=H/CR 
%%DP=DBLE(w) 
CMCP=DBLE(041 
LDP=DBLE(U) 
ADP-EBLE(A) 
CkUP=DBLr MR) 
FOLP=DHLE(FO) 
AMCP=DBLE(AM) 
t tDP=DiL E(HI 
ý-PGP=DLILEMPI 
lH=TH/57*2'J57795 
SLvAL/Atl 
AN%=N-W 
SW=61UTH/ANW 
VYS(l)--(WIDTH-SW/291/2* 
OYS(11--(WIDTH-3o*SW/2. )/2* 
IF (NW*EQeLl, GO TO 3 
DO 2 1-2, NW 
VYS(I I-VYS(I-L)+SW 
2 DYS(l)-DYS(1-11+SW 
3 CONTINUE 
ANX-NX 
IMO 
DEL-AL/(2**ANX*CRI 
DO 50 NYxL*NW 
DY- BYSINYI/CR 
DYDP=DBLE(DY) 
DX=DEL+XSTART/CR 
00 50 11-L, NX 
DXDP-OBLE(DXI 
14*2 AL-UDP**2-(GMDP*DXOP )**2-(GMDP*DYDP 
A2--(UDP*DXDPJ**2 
R DP. DSQRT((-AL+DSQRT(Al**2-4. ()O*GMDPO*2*A2))/(2. roi)*OMDP**211 
RPDP=RDP 
RDP=RDP*CRDP 
R-SNGLIROP) 
RP-SNGLIRPOP) 
WRITE 16#931 RP 
ESP-ATAN(U/IR*OMII 
THP-ATAN2(-0Y*COS(ESP)v0Xl 
Y-Dy OSIN(ESP) 
CESPmCOS(ESP) 
SESP=SIN(ESPI 
WRITE (69931 ESPvCESPqSESP 
CESPOP-OBLE(CESPI 
SESPOP-DBLE(SESP) 
SI G-THP+Y/HP 
SIGPxTHP-Y/HP 
SGG=SIG 
SGGP=SIGP 
KK-KK+L 
V2(KKI=(R*OMI**2+U**2 
X(KKI=TH*SQRT(V24KKII/U 
I-I+L 
LaO 
DO 4 NB-lvNW 
VY= VYS(NBI/CR 
SUBkOUTINE FUNC (GAMVSMI 
C0MVGN/HKDP/SIGFq CESPtSESPiRoPOeWtOMqUeAtCR*CE09SEOtFOsAMtH 
ltoptAopt"pt SIGStSIGPS91PR 
C(jUbLf PRECISiCh SIGFiCESPtSESPiRtROtWvOMtUtAtCRtCEOtSE09FOvAMtHoR 
Ippmop, Hpt 4LMFltF29SNtCNtCl9C2tC3tC49 F3tBvCtSontF 
2-4tF5, PBPX, PCPXtPSPXPtF6#PDPXtPBPT, PCPTtPDPTtSZ 
LOLIBLE PRECISION D1902tTMTtFX3#FXI*FX2tFX4 
IPP=lpp+l 
ALMýCbLHGAMI 
FI=SIGF-ALM 
F2=SIGF+ALM 
SNmCSIN(F2/2*C0) 
CN2--DCOS( F2/2* CO) 
e=-A**2*CR*ICEO*. 500*HP*Fl+RP*SEO*SNI 
'ýýr-P*SQRTI(*5CO*HP*Fll**2+RP**2+ROP**2-2. DO*RP*ROP*CNI 
C=. 4 
PtJPX=-A**2*4,5DO*(CEO+RP/HP*SEO*CN) 
IIDPX=(. 5i)O*HP*FI+RP*ROP/HP*SN) M 2*DO*Sl 
PBFT=HP*PBPX 
PDPT=HP*PDPX 
sz zleDO/(l2o5663706DO*A*D**2)*(CESP*CR*((PBPX-3oDO*B/D*PDPXI/(A 
1*U)I+SESP/RP*((PBPT-3*DO*8/1)*PDPTI/IA*D))I 
SM=SNGL(SZI 
IF (M0t)(IPR92)*FQ*0) WRITE (6t9l) GAMqSM. 
91 FORVAT (6EI6*8) 
RETURN 
LNC 
GUA-RGUTIAE- FUNLitALM@SM') 
(-t-, MML: N, SILF, 
ý 
CESP#SESP9R9RO9W90M9U9A9CR9CE0eSE09F09AM9H 
fl=GIGF-ALM 
F2r-Sluf+ALM 
SN=. Slej(F2/, ) - 
CN-COS(F2/29) 
Mm-A**2* (CFO*95*HP*FI+RP*SEO*SN) 
Sz SQRT«95*HP*FI)**2+RP**2+ROP**2-29*RP*ROF*Ct4) 
sm =FO/129566371*B/IA**2*S**3)' 
kETURN 
ENL 
SUdP. IUTINfz FUNEIALM#SMI 
1.110ENS10,14 SM(2ltSZ(2) 
CCJMMCN SIGFq CESPoSESPPPtgOtWvOMtU*A*CRtCE09SEOtFOtAMtH 
1#KPIPOPVIIP 
rIaSI GF-AL4 
F2=SIGF*ALM 
SNvSIN(F2/2o) 
CN=C(IS( F212o I 
I'=- A **2*CR* (CEO** 5*HP*F I *RP*SEO*SN) 
S=CR*SQRT((4ý5*HP*Fll**2+RP**2+ROP**2-2**RP*POP*CNI 
C=S 
F8PX =-A** 2*. 5*(CEO+RP/HP*SEO*CN) 
P()PX=(*5*HP*Fl+RP*ROP/HP*SNI/(2**SI 
PBPT=HP*PBPX 
PCPT=HP*PDPX 
SM(11=le /(124,5663706 *A*D**21*(CESP*CR*((PBPX-3* *B/D*PDPXI/(A 
1*1)))+SESP/RP*(, IPBPT-3o *B/D*PDPTI/(A*Dlli 
f%E'TLPN 
ENC 
SUBROUTINE FUNF(YqSM) 
COMMON/CXB/DXtDYtVXtVY 
DOUBLE PRECISION XqoXfoy#vylvYXl 
X-OBLEM 
CALL 0RI(XvSMj 
RETURN 
kNO 
sunnot)TINE Al NT2 (DEL.. AREA) 
COlltiOI4/CXB/DXo, DYOVX,, VY 
COtltiOf4/FIKDP/SIGF* CESP.. SESP#R.. RO., W., OMU.. ACR.. CEO.. SEO,, FO.. AM.. H 
2, RP, ROP, IIP, TIITP, TIIT 
COIV1014/CJ2/Jl 
MIME PRECISION OX,, DY.. VX.. VY,. S I OFp CES P*SESP,, RRO,, WoOt4* UA.. CRo. CEO.. S 
lEO.. FO, AlI#ll, RP, lve , ROP, IIP*Tt4TP., 714T, #AIS.. V. V4.. CFC,, tJ,. S nOlIBLE PRECISION DL,. VX1 
EXTERNAL FONF 
VXSnVX 
A2S-(OII*R)**2+11**2 
VXtinR*DSQRTC(A2S-(OM,, *VY)**2)/AIS) 
nL--. OOOOIDO. 
VX2=V)01-. OOOOSDO 
-)lw20 3 CALL OR2(VX2.. ANS) 
IF MIS *0 L. LT., 0. GO TO. 2 
VX1-VX2+DL 
r3o TO 3 
2D Lw-D L*. 2" 
IF (DABS MU. LT.. 00000002) GO. TO 4 
VXI-VX1+DL 
GO. To 3 
4 CFCwVXti-4. * (VXII-VX1) 
AX-SNGL. (CFC) 
Jl-40 
ANf)m, SNGL(VXfl) 
CALL NGAUSS (AX#AND*3.. SX.. FIINF.. SN*I) 
WRITE (6,78) AX#AND#SX. 
ASTmSNGL620. DO*CFC-29.00*VXM) 
CALL NGA SS (ASToAX*3#SYOFUNF*SNjl) 
WRITE (6.. 78) ASTAX.. SY 
AXnSNGL(150,00*CFC-242., DO,, *VXM) 
CALL NGAUSS (AX#AST#2#SZ*FUNF#SN*I) 
IIRITE (6*78) AX., AST.. SZ 
IIXnVXS-DEL+, $ 
CALL NGAUSS, (BX*AST.. 3.. SV,, FUNF*SN*l) 
11R I TE (6,78). OX.. AST.. SV 
AXwVXS-DEL 
CALL NraAUSS C. AX 
IIRITE (6,78) AX*BX, ST 
AREAn2. *CSX+SY+SZ+SV+ST) 
IIRITE (6,78) SX*SY#SZ#SV#ST 
78 FORMAT (6EI6.8) 
REIIIRN' 
ENn 
SU1314CIJTINE Okl(XIARFA) 
COMMON SIGF 9CESPStSESPStRStRIStWStt)MSgUStAStCRStCESOSEStFOStAMStH 
lLt ;? P. St; 20SvllPS 
c. omt-*rN/r. XB/0X91)YtVXtVY 
ljPP, ('N/bKUP/S IGFDPv CESP, SESP@RtRotwtOMtUtAtCRoCE09SEOgFOgAMtH 
IkV tk(jPlliP tSIG, SI GP 
COMMLN/CJ1/Jl 
Lnubu PRECISION CESP, SESPtRtRotwgoMtUvA*CR#CE09SEOtFOeAMtHt 
14PORoptilpt FXI, FX29FX39FX4tFltF2tAlt&2tDX#oYtVXtVYtAZoOZeC 
2Z9WKtSIGFDP 
LOU14LE PRECISION X 
fXTERNAL FUNC 
VX=X 
AI=U**2-(CP*VXI**2-(CM*VYI**2 
A2=-(U*VX)**2 
kO=CSQkT((-Al+DSQRT(Al**274*DO*OM*, *2*A2)1/(2, DO*OM**211 
I, OP=kO/C4 
USP0=ATAN(SNGL(U/(R0*0M)JJ 
THi-'C=ATAN2(SNGL(-VY*CCS(ESP019VXI 
XO=S, NGL( VY)*SIN(ESP0) 
CE0=GBLE(COS(ESPo)) 
SEO=CBLE(SIN(ESPO)l 
FS=SNGL(HP) 
51 GO=THPO+XO/HS 
SIGPO=THPO-XO/HS 
SIGF=SIG-SIGO 
SIGFCP=L)3LE(S IGFJ 
ALF=SIGP-SIGPO 
C=SIGF*(HP**2-R*ROI/(HP**2+R*ROI 
FI-DE-LE(SIGF-ALM) 
F2-DBLE(SIGF+ALM) 
F0S=SNGL(RoP) 
CES-SNGL(CEO) 
SES=SNGL(SEO) 
CALL FUNWALMtSE) 
SAVE-U* 
hX=C-100**AB5(SIGF) 
CALL MGAJSS (ALMtAXtJltSZtFUNCtSMtll 
iRRITE (79911 ALMoAX#SZ 
SAVE-SAVE+SZ 
EX=0-20**ABS(SIGF) 
CALL MGAUSS (AX#BXt Jl#SZtFUNCeSMtl) 
WRITE (79911 AXgBXVSZ 
SAVE=SAVE+SZ 
AX=Q+209*ABS(SIGF) 
CALL MGAUSS (BXqAXtl00tSZ9FUNCvSH91) 
WRITE (7t9l) BXtAXvSZ 
SAVE=SAVE+SZ 
92 FOPMAT (6D16*81 
UX=Q+100**ASS(SIGF) 
CALL MGAUSS (AX#BX#JljSZqFUNCjpSH#l4 
mRITE- 17991) AXgBXtSZ 
SA%iE=SAVE+SZ 
IX=AeS(ALM)*5o 
CALL MGAUSS (BX9AX tJltSZ*FUNC#SMoll 
%RITE (7t9l) BXtAXtSZ 
SL=-SAVE-SZ 
WRITE (69911 SIGPqSIGP0tTHP0tX0tALMtAX 
WRITE (7991) SIGPtSIGP0'qTHP0iPX0tALM#AX 
6K=FO*HP/(2**U)*(SZ +(CESP*(-I*/HPI+SESP/RPI*SE) 
2 INRITE (69901 VXtSZ 9SEtWK 
IARITE (79901 VXqSZ 9SEtWK 
AREA=SNGL(WKS 
'90 FORMAT (016*892EI6*89016o8) 
91 FORMAT (6E16*8) 
PETURN 
END 
SUbil-jUTIAE PI NT2 I oXt DY*VXtVYtUEL 9 AREA I 
vxs=lvx 
vx=VXS-cU 
CALL I-P, 2()X, I)Y, VXtVYgCl) 
VX=VXS+D6L 
CALL (JR2(DX,, DYqVX9VY903) 
VX=VXS 
CALL OR2(DXvny, VXtVY#021 
2 VX=VXS-DEL/2e 
CALL O-R2(nx, ny, vxqVYj04) 
VX=VXS+D; -L/2* CALL OR2(DX90YPVXtVY905) 
VX=VXS-*75*DEL 
CALL OR2(DX#DYtVXtVY906) 
14X-=VXS-o25*IjEL 
CALL CK')(OXtOYtVX#VY#07) 
VX=VXS+o25*DEL 
CALL GR2(DX, DY#VX, VY, 08) 
VX=VXS+*75*DEL 
CALL (jk2(oxvnyvvxvvyqcq) 
Ak E A= (01 f, 4o *( 06 +(17+08+09)+24o *102+04+051+03) *DEL /12e 
ARITF (6,91) 01,069049090208to5pO9903 
91 MRMAT (6EI6&8) 
vx=vxs 
i. -E TLkK! 
FND 
SIMýLIJT Pit' ýjR2(l. XqDY#VXqVYtAREA) 
MF Nýi I U-I Sw( 21 9SM I 
SIGF, CESPtSESPtRpkogWtOMtUtAvCRtCE09SE09FOgAMpH 
I RPti-'(JP, lPoSICtSIGP 
c: XTE-F'IAL ý-UNE 
, 01=U**2-(CP*VXI*42-(CM*VYI**2 
A2=-(U*VX)**7- 
RU=SQ. AT((-AJ+SQRTIAI**2-4**DM**2*A2)1/(2o*OM**2)) 
4(jp=R. u/C4 
ESPJ=ATAN(U/(Ro*()Ml) 
THPO=ATAN2(-VY*COS( ESPO) VX) 
XU=VY*SIN(ESPO) 
CEC=COS(ESPO) 
'ýý-O=z, iN( ESPO) 
SIGC=THP04XO/H 
SI Gfl(; =THPC-XO/H 
ýI CF=S IG-SIGO 
, ALIO=SLGP-SIGPC 
FI =S ll. PF-AL4 
r-2= SI Gf- +4 LM 
I, tklTC- (69901 AL, 4 
CALL FUN)(AL49SE) 
JI=20 
J2=40 
SAVE=U, 
AX= ABS(ALMI 
CALL 'iGAt)SS (ALM, AXtJ29SZtFUNEtSM9 11 
SAVE=SAVE*SZ( 1) 
PX= 5e*Ai3S(ALM) 
CALL PGAUSS (AX913X jJIjSZqFUNEvSM, l) 
SAVE=SAVE+SZ( 1) 
AX= 20**ABS(ALM) 
CALL MGAIUSS (OX, AX PJ2tSZtFUNE, SMtl) 
S-t ( 11 =-SAVE-SZ( 1) 
%K=FO*HP/ ( Zo *U) SZ ( 11+ (CESP*(-Io /HP I +SESP/RP I *SE I 
/ýR ZA=WK 
2 AR ITt. (6 t 901 vX SI(IIt SE WK 
(7, U ffjkMAT (6('16*13) 
ýL ILI: N 
f t4l; 
1)1', 14(.. IJTI'IF NC; ttiSS(AtPtNtSUMtFUNCtFOFXtNUMBERI 
1? *4t'ISI(`J U(5)9P(5), SUM(1)jFVFX(l) 
ýlj 1 LL =1 tl\llMIIF-k 
ý- IJV( LL I =v, 0 
lr ( to Pjoik PFTUKN 
L(l)=o425562,33050,484 
1.1(; -)=*;: 833U23C2935376 Ll 3) =*160295715850488 
1.4 ) =eG07-tf-8? 1665550@ 
L 5,1 =o 013046735741414 
1-(l)=*147762112357376 
21 13463?. 359654998 
3) 100ý4'ý, 1 e1257991 
k(4)=*J7472'674579290 
54344 5J =* 03 3? 3567215 
FINE= N 
CEL7A=Fl. '4E/(B-A) 
Er, 3 K-1, N 
XI =K-1 
FINE=A+XI/DELTA 
rO 2 H= 195 
LU=L(11)/OELTA+FINF 
CALL FIJNC (UU,, FnFX) 
I; rl 2 JOYIiOY=1, N()MBER 
'-'U-A ( J, , IYB(JY)=R(11)*FOFX(JOYBOYI+ 
SUMIJOYBOY) 
I; o 3 JJ=l tr, - 
UU=(! *U-IJ(Jil )/DELTA+FINE 
CALL FUNC, MU, FrFX) 
CC 3 NN=1, NUMBFR 
SUP(NN)=R(JJ)*FCFX(NN)+SUM(NNI 
CC) 7 IJK= 19NUMBER 
SUI, I(IJK)=SUM(IJK)/DELTA 
RETLRN 
ENC 
2 
3 
7 
C 
C 
C 
sllsRmlTINF S I? iF(ICA, N, B, M, DETERPI, I PI VOT, NMAX, I SO' ALF) F4.1 1 
SOUITInN OF SI fill LTANEOIJS LINEAR EQUATIONS F411 3 
Fbel 4 
n1mFmSION 1PIVnT(N), A(P#IAX, N), R(Nt4AX, ti) F4.1 5 
ErIllIVALENCE (IRr)W, JRnw), (10'. nLIlti, icnLIlti), (MiAX, T, SWAP) F4.1 6 
Fh. 1 7 
INITIALIZATInN F4.1 8 
F4.1 9 
5 ISCALE-0 F4.1 10 
6 Rl-10.0**100 ch. 1 11 
7 112-1.0/111 Fh. 1 12 
10 nFTFPJI-I., O P4.1 13 
15 rin 20 . 1-1, N 
F4.1 14 
20 lpivnT(. I)=O F4.1 15 
30 no sso i-i, N F4.1 16 
F4.1 17 
SEARCH FOR PivnT ELEPIENT F4.1 is F4.1 19 
40 AMAX-0.0 F4.1 20 
45 nO 105 J-1,14 Fh. 1 21 
50 IF cipivnTM-1) 60,105,60 Fk. 1 22 
60 DO 100 Km1, N Fh. 1 23 
70 
80 
IF (IPIVOT(K)-I) 80 100 740 
IF (ARS(AMAX)-ARS(W, K1)) 85*100,100 
Fh. 1 
F4.1 
24 
25 
85 IROW-J F4.1 26 
90 ICOL1JM-K F4.1 27 
95 AMAX-AC. 1, K) F4.1 28 
100 CONTINIIE F4.1 29 
105 CONTINIJE F411 30 
IF CAMAX) 110,105,110 F4.1 31 
ior, DETERM-0.0 F4,1 32 
ISCALE=O Fl;. 1 33 
r. 0 TO 740 F4.1 34 
110 . 1-PlvnT(Irf)Lllti)nlPlVnT(ItnLIJM)+I F1111 is Fh. 1 36 
INTERCHANnE ROWS TO PUT PivnT ELEMENT ON nlArnNAL F4.1 37 P11.1 38 
130 IF (tRnw-irnLIIM) 240,260,140 F4.1 39 
140 nFTERM--nETERM F4.1 40 
C 
C 
C 
r 
C 
150 DO 200 Lul, N F4.1 F4 1 
41 
42 160 SWAP-ACIROWA) 1 1: 01 1 43 170 MIROW, UwAtl M. LIIH, L) 1 F11 1 44 loo ACICnLIJM, L)uSWAP . F4 1 45 205 IF (M) 260,260,210 . Fk l 46 710 DO 250 Lai, " . F4 1 47 720 SWAP-R(IttOI1, L) . F4 1 48 230 R(IROW, L)-RCICOLII", L) . F412 49 250 R(ICOLIIM, L)mSWAP F4 1 SO 260 PIVnT-A(ICOLIIM, lrnLIIM) . F4.1 51 IF (PIVnT) 1000,106,1000 F4.1 52 
SCALF TMF nFTFRMNANT F4.1 F4.1 
S3 
54 
1000 PIVOTImPIVnT F4.1 Fh l 
55 
56 1005 IF CARS (nFTERM-RD1030,2010*1010 . Fh. l 57 2020 nFTERM-r)ETERM/Rl Fk. 1 58 ISr. ALEuIS(. IALF*l F4 1 59 IF(ARS(DETERti)-RI)ICGO, 1020,1020 1 F4.1 60 1020 DETERM=DFTERII/Rl F411 62 ISCALE=ISCALE+l F4.1 62 
2030 
GO TO 2060 
IF(ABS(nETERII)-R2)1040 *1040,1060 
F4.1 63 
into . nFTERM-nETERM*Rl F4.1 Floll 
64 
As ISCALF-ISCALE-1 F4 1 66 IF(ARS(DETEF64)-R2)1050,1050,1060 . F4.1 fil 1050 DFTERM-nF. TEPH*Rl F4 1 Se ISCALE-ISCALE-1 . F4 1 69 1060 IF(ARS(PIVOTI)-RI)1090,1070,1070 1 2 F4 70 11170 PIVOTI-PIVOTI/Rl . F4.1 71 ISrALE7lSr. ALF*l F4 1 72 IF(ARS PI VOTO-RD320,1080,1080 . 94.1 73 1080 PIVOTI-PIVOTI/Rl F4.1 74 ISrALE-ISt. ALE*l F411 75 
lnqo 
GO TO 320 
IF(ABS(PlvnTl)-R2)2000,2000,320 F4.1 76 
2000 PIVnTluPIVOTI*Rl F4.2 F4.1 
77 
78 ISME-ISCALF-l F4 1 79 IF(ARS(PIVOTI)-R2)2010,2010#320 . F4.1 so 2010 PivnTI-PIVnTI*Rl 
SIIRROIITINE firiAllS. S(A, R, N, Sllti, FONCFnFX, NI)MBER) 
DIMENSION II(S), R(5), SlJ? l(D, FOFX(D tiriAIJ0030 
f)O I LLnl, NIIMRER MrilAIJ0040 
SIIM(LL)-O. O MGAUOOSO MGAU0D60 IF(A. EII. R)REIIIRN 
'l(Dw. 42S56283O5Oql84 PiGAIJ0070 
11(2)n. 283302302935376 fIGAII0080 
11Mm. 16029S21S850488 MnAUOOSO 
11(4)-. 067458316655508 fIGAII0100 
IlMa. 013045735741M MUIJ9110 
R(Un. 1477521123S7376 IIGAIJO120 
R(2)w. 1346333SqS54q98 6IGAU0130 
RMu. 1"S43181257991 IVU110140 
R(4)=. 07472SS74575290 MrjA'IOISO 
RM-. nI3335672154344 F4GAUOIRO 
FINE- N PIGAU0170 
nFLTA-FINF/(R-A) MrsAII0180 
nn 3 K-1, M POA110190 
XI-K-1 04riAIJ0200 
FINE-A*Xl/nFLTA POA110210 
nn 2 11- I, S 041, A'10220 
'llf=il(ll)/nFLTA*FINF MIA1102 30 
CALL FlMr, (1111, FtIFXI firsAU0240 
nn 2 -Jf)YROYwl, Mlf4? IFR 
siriA'102 50 
siiti(. inyRny)-R(il)*Ft)FX(. )nYR()Y)* SIIFICJOYR()Y) ? 4", AI10260 
I nn 3 -J%l=l, 5 
tlfj'AIJC270 
11! 1-(1.0-11(JJ))/DFLTA*FINE f4r3A'10280 
CALL FlINr (1111, FOFXI "UU0290 
nO 3 NH-1, NIIMRER 1413AII0300 
SIM CNN) -R GIA *FrJFX (NN)+Stlli CNN) Mf'jAIJO 310 
n(3 7 IJK: I, NlftiRER Mr. A110320 OV' AII0330 S SIMMIK) IJtMJK)/nELTA s 
RETIfRN WIA110340 
ENn IMA110350 
IS('ALF. -ISrALE-1 F4.1 
Al 
320 DETERHaDETEMW I VOT 1 Fk. l 81 9411 83 
nivinE PIVOT ROW RY PIVOT ELE14ENT Fk. 2 sh F4.1 85 
340 no 3Sl L-1, N Fk. l 96 
'141 IF (IPIVOTM-D 350 . 351#740 
Fk. l al 
350 . A(IrOUIM, L)-A(ICOLIIM, L)/PIVOT 1: 411 88 
3si CONTI NIIE Fk. l 89 
355 OF (M) 380,380,360 Fk, l 90 
360 no 370 L-1,11 Fkll ql 
370 R(ICOUIFI, L)-R(lrnLIIH , L)/PIVOT 
F401 92 
r , F4.1 93 
RMICE NON-PIvnT ROWS F4.1 F4 1 
qk 
q5 r 
390 no 550 Ll-1, N 
. F4.1 q6 
3qo IF (1.1-ICOLIM) 400,550,400 F4.1 97 
400 ToA(Ll, l#'OLIYtl) F4.1 q8 
430 no 451 L-1, N F4. I q9 431 IF (IPIVOTM-D 450,451,740 Fk. 1 100 
450 A(Ll, L)wA. (LlL)-A(IrOLUM, L)*T F4.1 101 
451 t-ONT I NIIE F4.1 102 
455 IF (M) 550, SSO, 460 F4.1 103 
4F; 0 no 500 L-1,04 F4.1 104 
500 Ft(LI, L)-R(LI, L)-R(lenLtlli, L)*T Fk. l 105 
550 fInNTINIIE F4.1 106 
7110 RETIMN Fh. l 107 
FNr) F11.1 108 
INCOMPRESSIBLE - UNSTEADY FLOW 
PROGRAM HELICP (INPUT *OUT PUTqTAPE5- INPUT9 TAPE&-OUTPUT 9TAPE79 
PUNC 
1H) 
DIMENSION SM(21*SUM(2)tSZ(2)*VYS(619[)YS(61 
DIRENSION AREA(2519 IPIVOT15J 
DIMENSION YI (10) 9RSV(661 DIMENSION ICX(66), AREB(66),, VXZ113)tYXZ113)tAr. SS(6) 
0 IMENS ION ARS(59 5) @At S(5t5) 9PRL(5) 9 PRZ(5)9 WR(5) Owl 0) qSc(sq 
5) 9 
I OP 1151 PDPR( 5J #ALO(5) 9 SRI (5 t5l #ARR(2) DIMENSION VS(519CLRI519CL11519ZLA(5), PZLAO(S) 
COMMON SIGF 9 CESPvSESPtRtRO9W9Gl49UtAtC. "%PCE) @SE0vF0%ANvH 1 9RPs ROP9HP, THTP oTTTtSGGtSGGPoAK COMMON/ CXB/ D XD Pe 0YDPv VXDP 9VYDP COMMON/BKDP/S IGFDP9 CESPOP9 SESPDP 9RDP 9RODP tWDP 9OMD Pe UDP#ADPt CROP@ CE 
10OP9 SEODP 9F0DP 9AMDPvHDPtRPDPe ft0PDPvHPDP vTHTPDP9TMT0pSIGq SIGPOAKOP COMMUN/CJ1/J 19CEOH29RSEDtC2, pC3tRPFoCEFACtFX3tFX4#HP2#HPFOFACK 
DOUBLE PRECISION FXl9FX2#FX3oFX49F1vF2tT14TD 
DOUBLE PRECISION SIGFOPiCESPDPiSESPi)PtRDP#RODPtWDP#CD4oPgUDPtADPtCR 
1OPiCEODP, SEODPtFODPvAMDPtHOPoRPDPvROPDPoHPDPtTMTPOP 
DOUBLE PRECISION AltA2tVXDPtDXDPtVYDP90YDP#AKDP 
DOUBLE PRECISION CEOH29RSEOtC2tC39RPFoCEFAC&HP2tHPFtFACK 
89 FORMAT (1814) 
91 FURMAT 111096EI6.8) 
90 FORMAT (SE14,, 8) 
93 FORMAT 47EI6.81 
NMAX=5 
KK=O 
KR=O 
I READ (5,901 Wp0MvUvTH9A 
IF (EDF951 20, P21. 20 STOP 
21 READ (5#901 ALvWIDTHqXSTARTvCRtF0: 
AM=U/A 
ALaAL/12. 
WIDTH =WIDTH/ 12. 
XSTARTaXSTART/12. 
CR=CR/12. 
AK=CR*W/U 
AKDP=DBLE(AK) 
READ (5, P89) NX#NW N=NX*NW 
AN-N 
H=U/OM 
ANWxNW iI 
820 FORMAT (4EI6.8i 
WUP=UBLE(W) 
OMD P=D OLE 10M) 
UDP=DBLEIUI 
ADP-DBLE(A) 
CRDP=UBLE(CR I 
FODP= DOL E(FO I 
AMOP=DSLE IAM I 
HDP=DBLE(H) 
HPDP=DBLE(HP) 
HPZ=. 5DO*HPDP 
HPF=*25DO*HPDP 
FACK=AK*HPDP*o5DO 
THaTH/57o2957195 
SL=AL/AN 
SW=WIDTH/ANW 
VYS(11--(WIDTH-SW/2. )/Z. 
DYS(11=-(WIDTH-3. *SW/2*)/2. 
IF (NW. EQ. I) GO TO 3 
DD 2 1-2*NW 
VYS(I)-VYSII-11+SW 
2D YS (I ) =DYS( I- II +SW 
3 CONTINUE 
ANX=NX 
1=0 
DEL=AL/ (2. *ANXýCR I 
Oli 50 NY=IPNW 
OY= DYS(NY)/CR 
OYDP= DOLE I DY ) 
DX=DEL+XSTART/CR 
DO 50 11-19NX 
DXDP=DBLE(DX) 
AI=UDP**2-(OMDP*DXDPI**2-(OMDP*DYI)P)**2 
A2--IUDP*DXDPJ**2 ý 
R DP=DSORTt(-AI+DSQRT(Al**2-4*00*OMDP**Z*AZJJ/(2-DO*Ot4DP**211 
R PDP=R DP 
RDP=RDP*CR 
R=SNGLIROP) 
RP=SNGL(RPD P) 
VS( ll)=U*U+(R*CMI*(R*OM) 
WRITE (6993) RP 
THP= AT AN 2(- DY*COS(ESP I 9DX I 
V=DY*SIN(ESP) 
CESP=COS(ESP) 
SESP-SIN(ESPI 
CESPDP=DBLE(CESP) 
SESPDP=DBLE(S ESP) 
SIG=THP+Y/HP 
SIGP=THP-Y/HP 
SGG-SIG 
SGGP=SIGP 
1=1+1 
L-0 
00 4 NB=1*NW 
VY= VYS(NB)/CR 
VYDP-Dl3LE(VY 
VX=DEL+XSTART/CR 
00 4 J=IFNX 
L=L+l 
VXDP=DBLE(VX) 
IFII ABS (VX-DX I *LT *011 AND .1 VY*L T*DVJ 
I GO TO 5 
CALL AINT21DXvDY, VXqVYtDELtARRJ 
GO T06 
5 LONTINUE 
CALL AINT11DELPARRI 
6 CONTINUE 
ARS (IPL)=ARR (1) 
AlStIoLl-ARR(2) 
WRITE (69931 DYvDXvVYq'VX*ARS(IvL)vAIS(ItLJ 
22 VX= VX+ 2. * DEL 
4 CONTINUE 
0 X=D X+2 o *0E L 50 CONTINUE 
WRITE 16993) 
PUNCH 820, ARSvAIS 
READ (5990) -ALO*ALC DO 6ýs 11=19N 
WR( 11 I-AL01 ll)*SQRT(VS41 ll)/U 
63 WI (11)=ALO( 11 )*AK*ALC 
DO 11 11-19N 
00 11 12=19N 
SM-0. 
00 10 13-1, N 
10 S, 143 S M+ ARS (I I ip 13 ARS 9 13 12 +A ISI It 13 
1 *A 15 13 121 
SRI(II, 12 )z SM 
11 SC(11,12)=0. 
WRITE (6993) SRI 
DO 12 11-19N 
Sml-o. 
SM2-0. 
DO 13 12-1, PN SMI-SMI+Wl( 12)*ARS(1291 11-WR( 12J$AIS( 129 111 
13 SM2=SM2+WR( 12)*ARS(12911)+Wl (12)*AISII29 III 
SC(II911jul. 
PR1(11)=SM1 
12 PR2(III=SM2 
WRITE (6993) SCoPR19PRZ 
CALL SIMEQ (SRI* N9SCvN90ETERM tlPlVOT9Nt4AXYISCALE I 
WRITE (6031 SC 
C(J=-059765659*U*OM*CR*CR 
00 14 11=19N 
SMI=o. 
SM 2-0,, 
DO 15 12=19N 
SM1=SM1+PR1(12)*SC(129111 
15 SM2=SM2+PR2( 12)*SC(129111 
OPI (I I)-CQ*SMI 
14 OPR (111 MCQ*S M2 
00 16 11=19N 
CLRI II )-ANW*1682,0858*OPRI 11 MWIDTH*VS(II J*AL011 lb) 
CL It 11 )=ANW*1682.0858*DPI (11) /(WIDTH*VSI 11 I*ALO(II) I 
ZLA(Ili-CLR( 111/3el4l59265 
ZLAO(III=CLI(Illf(3.14159265*AKI 
16 CONTINUE 
WRITE (69961 OPR90PItCLRPCLItZLAtZLAD 
WRITE (7996) OPR*DP19CLRtCLItZLA#ZLAD 
96 FURMAT (/////20XIOHDELP (REAL 1 /5E16,8//20XI0HDELP i IMA G) /SE16o 8//20X 
ISHCL (REAL)/ SE16o 8//20XSHCL4 IMAG)/5EL6o8//20X? HL ALPllA/5E16*8//20XI 
21HL ALPHA 00T/5E16e8J 
51 CONTINUE- 
GO TO I 
ENO 
SU13ROUTINE FUND (ALMoPSI) 
COMMON SIGF* CESPtSESP@RSROgWgG#4,, UtAtCRPCEO@SE09FOeANtH 
I, PRPoROPtHPYTMTP, TTTeSGGtSGGPoAK 
CEOH2aCEO*. 5*HP 
RSEO=RP*SEO 
FX3-RP*RP+ROP*ROP 
FX4--2 **RP*ROP 
HP2-. 5*HP 
FI=SIGF-ALM 
F2-SIGF+ALM 
Clz*5 *F2 
SN- SIN(CII 
CN- COS(CII 
a=-(CEOH2*FI+RSEC*SN) 
Sit SQitT((HP2*Fll*(HP2*FIJ+FX3+FX4*CNI 
SF=1. /S 
SF3=SF*SF*SF 
PSI=-B*SF3 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE FUME, ("019SOI 
DIMENSION SH141 
COMMON SlGF# CESP#SESP#A@RovW#oHvUq A# CR*CLV qS10 qF09AHsH 
loRP*ROP, HPtTMTPotlOloSGG#SGGPtAK 
COMMON/CJS/CE0142*RSEO9C29C3#RPFoCEFAC#FX3#FX49HP29HPFtFACK 
Fl-SIGF-GAM 
F2-SIGF+GAM 
Cl-. 5 *F2 
SN- SIN(Cl) 
CN- COS(Cll 
8--(CEOH2*FI+RSEO*SN) 
S= SQRT((HPZ*Fll*(HPZ*FII+FX3+FX4*CNI 
SF-1 . /S SF3=SF*SF*SF 
PBPX=-C2-C3*CN 
PDPX= IHPF*Fl+RPF*SNI*SF 
PSIPX=(PBPX-3o *B*PDPX*SFI*SF3 
PSI=-B*SF3 
Fl=CEFAC*PSI PX 
F2-FACK*GAM 
SN2- SIN(F2J 
CN2- COS(F21 
SM( 11 =CN2*F I 
SMI 2) =SN2*F I 
SM (3 J =CN2*P SI 
SM (4) = SN2*P SI 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE AINT1(DEL9AREA) 
COM14EJN/CXB/DXtDYtVXvVY 
COMMON/BKDP/SIGF9 CESP9 SESP *RpROpW*OM#U@A 9CRo CEO* 
SEO vFO 9 AN 9H 
I oRPtROP*HPTMTPvTMT 
COMMUN/Cil/it 
DIMENSION SN(2)@SX(2)tSY(219SZ(ZitSV(ZitST(2)tAREA(219ANS(2I 
DOUBLE PRECISION DX90Y9 VX *VYp SIGFvCESPv SESPt Rt RO 9 W90H 9U vAvCR *CEO IS 
IE09FOeAMtH, pRPoROPtHPoTNTPvTNTipAlSoVXMtCFCtVXS 
DOUBLE PRECISION DLvVXI 
EXTERNAL FUNF 
VXS=V X 
A IS-2( OM*RP) **2+U**2 
VXM-RP*DSQRTI(AIS-(014*VYI**21/AISI 
NX=O 
OL--*30010DO 
VXl=VXt4-. 00005OO 
Jl-20 
3 CALL ORI(VX19ANS) 
NX-NX+l 
IF (NX*GT. 50) STOP 
IF IANS*DLeLT. 0o) GO TO Z 
VXI-VXI+DL 
GO TO 3 
2 OL--DL*ol 
IF(DABS(0LJ. LToeOO000002J GO T04 
VXL=VXI+DL 
GO TO 3 
4 CFC-VXM-49*IVXM-VXII 
AX-SNGL(CFCj 
J1=40 
ANI)=SNGL(VXMJ 
CALL NGAUSS (AXvANDt3tSXqFUNFvSN92) 
WRITE (69781 AXvAND9SX 
AST-SNGL (2), 00 *C FC-1 9.00*VXN I 
CALL NGAUSS (AST 9AX939SYtFUNF tSN921 
WRITE (69781 ASTvAXtSY 
AX=SNGL(l5DoDO*CFC-149*00*VXM) 
CALL NGAUSS (AX*ASTt2tSZtFUNFtSNt2i 
WRITE (69781 AX9AST#SZ 
VXR=SNGL(VXSI 
IF A lVXR-o2*DEL-AXJeGTosO5l GO TO 10 
SV(1)-Oo 
SV(2) =0. 
HX= AX 
GO TO 11 
10 BX=VXS-. 2*DEL 
CALL NGAUSS (BX*AXt-29SV, FUNFgSN@21 
WRITE 169781, BX9AX9SV 
WRITE (79781 BX*AX9SV 
11 AX=VKS-DEL 
CALL NGAUSS (AX*BX9 29SToFUNFeSN@21 
WRITE (69781 AX*BXtST 
WRITE (7978) AX9BX9ST 
DO 5 1=192 
5 AREA( 1 ). 2. *( SX(I I+Sy (1)+SZ( 11 +SV( I )+ST( 111 
WRITE (69781 SXtSYtSZtSV*ST 
Is FORMAT W16*81 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OR1(XvWZ) 
COMMON SIGF CESPS*SESPStRSPRISgwSgoMSgUStASeCRSoCEStSEStFoStAKSIH 
10, PRPS, PROS*HPS*TMTP So TMSqSGG tSGGPs A KS 
COMMUN/CXB/L)X, Dy, pVX, VV 
C0MMON/bK10P/SIGFOP9 CESPoSESP#RoitOgWtONtUtAoCR#CEO#SEOtFO@AM#H 
I oRP*ROP*HP, TMTP, TMTgSlGtSIGPoAK 
C01414ON/CJI/JltCEOH29RSEOtC29C39RPFeCEFACiPFX39FX4 
tC2tC3*RPFtCEFAC DOUBLE PRECISION CEOH2tRSE3 . 
DOUBLE PRECISION CESPvSESPioRoROtWvGMtUtAtCi, '. tCEO*SEQtFOtANPH9 
I RPO RO P 9HP 9TNTP 9T We FX1t FX2t FX39FX49 FL vF29AI tA2tDX fpOYtYXtVYOA 
Zi BLOC 
2ZtWKtSIGFDPvAK 
DOUBLE PRECISION X 
DIMENSION SM(41pSZ(419SV(41 9SX(419SY(4), pSW(4), PWZ(219ST14) 
EXTERNAL FUNC 
VXWX 
All U**2-(OM*VXI **2-1 GM*VY )**Z 
A2-, - (U *V X) * *2 
RO =DS 0 RT II -A 1+0 SGRT ( Al**2 -4 4, DO*DN**2*A2 J/ 2 00 *OM**21 
1 
ROP-RO 
RO-RO*CR 
ES PO= AT AN (SN GL I U/ (RO*014 I)I 
THPO-A TA N21 S NGL (-VY* COS ESP 01 9V X) J 
XO- SNGL (VY) *SIN( ESPD I 
CEO jr 0H LE(COS ( ES PO JI 
S EO -0 8L E (S IN (ES PO I 
H Su SNGL (HP) 
SIGO-THPO+XO/HS 
SI GP 0= THPO- X0 /H S 
SI GF=S IG-S IGO 
SIGFOP-DOLE(SIGF) 
ALNaSI GP -SIG PO 
CEON23rCEO*. 500*HP 
RSEO=RP*SE0 
C2-.,. 500*CEO 
C3-* 5DO*SEO*RP/HP 
RPF -. 5 DO*RP * RO P/ HP 
CEF AC =CE SP+ H P* SE SP/R P 
FX3=RP*RP+ROP*ROP 
FX4=- 2 9DO*R P*ROP F I-Di3L E(S IGF-ALM) 
F 2=DbL E (S IGF +ALM I 
ROS= SNGL IROP) 
93ES-S. 4GL(CEO) 
SESwSNGL(SE0) 
V%LL FUND (ALII, SE) 
(I-SIGF*CIIP**2-RP*ROP)/(IIP**2*RP*ROP) 
WRITE (6,91) Q, SIGF 
JI-20 
J2-5*Jl 
AX-Q-100. *ABS(SIGF) 
COUL 14GAUSS (ALII, AX, J1, SZ, FUNC, Sf4, h) 
WRITE (6,92) ALII, AX, SZ 
BXn(Q-20. *ABS(SIGF))*. l 
CALL IIGAUSS (AX, 13X, J2, SX, FUNC, S14,4) 
AXw(Q+22. *ABS(SIGF))*. l 
CALL IIGAUSS (DX, AX, J2, SY, FUNC, St4,4) 
13X-Q+100. *ABS(SIGF) 
CALL IIGAUSS (AX, BX, J2, Slt, FUNC, SM, k) 
AX-3. *ABS(AL14) 
CQ%LL IMAUSS (BX, AX, J2, SV, FUN ýSM, 4) 
BX-20. *ABS(AUI) 
CQ%LL IIGAUSS (AX, BX, J2, ST, FUNC, S14,4) 
WRITE (6,91) SX, SY, SII, SV, ST 
DO 4 1-1,4 
SZCI), Ssz(l)+Sx(l)+SYCI) 
SZ(I)--SZ(0-SV(l)-SlM)-ST(l) 
AXw50. *Al3S CAIJO 
CALL IIGAUSS (BX, AX, 15, SX, FUNC, SII, 4) 
13X-200. *ABS(ALII) 
CQ% LL IIGAUSS (AX, BX, 15, SY, FI)RC, SII, 4) 
AX-S00. *ASS(AU0 
CALL IIGAUSS (BX, AX, 15, Sl. f, FUNC, S1i, 4) 
DO 5 1-1,4 
5 SZ(I)--SX(I)-SY(I)-Sli(l)+SZCI) 
WRITE (6,92) SX, SY, SII, SZ 
92 FORtIAT (6DIG. 8) 
CO-AKS*IIPS*. 5 
Ct-CO*ALII 
SN=SINC a) 
CN-COS(CI) 
C4-(--: CESPS/IIPS+SESPS/RPS) 
IIKR-CN*SZ(I)*SN*SZ(2)4iCh*(CO*(-SN*SZ(3)+ lN*SZ(4))+SE) 
IIZ (1) v4fKR 
IIK I --CN*SZ (2)+SN*SZ (1)+Ck* CO* C CN*SZ (3) +SN*SZ (4 
IIZ (2 ) =11K I 
90 FORIIAT (Dl6.8,7El6.8) 
91 FORIIAT (6EI6.8) 
RETURN 
END 
a 
14 
,. \. t 
k\ . 
e 
/ 
Cb 
: 
q cz 
P-4 U-7 C) 
UN 
P%Nw 
6 
0 
Ct 
11-ja 
SUBROUTINE AINT2(DXvDY*VXtVY*DELivAREA) 
0114ENSIGN i%REA1219MI21*02921903(21904121905(21 
VXSnVX 
VX-VXS-DEL 
CALL ORZIDX*DYtVXoVY9011 
VX-VXS+DEL - 
CALL OR21OXoOYoVXvVY*031 
VX-VXS 
CALL OR2(OXvDYtVXtVY@021 
IF lAdSlDX-VXJ*LTe3**DELl GO TO 2 
DO 7 1=192 
7 AltEA( I)-(Ol(ll+4o*02(11+03(11)*DEL/3o 
RETURN 
2 VX-VXS-OEL/2, 
CALL 0R2(OXvOY#VXvVV904J 
VX-VXS+DEL/2* 
CALL 0R240X9OYqVX9VY9O5) 
00 a 1-102 
a AREA( 11-101( li+2. *0211)+4o*(04(11+05(111+03111)*DEL/6o 
VX-VXS 
RETURN 
E NO 
SUBROUTINE OR2(DXoDYtVXoVY#WZI 
DIMENSION SM(41@SZ(4)oSX(419SY14loWZ1219ST(41#SV(41 
COMMON SIGFv CESPt SESPtRvROtWoGMtUtAoCRtCE09SE09FOvAHiH 
lvRP9lt0P9HP,, TNTP 9TNTvSlGtSIGPPAK 
COMMON/CJS/CEOHZ, RSEO9C2tC39RPFoCEFAC#FX39FX4thP29HPFeFACK 
EXTERNAL FUNE 
HPZ-*5*HP 
HPF=. 25*HP 
FACK=. 5*AK*HP 
Al-J**2-(014*VXI**2-IOM*VYIO*2 
A2--(U*VXI**2 
RO-SQRT((-AI+SQRTIA1**2-4,, *ON**2*AZII/(2o*LIM**2)1 
ROP-RO 
RO=RO*CR 
ESPDmATANfU/IR0*OM)) 
' VX) THP3=ATAN2(-VY*CCS(ESPO)t 
XO=VY*SIN(ESPOI 
CEO=COSIESPO 
SE0=SIN(ESPo) 
SI GO= T HPO+XO /H 
S IGPD-THPO-XO/H 
SIGF=SIG-SIGG 
ALM=Sl GP-Sl GPO 
Fl=SIGF-ALM 
F2=S IGF+ALM 
CEDH2=CEO*,, 54HP 
RSED-RP*SED 
C2=. 5*CEO 
C3=,, 5 *SEO*RP/HP 
RPF-. 5*RP*ROP/HP 
CEFAC-CESP+HP*SESP/RP 
FX3-RP*RP+ROP*ROP 
FX4=-2,, *RP*ROP 
HP2= o5 *HP 
HPF-*25*HP 
FACK=AK*HP*. 5 
WRITE (69901 ALM 
CALL FUND(ALMvSEJ 
J1=20 
AX= ABS(ALM) 
CALL MGAUSS (ALM9AXv30tSZvFUNE*SNq4) 
BX- 5**ABS(ALM) 
CALL MGAUSS IAX OBX OJ 
AXa 20**ABSIALM) 
CALL MGAUSS IBX, AX q3()jSytFUNE9SKq41 
exuloos 
CALL HGAUSS (AXqBX9309SttFUNE#SMt4l 
AX-500. 
CALL HGAUSS (BX@AXt30ipSVtFUNEvSM94J 
DO 4 1-194 
SZIIJ=-SZ(I)-SX(II-SY(li-STIII-SVIII 
CO-FACK 
Cl-CO*ALM 
SN-SIN(Cl) 
CN=CGS(Clj 
C4= (- C ESP/HP *S ESP/RP I 
WKR=CN*SZ(I)+SN*SZ(23+C4*ICO*I-SN*SZ(3)+CN*SZ(41)+SEJ 
WZ(11=WKR 
WKI=-CN*SZ(23+SN*SZ(I)+C4*CO*ICN*SZ131+SN*SZ14)I 
WZ(2)=WKI 
2 WRITE 169901 VXPSZvSEoWKRtWKI 
90 FORMAT (6E16*81 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE N GAUSS(AtBoNs SUN 9F UNC9FGFXqNU#%ER I 
DIMENSION Ul5JtR(5JvSUM(lJ9FOFX(lJ 
00 1 LL-19NUMBER 
1 SUM(LLI-0.0 
IF (A. EQ. 8) RETURN 
Ul ll=*425562830509184 
U(21-. 283302302935376 
U 13)z . 160295215850488 
Ul 4)=*067468316655508 
U(5 1 =,, 013046735741414 
RI ILI =. 147762112357376 
R(21 -,, 134633359654998 
R(31 . 109543 18125799 1 
R(41 =e 07472 5 6745 75290 
R(5J *0 3333 5 612154344 
FINE= N 
0ELT A- FIN E/ I B-A I 
DO 3 K-19N 
XI-K-1 
FINE=A+XI/OELTA 
DO 2 11- 19 5 
UUmU(I U /DELTA +FINE 
CALL FUNC (UU9FOFXl 
00 2 JOYBOY-19NUMBER 
2 SUM(JOYSOY)=Rtll)*FOFXIJOYBOYJ+ SUMIJOYBOY) 
00 3 JJ=195 
UU- (1.0-rU WJ I I/ DELTA +FINE 
CALL FUNC IUUiPFOFXI 
DO 3 Nh-19NUMBER 
3 SUM(NNI-RIJJI*FGFXINNI+SUM(NNI 
1 00 7 IJKw 19NUMBER 7 SUN (I JKJ -SUN (IJK )/DELTA 
RETURN 
ENO 
INCOMPRESSIBLE - STEADY FUN WITH E(PANSION 
PROGRAM HELtCP (INPUT OUTPUT 9TAPF-Se tNPUT 9TAPE6*0UTPUT #TAPE7 9 
PUNC 
LH) 
DIMENSION VYS(619DYS(619ARS(40940$gX(40191PIVOT(40$*VZ(40)*Vl(SI 
COMMI)N SIGFV CESPoSESPvRvROgWtONtUtAgCRvCE09SEO#FO*A$tH 
19RP*ROPPHP*SGG@SGGP 
COMMON/CxB/DXDPs OYOP 9 VXDP*VY0P 
COMMON/ BKOP/ S IGFOP qCESPDP 9 SESPOP t RDP 9 RODP 9WOP v 0MDP sUOP 9 
ADP 9CRDP OCE 
LOOP @SEODPFODPoAMDP*HDPtRPOPtROPOPvHPDPtSIGPSIGP DOUBLE PRECISION FXL@FX2, PFX3tFX49FItF2 DOUBLE PRECISION SIGFDP#CESPDP*SESPDP#RDP#RODPtWOPsOMOPOUDPvADP*CR 
LOP PCEODPIrSEODPoFODPeAMOPsHOPeRPDPtROPDPtHPDP DOUBLE PRECISION A19AZtVXDP*DXDPtVYDPtDYDP 
89 FORMAT (18141 
90 FORMAT (SE14o8l 
91. FORMAT 1110,6E16.81 
93 FORMAT Ml6o8l 
NMAX=40 
READ (59901 THvRHOqA9ALtWI0TH#XSTARTqCRqF0 
I READ (59901 WqOHgU 
IF (EOFv5j ý20921, 20 STOP - 21 CONTINUE 
READ (5r89l NXvNW 
N--NX*NW 
KK-O 
AM-U/A 
AN-N 
H-U/OM 
HP-H/CR 
WOP-OBLE(W) 
OMOP-DBLE(Om) 
UDP-DBLE(UJ 
ADP=OBLE(Al 
CR OPm OBLE I CR I 
FOOP=DBLE(Fol 
AMDP=DBLE(AN) 
HOP-OBLE(H) 
HPOPOOBLE(HPI- 
TH-TH/57*295779! 5 
SL-AL/AN 
ANW-Nw 
SW-WIDTH/ANW 
VYS(1)--(WIDTH-SW/2*1/2e 
OYS(L )--(WIDTH-3o*SW/2*)/29 
IF (NW*EQ. 11 GO TO 3 
DO 2 I-2wNW 
VYS(Ilnvys(l-ll+sw 
2 DYS(IJuDYS(I-LJ*SW 
3 CONTINUE 
ANX-NX 
1=0 
DEL-AL/(2o*ANX*CRI 
00 50 NYzltNW 
Dy- DYSINYI/CR''- 
OYOP-DBLE(DY) 
DX-DEL+XSTART/CR 
DO So 11=19NX 
DXDP- DBLE I OX I 
Al-UDP**2-(GMDP*DXDP )**2-(DHDP*DYDP 
A2=-l UDP*0XoP ) **2 
R DP=DSQRT((-AI*DSQRT(AL**2-4,, DO*OMDPO*2*A2))/(2*DO*OMDP**211 
RPOP-RDP 
RDP=ROP*CRDP 
R-SNGL(ROPI 
RP= SNGL I RPDP I 
WRITE (61v931 RP 
ESP-ATAN(U/(R*GMI I 
THP-ATAN2(-DY*COS(ESPJ90XJ 
V-Dy *SIN(ESPI 
CESP=COSIESPI 
SESP-SIN(ESPI 
WRITE (6993)'ESPPCESP@SESP 
CESPOP-DOLE(CESPI 
SESPDP-DBLE(SESP) 
SIG-THP+Y/HP 
SIGP-THP-Y/HP 
SGG-SIG' 
SGGP-SIGP 
KK=KK+l 
V21KK)nfR*OMI**2+U**2 
X(KKI-TH*SQRT(V2(KKII/U 
I-I+L 
L-0 
00 4 NB-1#NW 
VY- VYS(NBI/CR 
VYDP=DBLE(VYI 
VX=DEL*XSTART/CR 
00 4 J-19NX 
L-L*l 
VXDP-DBLE(VXI 
IF ((ABS(VX-DXI*LT**01)*AND*(VVoLTeDY)I GO TO 5 
CALL AINT2(DX*oYtVX#VYtDELpAR) 
GO TO 6 
5 CONTINUE 
CALL AINTI(DEL#AR) 
6 CONTINUE 
ARS([vL)-AR*2, o/(RHO*U*CR) WRITE (69931 DYtDX*VYoVXtAR@ARS(I*Ll 
22 VXaVX+2**DEL 
4 CONTINUE 
55 WRITE (6*931 ARS(I*L) 
DX-DX+2**DEL 
50 CONTINUE 
PUNCH 820t l(ARS(I#J)vJulvNltl-I#Nl 
820 FORMAT (4EI6*81 
WRITE (6t931 XPARS 
CALL SIMEQ IARS9N#X* 19DETERN91PIVOTeNNAX91SCALE) 
WRITE 1603) X 
00 53 J-19NX 
SM-00 
00 52 I-tvNW 
Ka ( I- LI *NX+J 
52 SH-SN+X(K) 
53 YI(j)-sm 
WRITE (6*941 VI 
WRITE (79941 Yl 
00 56 I-19NX 
56 YI(II-4**CR*ABS(YI(Ill/(V2(11*RHG*WIDTH*TflI 
WRITE 169951 VI 
WRITE (79951 Yl 
94 FORMAT (////4X6HDELP -t5EI6*81 
95 FORMAT (///4X4HCL -95EI6*81 
51 CONTINUE 
GO TO I 
END 
SUBROUTINE FUND(ALN@SNI 
COMMON SIGF9 CESPPSESPoitgROgNeCHoUgAtCRtCE09SEGoFOtAI49H 
I*RPoROPtHPvTMTPtTl4T 
Fl-SIGF-ALN 
F2-SIGF+AL14 
SN-SINIFZ/2,1 
CN-COS(F2/2*) 
8=-A**2* (CEO*oS*HP*FI*RPSSEO*SN) 
S- SQRT((o5*HP*Fll**2+RP**2+ROP**2-2o*RP*ROP*CNI 
SN -FO/12o566371*5/(AS*2*S**31 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE FUNF(YqSM) 
COMMON/CXB/DXtDYtVXtVY 
DOUBLE PRECISION X@DX#DYtVYtVX 
X-DBLEM 
CALL ORI(XvSH) 
RETURN 
END 
. 1111WIT147 A I'M (')!: L.. AREA) 
(ýnf VIW I/ PIlr)? /r, I (-, P J, r. ES! ), SES P, A, CR.. CEOMo F0 rA'1*11 1, rl ! -', rl ')!. " 11! 2 nr)ifP-LE ? rVE-111151011 
AlSoVX! IoCFC.. VXS 
On'PILE 
EXTE'VIAL FU! lr- 
Alfi- (01i*rlM) **'-'+11**2 
)**2)/AIS) 
0000sno 
3 CALL r)rtl('/Xl, A'JS) 
! IX-tly, +l 
IF ('IX. ": T. 50) STnp 
IF (AllWK. LT. O. ) PO TO 2 
I/Xl='/Xl+nL 
rin TO 3 
2n L--1) L*. 1 
jr(nAnSMU. M. 00000050) r3O TO 4 
'/Xl=VXI+nL 
TO 3- 
AX=SOI(', L (CFC) 
A, Jn-S! lf', L(VXf0 
'! ALL IMIA1155 
11111TE (5,73) AXAOJI).. SX 
A'qT=!,! It', L(2o. no*r, FC-l'. I. nO*'J. Xfl) 
CALL 
1171TF (5,73) ASTAXSY 
AX-S'! nL. (150. n0*rFC-14q. D0*VV0 
CAU (AX.. A!, T*2,!, Z,! -'ll. 4FSNl) 
1111TE (5,73) AX, AIT, 57 
nV -f)! ' L+. 3 
f: AL1.11"W115, (r)X,, AX 
MITF (. 1,73) 
A*C--ml/XS-')EL 
rýLl. flfjA'I!;!; 
1111TE (5,73) AX, n(,! ', T 
All! 'A-2. *(SX+SY+S"+!, 'V+ST) 
73 F01rVIAT CGUG. M" 
.1 ETI 1 R! I 
r. -in 
SUBROUTINEA)RI(xviiah 
COMMON SIGF 9CESPS*SESPSiRSvRIS#WS*ONS#U$#ASiCRS*CfStSfSoFOSoANS#H lQvRPSoR0StHPS 
COMMON/Cxe/ox toy I vx IVY 
COMMON/BKDP/SIGFDPt CESPtSESP#RoRDtW9O#49U9AtCRYCE09SE09FOlANtH 
I 9RP vR0PvHPvSI Go SI GP 
DOUBLE PRECISION CESP@SESP#R#RO@WvOM#U*AtCRiCE09SEOtFOeANwHe 
LRPIROPtHP9 FXI@FX2@FX39FX4sFLoF29AItA2tDX#DYPVXvVYvAZ*BZ*C 
2Z9 WKv SIGFDP 
DOUBLE PRECISION X 
VX-X 
Al-U**Z-(ON*VX )**2-(GM*VY )**2 
A2--1 U*VX -3 **2 RO-USQRTt (-A I+DSQRT 4 41**2-44,00*DM**2*A2)lit 2*DO*GN**2» 
ROP-RO 
RO-RG*CR 
ESPO-ATANC SNGL(U/ (RO*GM») 
THPOnATANZ(SNGLt-VY*COSC ESPO)t VM) 
XO-SNGLIVY )*SIN(ESPO) 
CEO-DBLE(COS(ESPO» 
SEO-DSLE(SIN(ESPO» 
#iS-SNGLCHPJ 
SIG0aTHPO*XO/HS 
SIGPO=THPO-XOMS 
SIGFýBSIG-SIGO ý 
SIGFOP-OBLE(SIGF) 
ALM=SIGP-SIGPO 
Fl-DOLE(SIGF-ALM) 
F2-DBLE( SI GF+ALM) 
ROS-SNGUROP) 
CES-SNGL(CEO) 
SES-SNGL(SEO) 
CALL FUND(ALMrSE) 
92 FORMAT (6016, a) 
Q-SIGF*(HP**2-RP*ROPI/(HP**2+RP*ROPI 
CX'OQ-100e*ABSISIGF) 
SAVEso. 
XN-*05 
SX-ALM 
7 AX-BX 
SX-AX+XN*ABSIALM) 
CALL FUNA (AXv8XvANJ 
IF IBX*XN*AaS(ALMI*GT*CXI GO TO 6 
GO TO 7 
6 CALL FUNA (BX@CXvAN) 
SAVE-SAVE+AN 
BX=Q-20. *ABS(SIGF) 
CALL FUNA (CXvBXtAN) 
SAVE=SAVE+AN 
AX-0+20e*ABS(SIGF) 
CALL FUNA (BXvAXtAN) 
SAVE-SAVE+AN 
BX=Q+100, *ABS(SIGF) 
CALL FUNA (AXt8XvAN) 
SAVE=SAVE+AN 
4 AX=BX 
SX-AX+Xh*A8S(ALN) 
CALL FUNA (AXjBXqAN) 
SAVE=SAVE+AN 
IF (ABS(AN)oLTooLE-051 GO TO 5 
IF lA8S(ANl/ABS(SAVE), GT**lE-07) GO TO 4 
5 CONTINUE 
SZ-SAVE 
WK-FO*HP/42**U)*(SZ +(CESP*(-I, /HPI+SESP/RPI*SE) 
2 WRITE (69901 VXtSZ vSEvWK AREA=SNGL(WK) 
90 FORMAT (016*8v2El6o8vDl6e8J 
91 FORMAT (6EI6981 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FUNA 1AL119AL211AIN) 
DOUBLE PkECISION AL19ALZ*AINT*ALA#4*CNl9SltFltF2#F39A9B9C9BO*AO9CO9 
lALtBl9Cl9A2tB29C2tXl9XSIvX29XS2*DLI*DL2vAINXItAK9R2A9R2BoR2C9R2DOR 
22E9AlNX29F4tF5tF6tF7tF8tQ 
COUBLE PRECISION UXeDYtVXtVYtSIGFtCESPoSESPoRvRC*WtOM*UtStCRtCE09S 
lEOvF0vAM#HvRPvR0P, HPq AISPVXMtCFCoVXS 
COMMON/BKDP/ S IGF CESPoSESPtRtROiPW90M*UtSvCR#CEO*SEOtFOsAMtH 
lvRPvR0P, HP 
ALI-DBLE (AL111 
AL2-DBLE (AL21) 
ALAM=(AL1*-AL2)/2*00 
CNI-DCOS((SZGF+ALAM)/2*00) 
Slý-- OSIM sSIGF*ALAMJ/2oD0) 
Flý(HP**5D0*SIGFJ**2 
F2=RP*R? +.,, -., G? *Rop 
F4=*500*ýLA. X*Siv%,. Nl*(I*DO-ALAM*ALAM**125DOI 
A=F! -F3*i: 4+F2 
F5=-5004Sl-*25D0*ALAMvCkl 
8=--o5DO*H? *HP*SIGF+F3*F5 
C=o2500*HP*HP+*125DO*F3*CNI 
AO=9500*(CEO +RP/HP*SEO *F4) 
130=-. 500*RP/HP*SEO *F5 
CO=-RP/HP*SEO /16*DO*CN1 
F6=Sl-o5DO*ALAM*CNI-*125DO*ALAM*ALAM*SI 
Al=e5DO*HP*SIGF*CEO +RP*SEO *F6 
F7-o5DO*CNL+,, 25000*ALAM*51 
81=-. 500*HP*CEO +RP*SEO *FT 
Cl=-&125DO*RP*SEO *Sl 
A2=o5DO*HP*SIGF+RP*ROP/HP*F6 
82--o5DO*HP+RP*ROP/HP*F7 
C2=-*125DO*RP*ROP/HP*Sl 
Xl=A+B*AL2+C*AL2*AL2 
IF (XI*LT*0.00) WRITE (6@911 AtBtCtXl 
IF (XI*LT*0*00) RETURN 
XSI=DSQRT(Xll 
X2=A+B*ALI*C*ALL*ALI 
IF (X2*LT, 0,00) WRITE (69911 A989C@XZ 
IF (X2eLT*0.00) RETURN 
XS2-DSQRTIX2) 
CS=1*00/DSQRT(C) 
Q=4*00*A*C-8*8 
F4-2* DO/CS 
DL1=DLOG4DABS(F4*XSI+2*DO*C*AL2+8)1 
OL2-DLOG( DABS(F4*XS2+2oDO*CSALI+B)i 
F8=2. DO*B*B74.00*A*C 
F5=((F8*AL2+2oDO*AOBI/(Q*XSI)+CS*DLI-(FS*ALL+2*00*A*B)/(Q*XSZI-CSO 
IDL21/C 
AINXI-(AO*(4*DO*C*AL2+2*00*B)-BOO(2*00*8*AL2+4*DO*A))/(Q*XSl)-(ADO 
1(4.00*C*ALL+2. DO*B)-BO*(2*DO*B*ALL+4*00*Ail/(Q*XS21+CO*F5 
AK-4*00*C/0 
R2A-(4*DO*C*AL2*2*00*B)/(3oDG*Q*XSII*(1*00/XL+2*DO*AKI-(4*DO*C*ALI 
1+2oDO*81/13*DO*Q*XS2)*(1,00/X2+2oDO*AKI 
R2B=-I. Dt)/(3,00*C*XI*XSII+I,,, DO/13oDO*C*X2*XS2)-o5DO*B/C*RZA 
R2C=((F8*AL2+2,00*A*B)/Xl+(4*00*A*C+S*B)*(4*00*C*AL2+2*00*B)/Q)/(3 
191)0*C*Q*XS11-(IF8*ALI+2,, DO*A*B)/X2+(4*DO*A*C+8*81*(4oDO*C*AL1+2*00 
2*8)/Q)/(3eDO*C*Q*XS2) 
R2D-((-2oDO*B*AL2-4*DO*A)/XSI+(2oDO*B*ALI+4*00*A)/XS2)/(C*Q)-B/COR 
12C-A/C*R2B 
R2E=(F5-B*R20-A*R2C)/C 
AINX2=-L.,, 5DO*(AI*AZ*R2A+(BI*A2+Al*B2)*R2B+(Cl*A2+AL*C2+Bl*B2)*R2C+ 
l(BI*C2+Cl*82)*R2D+CI*C2*R2E) 
AINT=(CESP+SESP*HP/RPI*(AINX1+AINXZI/L2*566370600 
AIN--SNGLIAINT) 
91 FORMAT. (6DI6*8) 
RETURN 
END 
4 
3 
2 
91 
SUBROUTINE CR2(DXvDYoVXtVYtAREA) 
COMMON '4tGF* CESP@SESPvRtRO*W*Oti#UoAoCkpCE09SE09FOeAMpH 
L, RP9R0PqHPvSlGqSIGP 
Al-U**2-(OM*VX 
, 
)**2-(OMOVY )**2 
A2=-(U*VX )**2 
RO=SQRT((-AI+SQRTIA1**2-4**014**2*A2)1/(2**OM**ZlI 
ROP-RO 
RO-RO*CR 
ESPG=ATAN(U/(RO*OM)) 
THPO-ATAN2(-VY*COS(ESPO)#VXI 
XO-VY *SIN(ESPOI 
CEO-COS( FSPO) 
SEO=SIN(ESPO) 
SIGO--THPO+XO/H 
"al GP3j=T.; -iP0-X0/ri 
sl GF= sts-SIGO 
ALM=-' fGP-SIGP0 
F1=51GF-ALK 
F2=SIGF+ALM 
CALL FUNDCALMPSE) 
SAVE-Oo 
t3X-ALM 
AX=BX 
SX-AX+5*0*ABS(ALM) 
CALL FUNB (AXt8XvAN) 
SAVE-SAVE+AN 
IF (A8S(AN)/ABS(SAVE), GTe*lE-O4) GO TO 4 
CONTINUE 
SZ--SAVE 
WK-FO*HP/(2o*U)*(SZ +(CESP*(-j. /HPj+SESP/RP)*SEJ 
AREA-WK 
WRITE (6991) VXjSZ vSEtWK 
FORMAT (6EI6*81 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE FUNS (ALlvA' I 29AINT) 
COMMON SIGF9 
tESPoSESPiRtROYW@OMvUtStCR9, 
C'EOtSEOtFOeANtH 
I*kP*ROP*HP 
ALAM-(ALL+AL2)/2. 
CN1= COS((SIGF+ALAMI/2*1 
Sl= SIN((SIGF+ALAM)/291 
Ft-(HP*. *5 *SIGFI**2 
F2=RPORP+ROP*ROP 
F3=2. *RP*ROP 
F4=. 5 *ALAM*SL+CNL*(Io -ALAM*ALAM*ol, 25) 
A=FI-F3*F4+F2 
F5=*5 *Sl-. 25 *ALAM*CNI 
B=-*5 *HP*HP*SIGF+F3*F5 
C=*25 *HP*HP+*125 *F3*CNI 
AO=*5 *(CEO +RP/HP*SEO *F41 
80=-*5 *RP/HP*SEO *F5 
CO=-RP/HP*SEO /16o *CNI 
F6=Sl-. 5 *ALAM*CNI-*125 *ALAM*ALAM*Sl 
Al=o5 *HP*SIGFOCEO +RP*SEO *F6 
F7=*5 *CNL+, 250 *ALAM*Sl 
Bl=-. 5 *HP*CEO +RP*SEO OF7 
Cl=-*125 *RP*SEO *Sl 
A2=. 5 *HP*SIGF+RP*ROP/HP*F6 
82=-o5 *HP+RP*ROP/HP*F7 
CZ=-ot25*RP*ROP/HP*Sl 
XI-A#. B*AL2+C*AL2*AL2 
IF IXL*LT*Oo ) WRITE (69911 AtStCoXI 
IF (XL*LT*Oo J RETURN 
XSI= SQRT(XLI 
XZ=A+B*ALI+C*ALI*ALI 
IF (X2*LT*Oo I WRITE (6@9L) AtBoCvX2 
IF WoLT. 0. I RETURN 
XS2- SQRTfX2) 
CS=le/SQRT(C) 
Q=49 *A*C-B*B 
F4=2. /CS 
DL1-ALOG( ASS(F4*XSL+2* *C*ALZ+B)l 
DL2=ALOG( ABS(F4*XS2+2. *C*ALI+B)) 
F8-2o *B*B-4* *A*C 
F5=((F8*AL2+2, *A*B)/(Q*XSLI+CS*DL1-(F8*ALL+2o 
lDL2)/C 
AINXL=(AO*44* *C*ALZ+2* *81-80*(2* *B*AL2+4* 
*A*81/(Q*XS2)-CS* 
*All/(Q*XSII-(AO* 
COMPRESSIBLE, STEADY FLOW 
PROGPXM HELICP i INP, UT*OUTPUT 9TAPE5= INPUT 9 TAPE62OUTPUT 9 TAPE 79 PUNC 
1H). 
DtMENS11)N VWS(6)tDYSibitARS(10*10$, PX(IOJPIPIVOT(lO)9Ylt5), oV2(51 
COt4MON SIGFp CESPvSESPoRgROeW, DMtUgAtCRoCE09SE09FOlAMtH 
19RPiROPtHP, TMTP, TTT*SGG#SGGP 
COMMON/BLKI/FXI, FXZ, FI(39FX4*F-t9F291PR 
COMMON/BLK /FYl, FY2tFJr3tFY49El9E2 
COMMON/CX8/DXDP, DYDPoVXDPvVYDP 
COMMON/ BK0P/S I GFOPs CE6P0P* SESPOP9 RDP*RODPo W0Pv OMDP 9 UDP t AOP *CRDP vCE 
IODP*SEODPiFODPtAMDPeHOPoRPDP*ROPDPvHPDPIpTNTPDPPTMTE)tSiGoSIGP 
COMMON /BSV/kMHP9 RPROPv AM20P2449 C79 099UCR 9C 1.0 
DOUBLE PRECiSION AMHPtAM21pHP2ýC4tC7tClOivUCRPC9#RPROP 
DOUBLE PRECIS(ON FXLvFX29FX3*FX4vFt9F2vTMTD 
DOUBLE PREC4StON SIGFDPoCESP099SESPDPeROPiRODPtWDPtOMDP#UDP#ADP*Ck 
LDPtr-Ei)I)P, SEL#)P, FODP, AMDPiNDPoRPDPtROPDPvHPDPtTHTPDP 
DOUBLE PRECI-SION Ate AZIpVXDP*DKDP* VYDP*DYDP 
FORMAT (1814). 
FORMAT 15EI4.8) 
FORMAT tll'. 0, p6EI6.6) 
FORMAT 17E16.8) 
NMAX=lo 
KK=D 
READ (5990) ALWI9TH,, XSTARTvCRvF0 
READ 1.5*90) THtAPRHO 
READ (5990) WjGMjU 
IF IEOFv5) 20921 
STOP 
AM-U/A 
READ (5989) NXvNW 
N-NX*NW 
AN=N 
H=U, /014 
HP=H/CR 
WOP*DBLE(W) 
OM0P=OBLE (10M) 
UDP=OBLE(U) 
ADP=DBLE(A) 
CRDP-DOLE(CR) 
FODP=DBLEI FO) 
AMOP-DBLEtAM) 
HDP=DBLE(H) 
HPOP=DBLE(4iPJ 
89 
9-D 
91 
93 
20 
21 
FY'lr-1, L-'AM**2 
F'r2=ANOHP 
FXI-DBLE(FYI) 
1: -X2=DaLE(PY2) 
Tti=TH/57.2957795 
SL-AL/AN 
AI*W-NW 
SW--WIDTH/ANW 
VYS(11=-(WIDTH-SW/2*)-/2. 
DYS41)ý-(%IDTH-3. *SW/2, b)-/2* 
IF (N. W. LW^. 'Il GO TO 3 
DO 2 1=2, Nw 
vysit)-qys(-I; --Ij+sw 
2 Dyst I)-DYS( 1-11+Sw 
3 CCNT I NUE 
ANX=NX 
1=0 
DEL-AL/(2, *ANX) 
00 50 NY=Ithw 
DY= DYSANY) 
DYDP=DBLE(I)Y) 
DX=DEL+XST, ART 
DO 50 [. I=LtNX 
DXDP-OBLEiDK) 
Al=UDP**2-(OMDP*DXDPIO, *2-%(I)MDiP*I)YDPJ**2 
A2--(UDP*DXDP)***2 
R DP-DSORTIA-A, 14-DSQRTAAL**! 2-4.1)0*OMDP**Z*A2))/(2.00*OMDP**ZlI 
R PDP*R OP, /CR 
R=SNGLIROP) 
RP-SNSLIRPDPI 
ESP-ATANW-IROGMIJ 
THP=ATAN21-DY*COSI ESP I qDXJ! 
Y-DY*SIN(ESP) 
CESP=COS(ESP) 
SESP=SIN(ESP) 
CESPDR-OBLEICESP) 
SESPOP-OBLEtSESP) 
AMHP-AMDPfHPDP 
AH2=AMDPýA-MDP 
HP2=lJDO/tHPDP*HPOP) 
C4-2.00-AMDP*AMOP 
C7'=. 500/HPOP 
UCR-UDP/CRDP 
,; k 
CI O=CESPDPýCR UP+ SESPDP#HPOP/RPDP 
S [G- THP*Y, /HP 
SfGP-THP-Y/HP 
SGG=SIG 
SGGP-SIGP 
KK=KK#l 
V2 ( KKJ =t Rsq]M) **2+U**2 
XG KK) OTH*SQRT (V2. (KKI 11U 
I* I& I 
L-0 
00 4 NB=I#NW 
VY= VYSINB) 
VYDP-0BLEdVYJ 
VX=DEL. +XSZART 
DO 4 J=L#NX 
L'a L A- I 
VXDP-OBLEIVK) 
IF l(ABS(VX-DX-J. LW*. BII. ANDio(VY*LToDY)I GO TO 5 
CALL AINT2(0XDYqVXqVYvDE&ipARJ 
GO TO 6 
5 CONTINUE 
CALL AINT'1(DELvARI' 
6 CONTINUE 
ARSlttL), =AR*21/(RNO*U#CRI 
WRITE (6*931 Dy, OKqVrqVXvARS(lqLl 
22 VX=VXf 2&*DEL 
4 CONTINUE 
55 WRITE 169931' ARS(lvLk 
DX=DXt2&*DEL 
50 CONTINUE 
PUNCH 0209 l(ARS(19JJtJ; *l*NJpf-IqNJ 
820 FORMAT 44EI6*8) 
WKITE 469931 XtARS 
CALL SIMEQ 4ARSvN*Xt 19OETERMj I PI VOTv N14AX9 I SCALE) 
WRITE 16,9.31- X 
DD 53 J-19NX 
SM-00 
DO 52 1*19NW 
K-(f-IIONX+J 
S2 SM-5M*XlKJ 
yl ( Jj: wSm 
WRITE 46*94) YI 
DO 66 Iwl, NX 
56 yl. ( 1. ), w#i. *CR*6ABS(YltljlltVattiilkH36WII)THOTHI 
WRITE (6*954 yl 
WRITE (TV951 YI 
94 Fr)kMAT (////4X6HOELP 
95 FORMAT 1///4X4HCL -gSE16*8) 
51 CONTINUE 
GO TO I 
END 
SUBROUTINE FUNC (GAM*GM) 
COMMON/BKDPfS4GF* CESPoSESPPRvROSW*OM@UtAtCRoCE09SE09FOeAMiN 
19 RP, R. OPvHPr TMTPvTMT 
COMMON/ BLK I /FXtFX2vFX3vFX49DlvOZv I PR 
COMMON /BSV/AMHP*R PROP, AM2* HP2 tC49C7tC9*UCR *C 10 DOUBLE PRECLSUGN AMHPvRPR9PqAN2qHP2v - C5jpC6tC7, pC8qC9vUClt9ClO DOUBLE PRECLSION SIGFPCESPiSESPtRvROPWvOMvUtAvCRvCEO*SE09FOgAMtHoR 
I Pv ROP vHPvTMTPi, ALM, Fl tF2t StdvC4v CltC2tC39C4# PTHTT 9PTMTX* F39BtCv S9 DeF 249f: 5ipPBPX*PCPKtPSPXPoF6*PD. PXtPBPTtPCPTgPDPTeSZ 
DOUBLE PRECISIJDN 019 D29THI 9FX39FX19FX29FX49AMHPT ALMPDBLE(GAM) 
D1 =SI. GF- ALM 
DZ=STGF*ALM 
CALL TMTOITMT, 2) 
TMTP=rMY 
A14HPToAMHP*TkMYP 
F"l-lkl*-AMHPT 
F2=D2j-AMHPT 
Cl-a5009+2 
C5=&500*Fl 
SN=DSIN(Cl) 
CN=DCOS(Cl) 
CI=C5*HP*HP 
C2=RPROP*SN 
C3=R. PROP*CN 
PTMTT: PICIJ-F: X2'1, TMTI? iýC24/(Cft*TMTP+. 5*FY, 2*Fl- C2*AMHP) 
PTMTX: aPTMTT/HP 
F3=C5*HP-A. M*TMTP 
C6=1. DO-AM2*(L. DOi. C3*HP2) 
CB=CEO*F3+X: 9*SN 
B*-C6*CB 
Cc-CBO+RP*SEO*CN/MP 
S=DSQRT(Ct*C5-FX2#TMTe*Fl&IAMOTMTPI*OAM*TMTPI-FX3-2. DO$C3I 
D*SkAM*F3-AMHP*C2 
F4=, 65DO*(r. DO-AMHP*PTMTTJ 
F5-G71-HP2#AM*PTMTT. *. 5DO 
POP X-- I: AMHP*IAMHP*G2*F6*C8tC6*(CEOPF4#iC9*CN*FS II 
PCPXm-2&DO*CTVC9*SN*F6 
PSPXPo. 5DO*IHP*FIPF4-ANOTNTP*tleDO- AMHP$PTMTTI+2, ()O*CZ*FSI*CR 
I/S 
F6=AMHPVPS'MTT+:. 500 
PDPX=PSPXP*AM*F4-AMHP*C3*F5 
C2= I. DO/D 
Lt=A*IPBPX-3. DO*BOC2*RDPX30CZO-U *IPCPX-2-DO*PoPI*C2*C) 
s F- sCZO*tC I*C2*CZ 
SM=SNGLtSl) 
RETORN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FUNE(AtMvSHJ 
COMHON SIGF, CESP#SESPgRqRogWlDMeUtAtCReCE09SEOgFOvAMpH 
I 9R. PeROPvHPwTMTPtTMT 
COMMON/BLK /FX19FX29FX3*FX49Fl9F2 
FI=SIGF-ALM 
F: 2 =61 GF #ALM 
FX3--RP**2-ROP**2 
CALL TMTS(-TMT@2) 
TMTP-TMT 
FI=FI*AM/HP#TMTP 
FZ-F2&AN/HP*TNTP 
SN-S[NtFZ/241 
CN-CUS(r-2/2,6) 
CI=HP*I*Z*Plif2l 
C2=RP*ROPVSN 
C3-RP*ROPVCN 
C4=2. -AM*AM 
TNTP-TMT 
PTMTTze(Ct,. ý-AWHP*THTP&C2Jif C4*TMTPPAM4PHP*Ft*, 5-AM*CZ/HPI 
PTMTX*PTt4TT, /HP 
F-31--tiP/2, &*Fl, -AM*TMTP 
B--A*. *Z*(Io-AM**2*lll*C3/MP**2))*ICED*F3+ RP*SEO*SNI*CR 
C*-U*ICEO-RP/HP*SEOSCNI 
S*CR*SQItTICL*FL/2, &-A$4*TMTPOHPOFI+(AN*TMTPI**20-RP**2+ROP**2-2. *C3I 
Dr-S. +CR*AM*b(F3r-C2/FIPI 
F4=15W(l. -AM/HP*P7MTZ, 1 
F5-i. 5*(I. j. AM*PTMTX)/Hi? 
PBPX=v-A**2*. (AM"2#C2, /IfP**2PF5*(CEO*F3+RP*SEO*SN)t( I. -AM**2*( t*+C3/ 
IHP*0211*(CEO*F4+RP*SEOOCN4F531 
PCPK=-UICP. *RP, IHP*GEO#SN*F5 
PSPXPOCR/(21*S)*(MPOFIOF-4-AAM*TMTPO( 1.0- AM*PTMTX)+C2, ýF5*2.1 
F&=AMOPTMTT/HP+*5 
PDPX=PSPXP+AM*IF4, vAC3/HP*F6) 
PBPT%="P*PBPX 
PGPT=HPOPC, PX 
POPT-KP*PDPIX 
Sm &16/4 I2. S663? 1*A*D*0Z)*(0ESP*CR* (4PBPX-3i*Bl/D*PDPXI/(A*Dl +PCP 
1X-2 *#C/D*PDPX)I+SESP/RP*((JPBPT-3, *. B/DPPDPTI/(A*D)+PCPT-Zo*C/D*PDPTI 
21 
RETURN 
END 
SUPBROUTINE FUNFITvSK3 
COMMON/0XB/DX*DYqVXqVT 
DOUBLE PRECISLON XqD%v0Y., p-VY-9VK 
X-OBLE(T) 
CAtL ORLIXoSMI 
WR, ITE- (69911- XtSM 
91 FORMAT 101: 6.68ýE16181 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE AINTI(DEL, AREAI. 
COMMON/GXB/DX 9-OY'9VX 9 VY 
COMMON/BKOPIS IGF* CESD*SESP*RvROr'W*O"#U#AtCR*CEO*SEOlFOsAMtH 
tvRP*R0P9HP*TMTPqTMT 
COMMON/Cit/ii 
DOUBLE PRECISLON DX*DirgVX#VYgSIGFtCESPYSESPtRtROtWgGM#U#AtCRoCEOIS 
lEiDtFOgANtHeRP91LOP#HPvTMTP. *TMT$*AIS*VXPI*CFC*VXS 
DOUBLE PRECISION DLvVX1 
EXTERNAL FUNF 
VxS=Vx 
AISr-IGM*Rl*#2+U**Z. 
VXM*: R40SQRT4(AIS-40M*VY)*i*23/A, ISI 
DL--aQOO0lD0 
VXLPVXM-, 00005DO 
JL=20 
3 CALL ORIM19ANS) 
IF 4ANS*DV*LT40oJ GO TO 2 
VKlftVXI+DL 
GO TO 3 
2 OL-rDL*ll 
IF(DABSIDLILLIr.. 09000002) GO TO 4 
VXlftVXI*DL 
GO TO 3 
4 CFCwVXM-41*t VKM-VXI. l 
AX= ENGLI CFC I 
J1=40 
ANDaSNGLIUM 
CALL NGAUGS (AXqANDv, 3#SXqSUhF4SNql) 
WRITE 16978) AX9AND9SlK 
ASTxSNGL(20U00*CFE-191OO*VXMl 
CALL NGAUGS lASTq&X#3*GYvFUNF*SN9l) 
WRITE (6978J kSTv. AX#SY. 
AX=6NGL416O&DO*CF0-149iDO*VKH* 
CALL NGAUSS (AXqA3Tq, Z; j5L-ipFUW-qSNpl) 
WRITE (6978)' AX9A5TvSL 
VKR*SNGE! IVXSI 
IF 4 (VXR-, 2*0EX-AXllGT_J, *051 GO TO 10 
SM-0. 
BX-AX 
GO TO It 
10 BXzcVXS-12$, DEL 
CALL NGAUSS (BXtAX# 2v&V*FUW. #SN*Ll 
SUBROUTINE4 ORMAREAl 
COMMON SIGF 9CESP69 SESPS vfL. Ss Rt St WSV OHS 9US9 ASY 
GRSt CES 9 SES *FOS# AMSqH 
IQvRPSvR, 0S-vHPS9-TMTPSvTHS 
COMMON/CXB/I)Xtoyvvx, vy 
COMMION/BKDP/S IGFOPq CESPgSESPoRvRotWgGMvUtAvCRiCE09SEO*FOtAM*H 
I tRPvR0P, HPq TMVPPTMTp SiGPSIGP 
C15MMON/BLKLýIFKL*FX2@FI(3*FX49FL vFZ 
COMMON/BSV/AMHP#RPROPgAN29HP2lpC4tC79C99UCRPC tO 
CCLMHON/CJL/Jl 
DOUBLE PRECISI, ON CESPtSESPtR#RO*W#OM*U#AvCRtCE09SE09FOgANtHt 
tRPq fLOPtHPvTMTPPTMTtFKI; bFXZvFK3#FX49 FtsFlvA1tAZvDXv0YvVXtVV9F 9G* 09 
2 WKvSIGFDP 
DOUBLE PRECLSION ANHPtRPROPIAN29HP2tC4*C7oC9*UCRtClOtX 
EXTERNAL FUNC 
VX=I( 
A, L=U*ý*2-! 
--(OM*VX)**Z-(, ONOVY#**2- A2--(U*VXI*02 
RO=DSQR]r(t-At+DSORT(At**2, i4. DO*OM**ZOAZ, Vl, f 42oDO*0M**2) I 
RIYP-ROICR 
RPROP*RP*ROP 
ESP0-ATANI, SNGLIU/&ROVOHJJ3 
THPO-ATANZ(SNGL4-VY*CCS(ESPOI-vVXIS 
X'(1-SNGLIVVJ*, SIN(ESPOJ 
CEO*DBLE(COS(ESP031 
SEOaDSLE(SINIESPOS) 
Cg=RPOSEO 
FX4*2jDO*RP#RUP 
HS-SNGL4HP) 
SIGO-THPO+XO/HS 
SLGP0vTHP0--XO/HS 
SLGF-SIG-rSlIGO 
WRJTE 46990k $IGjl1GO*S`LGfi 
SIGFOP-08LEtSLGF) 
AtMwS-IZP-GIGPD 
FL-DBLE$SIGF-ALM) 
F2=D9LE4SAGF+ALM) 
FX3=-RP**2-ROP**2 
FoloDO .. ýIAM*&5DOI*&AM*45DOS-FXA*(AN/HPJ*IAM/HPS*ol2500 
G*f I*AFKZ-AN*HP*. BDOJr-FYAOF2*414/(4*DG*HPI 
QtaFX3. +FX4-(Fll-HP*. J5DCS; I(FI*HP-9,501))-FX4Vol25DO*FZ*F2 
TRY* (-G*D6QRTIG*G-44. DID#F*41)1/42., DO*FJ 
CALL TNTOITMT411 
TKT P=TMT 
TMTPS=SNtL (TM'; Pi 
ALM-ALMtSNGL(TMT*AM/Hl? ) 
ROS=SNGL(kOP) 
CU-S-SNGLICEO) 
SES-SNGL I SEO) 
TMS=SNGL(TMT) 
CALL FUND[ ALM, SE*PTMTX*PTATT) 
OamS LGF*SHP*#2r-R*Rl0 )-/ 4 HP**, 3ARPfR0P 
SAVE-0. 
AX=Q-l 00. *ASS (S IGF I 
CALL NGAUSS (kLMvAXv40qSZjFUNCvSH'vI) 
WRITE (69901 fMTPSIALM@AXwSZ 
SA-VE=SAVE+S, Z 
BX=Q-Z0, b*ABS(SIGF3 
CALL NGAUSS (AXqBXq100*SZ*FUNC*SH#t) 
WRITE (69901 AXtf3XpSL 
SAoVE=SAVE+SZ 
AK=Q+20i. *ABS(SIGFY 
AK= &I *AX 
ClkLL MGAUSS (BXqA. %t10aqSZ4FUNCtSMvlJ 
WRITE (6jcA0J BXgAXpSL 
S&VE-SAVE*SZ 
92 FORMT (6DI6*81 
BX-Q+. 100. *ABSISIGI; ) 
CALL HGAUGS (AX*BXt1G09SLjFUNCvS"*1J 
WKITE (6990) AX#BXiSl 
SAVE-SAVE431 
AX=ABS(AL*)9t5. 
CALL MGAUSS (BX, AX 40, SZfi#FUNetSN*I) 
WRITE 16,90.1* BX9AXvSl 
Sl *(-SAVE-SZ )/, jj2.5"3? 06*APCR*CR*CR) HP+t, I *SES WK=FOAIHP/12,. *U)*(SZ +(. (%. MPFKTMTX-1- P*CESP/HP*IAN*PTNTT/ 
I. PiRP)PSEI 
2 WRI TE (6990k V. XoS. L --, iSE*MK 
AREA-$NgLtWK) 
20 FORMAT 46Et&. $) 
RETURN 
END 
I- 
SUBROUTINE TMTD(X*ICI 
CUM MON/ BLKt/FX I, FX29 FX39FK49FoL qF2 COMMON /BKDP/&IGF9 CESPtSEIGPoRtROtUtUM*UtA*CR*CEO#SEOtFO9449H 
1*RPoROPtHPtTMFP*TNT 
COMt4ON/BSV/AMHP 
D(lUBLE PREC(SLON XtFXIpFXZtFX3*FX4tFtoFZ*SIGFtCESPvSESP9R9RO9WtOMt 
IU*AtCRtCE09SE09FO#AMvHvRPvROP. tHPoTt4TPoXitCL9C29Z#FvGvQoTMTOAMHP 
ICODE-0 
X=Ift3DO*X 
XI=X 
CL=FI*AMHP*X 
C2=F2#AMHP*X 
IF A lo. EQLIJ CI=Fl 
IF II. C. EQ. 11, C2=F2#-2ADQ*AVHP*K 
Z=HP 
FftFXli*X**Z§-FX2*ClPX+FX3-(CLI*Zfo5DOI**2#FX4*DCDSICZ*i-'500) 
X-. 7500*X 
2 IGODE-ICODE+l 
Cl-FI&AMHP*X 
CZ=F2*ANHP*X 
IF 4ICoEQ*'Il 01=Fl 
IF (IC-E0*'lJ C2-F2+24DC*ANHP*X 
G--f X14X**2+FX2*Cl#tX+FX3-iUlPZ#o5DO)*#2. +FX4*DCOS(C2*. 500) 
IF (DABStG-Fl&LT*lLDr-12J RETURN 
Qt: c(G*XI-F*X$/(-G-FS 
Q-DABS(QJ 
XlL=X 
XmQ 
IF I DAB S(bX-Xl I/X3eLTA, -41Dt-06J: RETURN IF (-IQODE, r,, T. 3CkCk) WRITE (69911 FL9F29AMHPgFX19FX2@FX39FX49F#GOXVXI 
190 
91 FORMAT 16D16,81 
IS IICDDE6GT. 2001 STOP 
F*G 
Go To 2 
END 
SUBROUTINE AINT2(DX*DYtVXtVY#DELeAREAS 
VXS-VX 
VX-VXS-DEL 
CALL OR2(DXtDY*VX#VY*Oll 
VX&VXS+DEL 
CALL OR2(DX90Y*VXPVY9031 
VX-VXs 
CALL OR2(DX*DYtVXtVYP021 
IF (ABS(OX-VXI*LTo3o*DEL) GO TO 2 
AREA--(01+4**02+031*DEL/3* 
RETURN 
2 VX=VXS-DEL/2o 
CALL OR2(DX#DYtVX*VY9041 
VX-VXS+DEL/2* 
CALL DR2(DX90Y#VXPVYwG5) 
AREA=(01+2**02+4**(04+051+03)*DEL/6o 
vx-vxs 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE (JR2j-DXvDY, VXtvVWqAREA) 
COMMON GIGF, CESPiSESPgRqRO*WtoMtUtA, CRgCE09SEOiFOvAM@H 
t vRoPvR0PvHPvTMTPv TNT* 61G*Sl-GP 
CEIMMON/BLK /FXltFX2jFX3vFX4, vFQtF2 COlMMGN/PTFAC/PTMTX 
EKTERNAL FUNE 
Al=U*P2-(OM*VX)**B-l0Nl*VY3**2 
AZ=-IUOVX)**2 
RD=SQRT(; (-AI+SQRTIA130#2-. 4J*OMV*2*A2)1! /(2*, POM**211 
RGP=RD/CR 
E SP 0= ATAN (U/ (R. O*DN) I 
THPO=ATAN2 (-VY*COS (ESPO) tVX) X0=VV*SINlE6P0J 
CEoucastEs-po) 
SE0=SIN4ESP0) 
FX4=24*R, P*R, OP 
SIGO-THPO+7XD/H. 
SI, GP0*THP0-Ko/H 
SIGF=SIG-SIGO 
ALM-S4GP-SIGPD 
Ft=SlgF-AUM 
F2= SLGF-+ALM 
FX3=-RPIP*2-ROP**2 
F-La-tAM/2*1*9,2-FX4*IAM/HPI**218o 
GftF L*(FXZ-AM*HP/2, j. )-FX4*F3*ANl (4ofHP) 
Q=FX3*FX4- IF I*HP/2, s 1014,2-FK41-84 *F2**2. TNT* (-GA-SQRT (G**2-z4o*FPQJ U421. *F) 
CALL TMTS(TMTvl) 
THTP=T, MT 
ALM-AILMt TMT'*AM/MP 
WRITE 46#903 T. MTtALN 
CALL FUND (ALMv SEv PT. KTX. ) 
Jt=to 
SAVE-0. 
AX- 10,,; *ABS(ALM) 
CALL MGAUSS lALRjAXq2VqSZtFUNEvSNv1) 
SAVE=SAVEVSZ 
WRITE 1691A01 6Z#SAVE 
B X= 50a *ABS ( AL MI 
CALL HGAUSS (AX98X gi. L*SZvFUNE#SN#I) SAVE-SAVE+SZ 
WRITE 46990). S, ZvSAVE 
SUBROUTINE, TMTS(XPICI 
COMMON/13LK /FXlvFX2jpfX3, pFX4jjF&, pF2 
COMMON SI. GF* CESP#SE6P9R*ROtW9Ol4tUtAtCRPCE09SE09FOgANtH 
1vRPvR0PvHPqTMT-PjTlff 
lcoDEVo 
X-143ex 
XI-X 
Ct-FIJ-AH/HP*X 
C2-F2&. AI4/Hp*x 
IF (; [C. *EQ., LJ 
IF (It-EQ-11 C2=FZ+24 *Agw*HP*X 
Z-Hp 
F-FXI*X**Z+FXI*CL*X+FX3-(CI*ZI2* )002+FX4* COSK212ol 
Xmo 75 *X 
2 IC0DE-a-ICODE*l 
CL-FI*AM/HP*X 
C2-F2*AM/HPOX 
IF 11C. Egi. 14 CluFl 
IF tLC. @EQ, L)! G2uF2+24 *AM/HP*X 
G-f: KIOX**24-FXZ*CIPX+FX-3ý-lgt*Z/2.1*02*FX4* COSK2/2ool 
IF ( ABS(G-FJlLT*JIEi-1ZJ RETURN 
Q'w(G? wXl-FPX4/lG-F$ 
Q, uA8S4Q) 
Xl-x 
xftQ 
IF I A8S(lXtXI: WX3oLlF,., IE*06J RETURN 
IF; t-ICODEIGT*2001 WRlfE (6t9Ll XtXIOFIOG 
ot FORHAF f6ElfieSJ 
IF 41CODELGT. 200). RETVRW 
FvmG 
GO TO 2 
END 
SUBPJ30TINE NGkUSS4AvBioNtSUNtFUNCtFOFX*NUMBE$tI 
04MENSLON Uj5JpRj5jp6U%(I3. vFGFX1I3 
DO I LLostvNUMBER 
I SUMILL3*0.0 
IF(A. EQ&63 RETURN 
Ul IS-& 4255628305091,84 
Ut 23-i2933023029316376 
Ut 31-& t6029521.5050480 
U14 11010674683U6656509 
Ut 54 -4013046735741414 
Rd 11-114776211235,7376 
R(121-4 L34633359656998 
Rt 3 J=&l. 0954319L25799I 
R 14#4 slOT4725674575290 
R 1'5J=e0333356? 2t56344_ 
FINE- N 
DELTA*FINE/OrAl 
DO 3 K-ljN 
Xt- W-1 
F-INE=A. +XIVDELTA 
00 2 41,0 I7jp5 
UU*U(it U /DELTA +F ME 
CALL FUNC (UUvFOFX) 
00 2 JOY8GYrzLjpNUMl9, ER, 
2 SU#44JOYSOriPtRt-llltFOFX4JOY! BGYA+ SUM(JOY6OVl 
DO 3 VJ=195 
UU-4 I ICY-Ul JJ J PJDEtTA *FINE 
CALL FUNC IUU-, IfOFXI 
DO 3 NNaLtNUMBE4t 
3 SUMANKSORWWOMN80SUNANNI 
DO 7 IJK- L*NUMBER 
7 SUM (, ldKl-SUH(lJKlYDELlrA 
RETURN 
END 
APPENDIX VII 
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Harry L. Runyan, Jr. was born on March 13,19189 in Trenton, New 
Jersey, the son of Harry L. and Ruth C. Runyan. After completing high 
school in Trenton, he entered Rutgers University and graduated in 1939 
with the degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering. He 
spent the next four years in the Army Air Force as an Engineering 
Officer in a photo recon squadron, having service in England, France, 
Belgium, and Germany during World War II. Upon discharge from the 
Army in 1945, he was employed at the NACA, Langley Aeronautical 
Laboratory in Hampton, Virginia. He has been continuously employed 
at the research institution, which is now an integral part of the RASA 
and is now the Langley Research Center. At the present time he is 
Assistant Chief of the Loads Division. In 1950 he was awarded the 
degree of Master of Aeronautical Engineering by the University of 
Virginia. 
The research areas that Mr. Runyan has contributed include aero- 
elasticity, flutter, unsteady air forces, structural dynamics, launch 
vehicle, dynamics and acoustics. Recently, he was chairman-of the 
working group on Dynamics and Aeroelasticity In support of the Space 
Shuttle and has been chairman of the Technical Committee on Structural 
Dynamics of the AIAA. 
Some of his personal research has involved early studies of the 
effect of concentrated weights on flutter of wings, single degree of 
freedom flutter; flutter at hypersonic speeds, unsteady lifting surface 
theory, dynamic modeling# sonic boom, liquid-structure interactions ýtce 
He has performed research in support of many of the manned space 
programs, including X-15, Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, and Space Shuttle. 
A list of his publications follows. 
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